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ABSTRACT 

Stored gxain is susceptible ta infesbtiou by stored-product insects. Syrrthetic chemical 

insecticides and fiunigants are being restricîed due to health and environmental concems, and insect 

resistance to the chernicals is developing. Because insects die when exposed to elevaîed levels of 

carbon diorride (COJ, modifiecl aûnospheres may be a viable alternative to chemical control methods. 

The visible bin openings of two fiill-site weldeâ-steel hopper bins were modifieci to improve 

the gas-tighiness of the bins. Mean CO2 concentrations improved fiorn apprownately 10% More the 

bins were d e d  to aimost 50% following the final seahg technique. These improvernents are 

sigdïcant because the amount of CO, used was constant for ail experiments. The sealed bin retained 

approximately 79% of the CO, that was initially added. 

For fumigation in a grain-fiIled bin, the addition of a large volume of gaseous CO, had to be 

offset by a release of air from the bin. Purging was f m d  to be most practical if dry ice was dowed 

to sublimate inside a sealed box outside the bin and the gaseous CO2 was d u d  into the head space 

of the bin. Air was released through a purge valve at the bottom of the bin. For five experiments, 

purging efficiencies ranged fiom 69 to 92%. 

Retention efficiencies ranged fiom 55 to 82% during 104 fumigations, but only fiom 28 to 

42% during 4 4  fumigations. The extra dry ice aûded during the 4 4  fiunigations did nat produce the 

desireci increase in CO, concentration, and consequently, retention efnciencia deched. Mortality of 

caged adult rusty grain beetles, Ctyptdestes ferrugineus (Stephens), was 100, 99.8, and 99.7% in 

three furnigaiions of 104 duration and 95.3 and 79.8% in two fhigations of 4 4  duratioa. 

Fumigations of I O d  duration shouid be prmoted over fiimigations of 4 4  dufation if only an initial 

application of dry ice is to be used. 

Based on the published mortahty data for C. jbmgineus exposed to elevated levels of CO, 

an w o n  was found that predicts the required expmm for any CO2 uncentration at a temperature 

. * 
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of 25°C. Because CO2 concentrations decayed during fumigations, a p d u r e  was developed to 

apply the m o n  cumulatively on short intervais. The lethal exposure time was calcuhed based on 

the CO2 concentration observed during each interval. A ratio of the interval to the lethal exposure t h e  

was caldaîed and summeed over aü intervals to give the cumulative lethality index. When the 

cumulative Iethality in&x equals 1 .O, complete insect mortality should occur. Calculated cumulative 

lethalitty indexes cornpared weil with the observed insect mortaiities in this research. 

Gas-tightness varies h m  bin to bin. Gas loss rate was related to the pressure decay t h e  

through a common fàctor of leakage area to aiiow a CO2 concentration prome to be generaîed for any 

bin prior to the start of a fûmigaûon. Wi knowledge of the CO2 concentration profile, the 1- of 

time required to achieve complete mortaliw of C. jêrrugineus can be calculatecl. Predicted rates of 

CO2 loss compared weli with observed rates of loss. 
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decay constant representing volume interchange rate (m3/d) 

relative humidrty (%) 

tempe- (OC) 

-Pe- (K) 

tirne for concatmtion to decay (d) 

pressure decay tirne [ the for pressure to decay fiom an initial value to a value equal 
to one-haif of the initial value] (s) 

predicted decay time at a pressure of 1.5 kPa (s) 



predicted decay time at a pressure of 1.125 kPa (s) 

predicted decay time at a pressure of 0.75 kPa (s) 

time interval (s) 

volurne (dm3) 

volume of storeci commodity (m3) 

volume of the container (m3) 

volume of purge gas added (m3) 

volume of head space (m3) 

volume of air leaving the bin (m3) 

velocity of air inside the bin directly in fiont of a hole through the bin wall (mk) 

velocity of air through a hole in the bin wall (mis) 

velocity of the moldes (m/s) 

thickness of the bounriiuy (m) 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Stored-product insects @ereafter n f d  to only as "insects"') have been a concem since 

hummity began storhg grain for h r e  use because of îhe damage they cause to the stored g r e .  

During the latter haif of the twentieth cenbury, a large number of synthetic chemicais were -1oped 

that were tolric to insects. These chernicals were peraived to be the ideal solution to the age-dd 

problem of insects because they were effective and iaarpensive. Recently, synthetic chernical 

insecticides and fimigants are being restricted or b a ~ e d  due to health (Gany et al. 1989) and 

environmental (Haines 1995) concems, and insect resistance to the chernicals is developuig (Price and 

Mills 1988; Fields 1992). Because uiseets continue to i n f i  stored grain, alternate control methods 

must be developed. 

Under aerobic conditions, insects survive by prcxlucing ~iagy through respiration. When the 

inSeas are acposed to an environment deficient ofoxygen (03, they oa produce energy for short 

periods by glyculysis, but death will occur if the 0,deficient environment is rnaintained. Insects also 

die when exposeci to elevated levels of carbon dioxide (CO3 because CO2 bas insecticidal action 

(Banks 1979). Controllhg insects by altering the concentrations of atmospheric gases inside the 

storage environment is known as modified atrnusphere storage of grain. Thus, lethal enviroments can 

be created without the addition of synthetic chemicals. 

Modified atmosphere -rage of grain is not a new concept. It is beiieved that the ancient 

Egyptians made use ofthis idea to protect their stored grah h m  insects. Lee (1960) reports that a 

£hiî sidde was found at the boüom of an ancient pit dong the Niie river. It is beliwed thai grain was 

stored in these underground phs because kemeis of barley and an ancient wheat d e d  'Enmer" have 

beai discovered iriside these pits. Respiration by the grain depletes the 4 supply inside an airbght 

structure such as an underground pit. W& a depleted O2 supply, death of the insects occurs. 



Recently, modified atmosphere storage of grain bas received renewed attention amund the 

worid. The Ausûdhs have succesdidiy fhigaîed grain in Luge, central storage ficihies (Banks 

et al. 1980; Ripp 1984). Tfieir greatest obstacIe was that extensive sealing had to be done to the 

storage structures so thaî they would be able to maintain efnciedy the modifïed a t m ~ ~ ~ b e r e .  'Ihe cost 

of -ive sealing of these storage struchue~ was hi&. In western Canada, grain is typidy stored 

in small storage structures on individual f'anns and fàrmers are responsible for aisuring the quality of 

their stored grain. For modifieci atmosphere fiimigation to gain widspread acceptance in Canada, the 

cost of sealing a storage stnictwe must be reduced so that it is feasible for an individuai ber. 

An initial objective of this research was to idemtQ an exkting Canadh grain storage 

shucttm that can be seaied to d o w  efficient fùmigation of insects ushg modifiai atmospheres. A 

practicai method for sealing the storage structure is descni .  

Fumigation of insects by exposure to eIevated Ievels of CO2 is more appropriate for Canadian 

conditions than exposure to reduced levels of O2 because the environment does not have to be 

controlled as precisely. Use of CO, therefore, reduces the cost of a modified atmosphere fumigation. 

Trial fiimigations using dry ice as the source of CO2 were conducted. The CO2 environment inside the 

storage stnicbre was created by ducting gaseous CO2 into the head space and dlowing air to escape 

fiom the bottom of the storage structure. Observed peak CO2 concentrations were sunilar for 

fiunigations of 1ûd and 4-d durafion, but mrtality of caged addt Cryp to les te s~g ineus  (Stephens) 

was higher foliowing the 104 exposures. 

Aithough the trial Mgations were successfid in my experimental bins, not dl bins will be 

sealed to the sarne level of gas-tightness. A pressure decay test assesses whaher a bin meet- a 

minimum standard of gas-tightness. If the standard is not met, one option is to seal the bin better and 

then redo the pressure decay test. In some cases, additional seaimg may be impractical or cost- 

prohibitive. For these situations, it wodd be beneficial ifthe fumigancm expure d d  be lengthened 



by an amount d c i e n t  to redt in rnortalïty of the insects withouî the additionai cost of sealing. This 

approach requins knowledge of the gas loss rate so diat a pro& of the CO2 concentration can be 

gaierated W& howledge of the CO2 conentration profle and the morCality response of insects to 

CO,  the required exposure can be predicted. 

The fouowing chapters present a review of the literaaire cmcerning fimigaiion with CO2, a 

listing of the specific objectives ofthis research, a description of a method for seaiing fiiII-size welded- 

steel hopper bins, a description of several trial tumigaîibns in the fidi-size bins, the observeci 

mortalities of insects exposed to the trial Wgations, a novel procedure for evaliiaîing the gas- 

tightness of a storage biri based on the pressure decay tirne, conclusions fiom this research, and 

recornrnendaîions for firture research. 



2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Problems with chemicai control of insects 

hects are a major wncem throughout thc world kcausc of tbe damage and contamination 

they cause to stored grain. In the past, t was thmghi mat chernicals were the ideal solution for control 

of bseds because they were fast-acting, effective, and heqemive. Receatly, problems have beai 

identifieci which may jeopardize the future of chemical insecticides and fhigants. 

The fhpent and often improper use of chemicals has resulted in the anergence of resistant 

insect species (Prim and MiUs 1988; Fields 1992). The application of chernicals by untrained people 

ofkm resdts in eaher ianifncient dosages or innifncient acpcwures, allowing the mmt tolerant iasects 

to suniive. Arnong these tolerant inseas are a few genetically pre-adapted for resistance to an 

insecticide. Under fiequent chemical use, the resistant insects form most of the insect popdation. 

Consequently, the resistance is transmitted genetidy to the offspring. Today, mistance to certain 

chernicals is sa widespread that these chemicals have been rendered useless. 

The application of chernical insecticides directiy to grain can have serious consequaices if 

toxic residueç remain when the grain goes for processing vaylor 199 1). Society is no longer willing 

to accept potentidy hamiful chemicals on food products and bas persuadeci govemrnents to ban many 

chemical insecticides that were previousIy used. Althou& most chemical furnigants do not Ieave 

residues on the grain like chemicai insecticides (Moruo 1969), their fiunes are lethal to humans. 

Anyone cxposed to these fiunes is at nsk ofbeing poisoned or developiag cancer (Garry et al. 1989). 

Fumigators are especiaily at risk because they must work directly with the fiunigantS. An mcreasing 

awareness of the dangers associated with £higants has encouraged the search for new solutions. 

An in- but harmful consequeme of one furnigant, methyl bromide, is that the eartù's 

ozone iayer is depleted by chemical reactions with methyl bromide (Haines 1995). Depletion of the 



ozone iayer aiiows ultraviolet radiation to reach the earth. Although this may not duatly affect our 

health now, it can have serious consequences to both us and our environment in the fûture. 

In tesponse to public pressure, governments have banned rnany chernid insecticides and 

fimigants used in the past. Iae muinhg chernid control meth& are under regulatory miiew and 

may be banned if found h a d  to amsumen, the envùonrnenî, or both. If this happais, nonchernid 

wntrol methods will be needed. 

2.2 Modified atmospheres 

2.2.1 Definition A modined atmosphere (MA) is produced by changing the intergranular gase 

inside a siorage structure to create an environment lethal to insects. An MA can be created by either 

actively adding gases to the structure or by aiiowing the metabolic processes inside a sealed structure 

to alter the gaseous concentrations (Banks and Fields 1995). In the former case, a îow-û2 atmosphere 

can be created by adcihg a gas to displace oxygen (0,) or a high-CO2 atmophere by adding carbon 

dioxide (Cod. When metabolic processes alter the gaseous concentrations, also known as hemetic 

storage, lethal atmospheres are created slowIy by the consumption of the O2 inside the structure 

yielding a reduced O2 concentration and an elevated CO2 concentration. An MA can be considered 

a physical control method because nothmg foreign is added to the *rage environment (i.e., dthough 

the compositions of nitrogen (N,), Oz, and CO2 are cbanged, no new constituents are added to the 

atmosphere) . 

2.2.2 Low-Oz atmospheres A low-O2 aûnosphere can be created either by adding pure N2 or by 

ducting the output from a hydrocarbon burner into the storage structure. The addition of pure N2 

creates an atmosphere of almost 100% l+& with only small amomts of 0, and other rare gases. A 



hydrocahon burner leaves smaii amounts of O,, but the remaining atmosphere is composed of 

approximately 12% CO2 in & (Banks et al. 1991). 

Under aerobic conditions, insects use 4 to produce the energy needed for survival. When an 

organisn is exposed to an aîrnosphere deficient of 4, it can react in one or several of the following 

ways: 1) migration, 2) energy cobservafion, or 3) anoxic energy production (Adler 1994a). The desert 

locust, Locusta migratoria L., and the îobacco homworm, ManaUca sexta (Joh.), reduced their heat 

production to less than 5% of nomial d u e s  aAer 4 and 5.5 h uader anoxia, respectively, resulting in 

a tremendous saving of energy (Moratrky et al. 1992, citai by Adler 1994a). Insects are also able to 

produce energy without O2 by a proceçs known as giycolysis. Lactate, the source of energy fiom 

glycolysis, is acidic. Iflactate levels rise due to prolonged gIycolysis, the excessive quantity of positive 

(Le., acidic) hydrogen ions could diredy or indirectly stop the giycolysis process (Adler 1994a). With 

no energy production, the insect dies. 

For a low-O2 atmosphere to be effective, extremely low O2 concentrations must be 

znainained. Lactate levels in Ephesiia caufeIZa (Walker) pupae rose quickly only when O2 

concentrations dropped below 3% - the point where energy metabolim changes fiom aerobic to 

anaerobic (Navarro and Fnedlander 1975). Continued exposure to this low level of O2 causes death. 

Banks a ai. (1 99 1) stated that 1 % O2 shouid be a typical target for a 10w-û~ atmosphere, with 2% O2 

suggested as an upper limit (Bailey 1955). Although the speed of action may be fàster if the O2 

concemiration is reduced below 1 O/6, it becornes harder to maintain such low levels of O2 @anks 1979). 

2.2.3 Advantages and disadvantages of Iow-4 atmospheres One advantage of a low-0, 

atmosphere is that insects are unlikely to becorne nsistant. Although insects can s u ~ v e  for short 

periods under anaerobic conditions by producing energy through glycolysis, they m o t  rarwer unless 

retumed to an 0,-rich environment. Doliahaye (199 l), however, showed that Tnbolium castaneum 
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(Herbst) adults did develop a slight resistance to anoxia afta 40 genemtions. The resistant strain was 

developed in an atmosphen of 99.5% N2and 0.5% 4 .  Danahaye notes, howeveq that metaboliSm 

during exposue to these low O2 concentrations was mainly by respiration. He speculated that this 

resistance wuid be due to more successfiil maintenance of energy or removal of the toxic end-products 

of giycolysis. Although Doaahaye has show the potenhl for resistance to Iow-O, atmospheres, it 

is unlikely that insects could adapt and SUMve d e r  conditions of 0% 4. 

Low-02 atmospheres are cUEcdt to maintain because even low rates of leakage through an 

imperfectly d e d  structwe wili raise the O2 c o n d o n  to nontoxic levels. The tendency will 

aiways be for O2 to difiùse into a 1ow-Q storage structure fiom outside because of the concentration 

gradient that d s t s  across the membrane of the -rage structure. Any s r d  crack will allow O2 to 

enter the structure. Because eiiminating all leaks in large storage structures is impractic. a low-O2 

atmosphere will usually have to be maintaineci by continuous purging with a gas Iow in 02. 

2.2.4 High-CO, atmospheres A high€02 atmosphere inside a storage structure is creaîed by the 

addition of CO, with a correspondhg reduction in both Oz and N2 - The CO, wi be suppIied in either 

its solid, Iiquid, or gaseous state; but must be present in its gaseous state during a fumigation. 

The observation that insects exposed to a high-C02 atmosphere containhg substantial 

quantities of O2 are killed suggests that CO2 has some type of insecticidal action (Banks 1979). 

Nicolas and Siilans (1989) stated that mortality of insects exposed to hi& CO2 concentrations was 

primarily caused by desiccation due to the opening of spiracles. Adult T. castaneum exposed to an 

atmosphere of 65% CO, 20% O,, and 15% N2 died due to desiccation and the exhaustion of energy 

reserves (Donahaye 199 1). A COTresistant strain developed by Donahaye (1991) was better able to 

control water loss and had greater energy reserves than nonresistant strains when exposed to the MA. 

In later work. Adler (1 994b) exposed Sitophilus granarius (L.) plpae to atmospheres of pure CO, or 
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pure K. Pupae exposed to pure CO2 produced only one-third of the lactate produced by pupae 

ex@ to pure N2. His hypothesis was tbai the CO2 dissolved in the body liguids of the pupae, 

forming carbonic acid and acidiSling the body at the ceilular h l .  The &nic acid, when added to 

the lactaie, supplied many positive hydrogen ions that d d  have directly or indinctly inhibited 

glycoiysis, causing death. Insects tolerant to hypercarbia (i-e., an aîmosphere of elevated CO3 had 

greater body masses than non-tolerant insects (Donahaye 199 1). A gmter body rnass c o r r e b  with 

more body liquids, suggesting a longer exposure to CO, before the same level of acidifïcation is 

reached. Although ail researchers do not agree upon the effects of COz on insects, exposure to CO2 

does cause mortality even in the presence of adequate Ievels of O,. 

The optimum level of CO2 for rapid insect mortality is 60% (Banks 1979; Jay and D'Orazio 

1984), although it can be allowed to fluctuate. No advantage is gained by increasing the CO, bels 

above 60% (Fleurat-Lessard and Le Torc'h 1991, cited by Ader 1994b; Adler 1994b) because the 

mortality rates remain nearly constant. KCOz mtrat ions  lower than 60% are used, the length of 

exposure must be extended beyond 4 c i  (Annis 1987). 

2.2.5 Advantages and disadvantages of high-CO, atmospheres in contrast to a low-0, 

atmosphere, a high-CO, atmosphere does not have to be maintainai as precisely because it can be 

effective over a range of concentrations. The subsequent addition of CO2 d u ~ g  the Mgation may 

not be necessary if the rate of leakage is low. An initial CO2 concentration of 70% declining to not 

less than 35% in 10 d at 20°C gives complete insect mortality under Australian conditions (Banks et 

al. 1980). if a structure exhibits this rate of leakage, a single application of CO, will be dEcient. 

One disadvantage of a high-CO, atmosphere is the possibility that insects could develop a 

form of resistance. Because CO, levels do not have to be maintained precisely, as for low-0, 

aîmoqheres, there is an increased probability of carelesniess when this method is used commerdy. 
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If the CO2 concentdon dropped below 35% on the ninth day of a planneci 104 fumigation, Î t  is 

unlikely that the fhnigator would be concemed, though the most tolerant insects may be alive. 

ifthese tolerant uisects survive and reproduce, the potemial for the development of resistance d. 

Donahaye (199 1) produced a shain of I: costmeum dui ts  resistant to an atmosphere contallllag 65% 

CO, 20% 4, and 15% N, at 95% relative humidity (RH') after exposme for 40 generations. Amis 

(1991) produced a strain of S. oryzae pupae mistant to various levels of CO2 afkr seven seledoas 

of pupae for survival. The Ecreased resisiance was d comparai with the observeci variation in the 

dosage-mortality response. If CO2 treatments are conducted in properly sealed bins with adequate 

l a @  of -sure, however, aii allinse should be killed leaving Little chance for the development of 

resistance (Annis 199 1). Friedlancler (1984) m l u d e d  that tbe buildvp of tolerance will be difncult 

b u s e  multiple sites of action for CO2 exist. 

2.2.6 Hermetic storage Uniike low-O, or highC0, atmospheres, hermetic atmospheres are created 

without the addition of afmospherk gases. A hernietic atmosphere is largely dependent on two factors: 

1) the gasdghîness of the storage structure and 2) the respiration that occurs inside the stxucture. If 

a structure is d e d  well, the movement of gases either into or out of the structure should be prevented. 

The respiration of the grain and iasecîs inside the storage structure will eventuaUy use up the available 

mpply of 4 and produce elwated CO, Iwels. Ifthe 4 concentration can be reduced below 1% a 

Iow-0, atmosphere wili be created, 

Because hametic -rage is depdeat u p  respiration inside a d e d  stnicture, the 4 and CO2 

concentrations achieved depend on the moisture content of the grain and the number of insects in the 

grain (Champ and McCabe 1984). Grain respires more at elevated moisture contents (White et al. 

1982). Similady, a large popdation of iaxcts respires more than a small population. Wxîh hcreased 

respiration, the 0, wiU be used up more quickly with a comeqoahg imrrase in CO2. If respiration 
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continues until ail O, is used up, the insects will die. Dry storage of cereals in hermetic storage can 

a h  d t  in signifiant levels of carbon monoxide, which wiü in- insect mortality (Whittle et 

ai. 1994). 

2.2.7 Advantages and disadvantages of hermetic storage The ptimary advantage of hermetic 

storage is that no gas must be added to the storage structure. Not only does this d u c e  the costs of 

eradiathg insects, it also d e s  the MA technology useable in regions of the world where a supply 

of N20r CO2 is not readily available. 

Although additional gases are not needed, the storage structure must be sealed completely for 

hermetic storage to work. Besides being difndt to achieve, perfed sealing can also be expensive. 

One solution has been to use underground bunkers lined with plastic and covered with earth (Champ 

and McCabe 1984). Although these structures have been used successfblly in many regions of the 

world for inexpensive storage, they are limited to dry areas having low water tables. 

Hermetic storage is best-suited to long storage periods because it is dependent upon slow- 

acting respiratory processes (Adesuyi et al. 1980). Although hermetic storage may be suitable for 

storing excess supplies of dry, insect-fk grain, it may not be practid for disinfestation of kects 

bezause the insects will continue to darnage the grain util the slow-acting respiratory processes 

exhaust the O, supply, inhibithg the action of aerobic organisms. 

2.2.8 Suitabüïty of high-COz atmospheres to Canadian conditions A unique cbaraderistic of the 

Canadian grain hancihg system is that most grain is storeci in smaü, on-Eimi structures mtiI it is 

needed for export (Muû 1980). Individual M e r s  are responsible for their grain. An insea- 

disinfestation method that is effective on a d sa le  should be selected. A disadvantage of a low-02 

atmosphere is that it requires the addition of gases throughout the fùmigation. W h  COz, however, 
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oniy an initial purge is requhd (Banks et al. 1980). Disinféstation witù COt. thedore, wodd be 

easier for an individuai ber to conduct on a smaU scale. 

Cost is il~lother concem for fàrrners. When a fiimigation is wnducted in a central storage 

fkibty, the initial smip coat is spread over a large q u d t y  of grain When a fum@on is conducteci 

on a fbn ,  the idhichial fàrmer m u t  absorb the entire cost. Although the cost of eqyipment necessary 

to produce a continuous supply of N2gas may be reasonable for a centrai storage facility, treannent 

with CO, is more economicai for an individual fhm. 

A final consideration is that most existing Czmadian fknn storage structures are not airtight. 

Although sealing is required for either low-O, or high€02 treatments, less sealhg is required when 

CO2 is used because the concentrations can be dowed to fluctuate. 

2.29 Sources of COl Due to its physical properrties, CO, can be supplied in either solid, liquid, or 

gaseous form. Solid CO2 (dry ice) sublimates at temperatures above -78 SOC (Anonymous 1993), 

therefore, it readily changes to gaseous form at normal ambient temperatureS. Liquid CO2 exists only 

at high pressures. It must be contained in high-pressure cylinders and must be vaporized before it can 

be introduced into the storage stnictux (Wilson et al. 1984). At standard atmosphenc conditions, CO2 

exists in gaseous form. 

Although CO, can be used in any of its three physical states, solid CO2 has one distinct 

advantage over the othea. Achieving an accurate application of CO2 with dry ice is easy because the 

mass can be accurately measured (White et al. 1993). When the source is either liquid or gaseous, a 

prediction of the quanti@ of CO, depends on the rate of flow, which is o h  not constant. Consistently 

ad- the correct amount of CO2 is easier whea dry ice is used. 



2.3 Factors infiuencing the effectiveness of a high-COt atmosphere 

2.3.1 Temperature Insect development occurs w i t b  a rmow band of temperatures between 13 

and 35*Cy depedhg on the species (Fields 1992). When an insect is within an environment ofoptimal 

temperature, its respiration rate WU be the greatest (Person and S o m n  1970). Fumigants. which 

enter the body of the insect through the respiratory tract, wiii be most effèctive when the respiration 

rate is high (Monro 1969). Modified atmospheric gases, which also enter the insect's body through 

the respiratory tracî, wii i  ais0 be most e M v e  when the respiration rate is greatest. Consequently, 

one would expect MAS to be most effective at high ternperatures. This behaviour has been observed 

for T. castrmeum (Storey 1975; 1977), Rhyzopertha dominica (F.) (Storey 1975)' and Sitophilus 

oryzae L. (Person and Sorenson 1970) exposed to Iow-O2 atmospheres. The higher the temperatUrey 

the shorter the exposure tirne required to achieve 95% mortality. AliNiazee (1971), in tests with T 

castaneum and T confusum J. du Val exposed to 100% COz, found that mortality increased as the 

temperature increased fiom 15 -6 to 26.7OC. A similar trend was observed by White et al. (1988) who 

found that CO, concentrations had to be increased fiom 54% CO:, at 20°C to >74% CO2 at 10°C to 

maintain the same level of mortdity of Ctyptolestesfermgineus (Stephens) after a 1 wk exposure. 

hects in 10w-0~ atmospheres are more sensitive to temperature than insects in hi&-CO2 

atmospheres. mein and Press (1968) observeci mortalities of L custaneum larvae exposed to 1% 4 

mging fbm 14 to 100% as the temperature increased fiorn 15.6 to 37.8OC. When exposed to = 60% 

COa mortalities ranged fiom 89 to 100%. SSimilarly, Zakladnoi (1976, cited by Banks and Fields 

1995) observed little temperature dependence when insects were exposeci to 100% CO2, but definite 

dependence whm exposed to 100% N,. Although insects in low-0, aîmospheres may be more 

sensitive to temperature fhan insects in highC02 ahnospheres, highC4 aîmospheres are most 

efféctive at high temperatures Exposures should be lengthened with a decrease in temperature. Jay 



(1980) suggested that the use of MAS to contn>1 S o r n e  is not necessary ifthe grain temperature is 

below 10.4OC because the cold alone will produce hi& mortality. 

The laigth of wposure should be selected based on the ooldest temperahue within the grain 

buik For Caoadiao conditions, grah temperatures will be coldest near the bia wall durhg the winter 

(Muir et al. 1989; Leitgeb et al. 1 %O), so the Iength of a CO2 Mgal ion  should be based on the 

temperaaires in these regions. 

2.3.2 Relative humidity Although insect reproduction is  reduced at low RHs, their short-term 

s u d  is d e c t e d  (Howe 1x5). When exposed to low O2 concentrations due to either increased 

&or CO, however, insects open their spiracles in an attempt to get more O*. The result is water loss 

and eventuai desiccation (Jay et al. 197 1). The lower the RH, the greater the water loss and the sooner 

death will occur. This conclusion is supported by lay et ai. (1971) who exposed T casfuneum, T 

c o n i m ,  and Oyzaephilus surinclmensis (L.) to atmosphens containhg ~ 3 8 %  CO2 with RHs 

ranghg fiom 9 to 68%. For aU three species, rnortaiity increased as RH decreased. Sirnilar results 

were obtained when the insects were exposed to 4 %  4 in N,. Navarro and Calderon (19731, in 

studies with E. cautela pupae, reported criticai water losses of ~30% of the mass of the pupae 

confirming that desiccation caused death. Water loss increasd as CO2 concentration increased and 

RH decreased. At an RH of 95%, Navarro and Calderon (1974) foud that mass loss was srnall, 

cuncluding tbat the toxic effects of the CO2 were responsible for insect mortality. 

Although there may be a positive effect of CO2 on insects at low RHs, grain is seldorn stored 

a .  extremely low RHs (i.e., low moisture contents), suggesting that there may be little practical benefit 

to be gained by a Imowledge of the RH. In a bin of grain with low average moistue cotitent, however, 

convection currents may cause moisture migration resuIting in pockets of grain of elcMted moisture 

content. The importance of RH (or moishire content), thedore, should not be underestimateci because 
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the leagth of exposure may need to be i n d  ifthe RH is above 70% in small pockets within the 

grain bulk (Banks and Fields 1995). 

2.33 Sorption of C 4  by grains When a gas and solid an present in the same enviromen& a 

physical mcchanimi of gaseow uptake by the solids occurs. This physical mechanimi is ccmposed 

of two proceses: 1) adsorption and 2) absorption. In adsorption, the surfàce of the solid attracts a d  

holds molecules of the gas with which it is in contact. Absorption occurs when gaseous moledes 

penetrate mto the mass and internai structure of the solid. The terni sorption includes both adsorption 

and absorption because they o h  occur simulltaneously (Brunauer 1943). 

Viirious cereal grains sorb CO, when exposed to high concentrations, afthough complete 

desorption occurred when the grains were allowed to stand in air (Mitsuda et al. 1973). Complete 

desorption of CO, is important because it means that no residues remain on the grain after a 

fhnigation with CO,. The concem, however, is thaî during the fumigation period, the kemels sort, 

some ofthe CO, requued to kiii the iasecrs (Monro 1969). To achieve a successful fûmigation, extra CO2 

must be added to the storage structure to compensate for the CO2 that will be sorbed. 

Although it is widely accepteci that grains do sorb COt the exact amounts sorbeû with varying 

temperatures and moisture contents are not known. In tests with wheat, sorption of CO, decreased 

with increasing temperatures (O to 30°C) while the moisture content was held constant at 14% (Cofie- 

Agblor et al. 1995). Sorption o f  CO, increased with increasing moisture content (12 to 18%) a .  a 

temperature of 20°C. These r d t s  were obtained for an initiai COz concentration of 99.2 * 0.76% 

(volume basis). In later work, Cofie-Agblor et al. (1997) conducted tests with wheat and other types 

of grain exposed to initial COz concentrations of 48.3 and 69.3%. Results obtained for wheat were 

similar to previous results (i.e., the uptake of CO2 decfeased with increasing temperature fiom 20 to 

30°C for both initial CO, concentrations). Con- to previous results, however, Cofie-Agblor et ai. 
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(1997) observed decrases in CO2 sorption with increasing m o d  content f h m  12 to 18%. They 

speaiiate t h .  the decline in CO2 sorption may be atîriiuted to the production of CO2 at conditions 

of high temperature and moisture content The production of COz reduces the CO, partial pressure 

between the grain kemel and the airspace, reducing CO4 clifhion into the kerneis. 

An important resu1t of the work by Cofie-Agblor et al. (1997) is a relationship between the 

predicted amount of CO2 sorbed at equiliirium and the temperature. For wheat of 14% rnoisture 

content and temperature between 20 and 30°C, the equations are: 

A@) = 326.6 - 2.4 T 

at an initial CO2 concentration of 48.3% and 

A*) = 458.1 - 4.2 T 

at an initial CO2 concentration of 69.3% 

where: &) = the predicted amount of CO2 wrbed at equilibrium (mgkg wheat), and 

T = temperature (OC). 

When the initial CO2 concentration is not 48.3 or 69.3% Cofie-Agblor et ai. (1997) presented 

equations to predict sorption as a function of CO2 concentration at temperatures of 20 and 30°C, 

respectively : 

A, = 191.6 + 2.1 Cc (2.3) 

A*) = 219.5 + 1.2 Cc (2-4) 

where: Cc = initiai CO2 concentration (%). 

This work by Cofie-Agblor et al. (1997) yields useful information on the sorption of C Q  by 

wheat under these limited conditions. For conditions outside the specified range, experienced guesses 

arc the best cumnt alternatives. Despiîe the incoqlete data, sorption must aiways be considered 

because it is si@cant. Aithough equilibrium was not reached in ail of theu experiments (Cofie- 

Agblor et al. 1995), the proportion of initial CO2 sorbed ranged betwan 12 and 14%. For a 
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fumgation with CO2 to be successfiil, extra CO2 must be added to compensate for the signifiant 

amount ofC02 sorbed. 

23.4 Uniformity of CO2 within the storage structure An MA m u t  subject ai l  insects within the 

storage structure to a lethal atmosphere. Although this does not require the atmosphere to be d o m  

throughout the structure, it does v i r e  a minimum value at ail points within the structure. Rattier 

than trying to find and maintain the region of lowest CO2 concenfration, it would be shpler if a 

d o m  Ietbai concentration could be created within the entire storage structure. 

Two fàctors cornmonly contribute to non-donnity within a storage structure. First, gas 

density ciifferences may exist within the storage structure causing a stratification of gases. Carbon 

dioxide is approximately 1.5 tirnes as heavy as air and settles to the bottom of storage structures. 

Mechanical rnixing is necessary ifa gas heavier than air is added to air because the rate of natural 

mixing benveen the layer of air and layer of heavy gas will be slow (Monro 1969). Banks et al. (1 99 1) 

agreed that CO2 aûnospheres in ta11 structures be recirculated to prevent the development of low 

concentrations in the upper parts of the structure. This phenornenon was observed when a methyl 

b d d e  fumgation was successfûl in the lower halfof a ship's hold with iasect ~ M v a l  in the upper 

half (Monro et ai. 1952). Contrary to Banks et al. (199 1)' Monro (1969) did not recummend 

continuous recirculation and mùdng throughout the fùmigation. He stated that once a perfect rnixhire 

is attained, stratification of the heavier gas will take place so slowly that it will be unimportant for 

typicd exposure p e n d  with chemical fûmigants. 

A second factor that oui lead to n o n - d o m  is a hole or leak in the membrane of the 

storage structure. Holes aiiow the exchange of gises betwgn the iriside and outside of the storage 

structure. Although 0. surinamensis, S. orytae, and R domjm'ca were not able to move fiom regions 

of low 4 (0.9%) to regions of higher 4 within a grain bulk, the insects tbat were close to a leak 
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where O, concentrations were fkvourable SUrYived the treatment (Namm 1977, cited by N a m  et 

al. 1979). Sùnilarly, it is possible that a leak would d o w  a reduction in CO2 Isveis within the storage 

structure, permittulg the Survival of some insects. 

Non-unifonnity could be eIiminated if structures couid be made perféctly airtight. Ekause 

seaiing to this Ievel is o h  not pcactical, the common solution bas been to recirculate the gases inside 

the structure to achieve more consistent Mxiag. This is especiaily necessary with single-application 

bigh-Ç02 atmospheres where no additional gas is added (Banks d Axmis 1980). Noya and Kenkel 

(1994) described a closed-loop fimigaiion system that enabled successful phosphine fiimigatom with 

the use of 50-75% of the usual amounts of phosphine, assumhg a weli-sealed structure. The 

reduction in gas use was attnbuted to thorough mullng between fiimigant and air. Rather than being 

an added expense for a fumigation with CO, the recirculation may help to reduce a s t s  by reducing 

the CO2 required. 

2.3.5 Stage and species of insect The effectiveness of a fûmigation with CO2 depends on both the 

species of insect and the developmental stages present in the grain. DiEerent species of insects have 

biological ciiffierences that enable them to react differently to identical environmentai conditions. 

Likewise, biological ciifferences exist within developmental stages of a given species (Le., egg, larva, 

pupa, and adult). 

The key to a successful CO, fiunigation is to identify the iasect species and developmental 

stage present that is the most tolerant to CO,. Ifthe CO2 treatrnent is adequate to kili the most tolerant 

pests, the less tolerant oaes will also be kilied. Unfortunately, researchers are unsure ofthe levels of CO2 

mpired to ka al1 developmental stages of di insects. A further problem is that recommended 

treatments are not always described using the same terms. For exampie, Jay and D' Orazio (1 984) 

fecommended a treatment of 60% CO, for 4 d while Banks et ai. (1 980) mmmended an initial CO2 
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concenfrafion of 70% deciining to not less than 35% in 10 d. Accuraie cornparisons can be made if 

the tecornmendation is given as a concentrationhe (ct) product ( M o m  1969; Anonymous 1989). 

If the gas concentration remained constant, the ct-product would be the product of the gas 

concentration and the length of exposure (Anonymous 1989). Often, however, the CO2 aacenhation 

deciines over time due to leakage. Here, the ct-product is equivaient to the s u m  of c o n d o n - t i m e  

products over short inter*, or the area under the concentration-tirne curve (Monro 1969). 

In western Canada, the most cornmon stored-product insect is the rusty grain beetie, C. 

&mgineus (Sinha and Watters 1985). Amis (1987) cumpiled the literature for 25 s p i e s  of hsezts, 

one of which was C. ferrugineus. The concentdons recornmended for successful treatment with CO2 

are ( A d  1987): 40% CO2 for 13 d (ct-product = 12.48 x 10) %ah), 60% CO2 for 4 d (ct-product 

= 5760 %eh), 80% CO, for 3 d (ct-proâuct = 5760 %II), and 100% CO2 for 2 d (ct-product = 4800 

%ah). These values are specified for adult C.ferngineu only. Contrary to what might be expected, 

the ct-products are different. This suggests that the mortality depends on more fàctors than just the 

COz concentration and exposure tirne. Rameshbabu et al. (1991) showed that the mortality of addt 

C. fermgineus is a fûnction of COt. 02, e x p u r e  tirne, RH, and temperature accordhg to Eq. 2.5: 

IM = -23.65 + O.26(Cc) + 0.32(C> + 0.85(Eh) + 0.53(7) - 0.44(RH) (W 

where: IM = insect rnortality (%), 

Co = O2 concentration (%), 

E, = exposure time (h), and 

RH = relative humidity (%). 

Ramesbbabu et al. (199 1) stated thaî acposure tune was the most important variable foliowed 

by RH, temperature, CO, and 4 indescendmgordcr. Cotl~equmîiy, men ifthe exposun tirne and CO2 

concentration remai. constant, other variables could d u c e  the obsewed mortality. Caution shodd 

be anployed, therefore, when using the ct-product to predict insect mortaiity. 
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Shunmugam et al. (1993) conducted experiments to detexmine the moxtaiity of C.femgineus 

addts7 pupae, iarvae* and eggs expsed to CO2 concentdons of 30740, and 60% at 30°C. At 60% 

COû pupae were killed within 4 4 duits and eggs withui 3 d, and larvae within 2 d. At 40% COz, 

ad& were lrilled within 8 4 pupae witbin 4 à, eggs within 3 ci, and larvae withui 2 d. At 30% CO2, 

aduits were killed within 8 d, pupae within 4 d, and larvae and eggs within 3 d. The adult was the 

most tolerant àevelopmental stage of C. fimgineus except at 60% CO2 (Shunmugam et al. 1993). 

A concentration of 60% CO, for 4 d kills ail deveiopmental stages of C. m g i n e u s .  

2.3.6 Gas-tightness of the storage structure By definition, an MA requires that the atmospheric 

composition inside the structure be altered. Due to the nature of gases, the atmosphex inside the 

structure d renirn to ambient, unless the structure can be made gas-tight to prevent the movement 

of gases. 

P w r  gas-tighîness of a storage structure r d t s  in loss of the MA gases. Although perfect 

gas-tightness is an ideal objective, it is rarely achieved. n i e  rate of gas loss i s  dependent on the degree 

of gashghtness. Small, localized leaks may create pockets where the MA ceases to be lethal to 

insects. A low level of gas-tightness aiiows large quantities of MA gases to l& possïbly resuiting 

in non-lethal concentrations throughout the structure. Less than perfect gas-tightness always leads to 

non-unifonnify within the storage structure and inefficient gas use. 

Gas loss occurs even when the structure is d e d  well, alîhough in these cases, leakage o h  

depends on temperature and barometxic pressure (E3arker 1974; M e i e ~ g  1982). For intentiody 

ventilated structures, wind and the c h b q  effect detemine the leakage rate (Blomsterberg and H a j e  

1979; Peterson 1979). Most storage smtcturs to be used with MAS Lie betwen these two extrema, 

suggesting that aii forces (i.e., temperature. barometnc pressure7 wind, and the chimney effect) 

contribute to the gas loss (Banks and Annis 1984). 
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The basic dnving force behind gas leakage is a pressure Wrence anoss the leaks in an 

ixnpedédy sealed structure (Banks and Aunis 1984). AIthough the pressure ciifErence causes gas 

loss, the size, shape, and location of the holes will also coutribute to the rate of gas loss. Several 

factors can create a pressure diEerence across the membrane of a structure. According to the ideal 

gas law (Eq. 2.6): 

where: P = pressure (kPa), 

n = number of moles of gas (mol), 

R = universal gas constant (8.3 14 kPadm3*mol-14C')7 

TK = temperature (K), and 

V = volume (dm3), 

aa increase in temperature will increase the pressure assuming the volume remains constant. inside 

a storage structure, temperature variations can influence two distinct regions: the head space and the 

grain bulk. Temperatures within the head space can fluctuate substantially on a daily basis, but the 

daily fluctuation is much las  in the grain bulk due to the low thermal diffusivity of grain (Muir et al. 

1989). Gas loss fiom the head space can be substantial unless measures are taken to p ~ m t  

temperature fluctuations by shading the mf or painhg it white (Banks and Amis 1984; Barry 1984). 

Daily changes in the barometric pressure can a h  cm& pressure dinerences, although these 

dif5erences are ualikely to cause treatment Mures unless in coajunction with another facor (Banks 

and Amis 1984). Barker (1 974) estimaîed that 2.5% of the interstitial air could be lost h m  29 1 m3 

of wheat due to daily fluctuations in the barometxic pressure. The wind can also create pressure 

differences, but the pressure diffèrs ftorn the windward to the leeward side. On the windward side, 

outside air will be for& into the structure while inside gas will be for& out on the leeward side. Gas 
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loss due to winci, thedore, depends on the presence of leaks in opposite sides of the structure. 

Furtber.. gas loss due to wind depends on the preserice of a mastant wind or pulsation and turbulence 

(Banks and Amis 1984). Fiually, density diairences caused by either composition or temperature can 

create pressure differences aaoss l& separatcd by a verticai distance. Thk phaiomcnoa is hown 

as the chirnney effect. 

Though most gas loss occurs because of a pressure dif&rence. a d amount of gas loss 

ocairs because of a composition difference across the membrane of the structure. A high 

concentration on one side rnay result in permeation through the fàbric of the structure (insignincant 

for most storage stmctures) or m o l d a r  diffusion through holes in the membrane of the structure 

(Banks and Annk 1984). 

Wmd and temperature effects are the most signi6icant fàctors affecting gas loss (Banks and 

Annis 1984). Their res& however, showed thaî gas loss caused by temperature was not dependent 

upon the size and type of le& in the structure. In facf the gas loss by barometric pressure flucîuations 

and penneation were also independent of leak size and shape. ûniy leakage caused by the wind, the 

chimney e f f e  and difision were dependent on leak size. This suggests that gas loss can only be 

reduced, not eliminated, by sealing storage structures. 

2.4 Sealing methods for various types of storage structures 

2.4.1 The need for sealing AIthough gas loss rnay nat be eliminated by sealing storage structures, 

it can be substantiaiiy reduced. The efficiency of an MA treabnent depends on the quantity of gas 

used. When a srnall quantity is used, the W e n t  is comidered efficient with a low associateù cost 

of gas. Ifa large quantity of gas is required in a poorly seaied structure. the cost of gas is hi&. The 

main purpose of sealing is to reduce gas usage and the cost of an MA treatment. 



2.4.2 Sealing methods for horizontal storage structures Horizontal, or flac storage structures are 

cornmon in Aushalia. Replacing ail existing structures with ones speciafly desimai to be airtight 

would not have been economidy feasible (Banks and . .  1980). Co~~equentIy~ techniques were 

needed to seal exishg structures. 

Horizontal storage structures have been b d t  using several diffèrent construction techniques. 

Sorne have cuncrete walls with roofi of sheet metal supported by a metal framework. Other structures 

have sheet metal walls and roofs supported by either a w w d  or metal fhmework (Woodcock 1984). 

Some of these storage structures have concrete floors (Woodcock 1984) and others have asphalt floors 

(O'Neil1984). The variability su- that no single scaling pfocedure can be used. Careful thought 

must be given to each structure that is to be seaIed (Banks and Annis 1980). 

A first source of gas 106s is the floor. WOOdcock (1984) suggested thai the floor should £kst 

be cleaned thoroughly, large cracks filled, and the entire surface cuaîed with a sealer h t  penetrates 

the concrete to fil1 the pores and hairiine cracks. A similar procedure should lx foliowed if the walls 

consist of concrete, with the exception that both inside and outside surfkces should be sealed for best 

results. The next step wouid be to seal the roof and wails ifthey are covered with sheet metal. Before 

sealing, the roof and waiis should be carefiliy checked for damaged panels; loose nuts, bolts, and 

screws; and missing nuts, bolts, and screws. Once the shed metal bas been inspected and ked, ail 

s e a m  and bolt-holes should be coated with a sealant. ûther areas of concem are the various openings 

in the building membrane (Le., doors, skylights, gable ends, and ventilation fans). If possible, they 

shouid be d e d  witùout modification. Often. however, it is simpler to remove the cxisting piece and 

replace it with one designeci to be airtight. Once all sealing is complete, a heat-reflective white coating 

should be applied over the entire e x t e d  s u r f k e  of the structure to reduce temperature fluctuations 

in the head space (Woodcock 1984). 



Although many horizontal storage structures have been sealed effectively in Australia, certain 

disadvantages exist. Horizontal storage structures have iarge head spaces. Ripp (1 984) desa i  ane 

structure that had a f i g  ratio of 0.6. When only 60% of the volume of the structure is Wed with 

grain, much extra gas is required to fU the ernpty head space. Gas loss due to temperature 

fluctuations aiso increases as  the head space increases. Another dbdmnhge of these laxge structures 

U that recirculation of the gases is nquired to easure uniformity. FFinally, much work is required to 

seal a single structure because the entire membrane of the building must be considered in great detail. 

2.4.3 Sealing methods for concrete siios Because wncrete silos are c o r n m ~ ~ l  througbout the wortd, 

there has been much interest in sealing these stnictures so that they can be use- for fumigations and 

MA treatments. Although a concrete silo appears to be a continuous membrane (except for the in- 

loading and out-Ioading batches), concrete is porou (Le., many srnall cracks and openings exist). 

niese fine, deep cracks may be the result of too much sand behg used to rnake the concrete or sand 

particles king too large (Kamel et al. 1980). In other cases, cracks may develop in the concretc as 

the structure ages and the concrete dries and contracts (Banks and Annis 1 980; Takada et al. 1980). 

Takada et al. (1980) fiirther suggested that cracks could resuit fiom design problems (Le., incorrectly 

predicted loads), construction problems, or changes in the operation of equipment used to fili and 

empty bins that could not have been anticipated at the time of constniction. Another concem is that CO, 

is known to neutralize concrete (Taka& et al. 1980). Commercial use of CO2 in concrete silos was 

stopped in Austraiia untii the e f f ~  of the CG on the silo structure could be fbUy assessed (Banks 

et al. 1980). 

Despite problems and concerns, concrete silos have been sealed effectively. Kamel et al. 

(1980) sealed the cracks in the wall of a concrete silo by applying an araldite epoxy resin over the 

entire surfh of the walis. The min can sometimes reopen when the structure is filied because the 
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stored product applies an expansion pressure to the w a h  (Takada et al. 1980). They suggested 

seaiing the silo while it is pressurized with air. A &e powder is sprayed into the atmosphere. As it 

moves through the cracks in the wa& it is deposited. Nexî, a liquid sealant is added to combine with 

the powder to form a paste. Several cycles may be required to d u c e  the size ofthe cracks. F ' d y ,  

a third sealant is applied that completely seals the hole. Wrth this procedure, the holes are d e d  in 

their expandexi state so that they should not reopen due to the outward pressure caused by the stored 

product. AU other bin openings must be sealed as well. 

2.4.4 Sealing methods for boIted-steel structures A bolted-steel structure can refer to horizontal 

storage structures covered \vit. sheet metal, or cylindrical bins constnicted of galvanized steel. 

Because 1 have already discussed horizontal storage structures, 1 will now consider cyiindrical, bolted- 

steel structures, which are the most w m o n  storage structures on Canadian farms (Muir 1980). 

Because -1 is aot prous to gases in the same way as ancrete, coating the entire inner surface with 

a sealant is not necessary. It is only necessary to coat the seams, bolt heads, and other leak-prone 

areas (Banks and hnis  1980). A further area of concern with bolted-steel bins is the region under the 

eave designed for natural ventilation. This region should be sealeci by rivetring pieces of shed metai 

to the wall and the celliDg and then coating with a sealant (Banks and A ~ i s  1980). As with the other 

stnictures, bin openings such as doors, grain inlets, and grain outlets must also be sealed. 

Alagusundararn et al. (1995) conducted experiments in d e d ,  bolted-steel bins at the 

Glenlea Rwearch Station near Wuinpeg., MB, but found that the unsealed bias would not bold a lethal 

concentration of CO, for the fûmigation period without the addition of extra C 4 .  They stated that 

these bins would have to be ngorously Sealeci to achieve successfirl fumigations with CO,. A more 

practical solution for Canadian h e r s  is to have a suigle, weli-sealed bin thaî a n  be used for MA 

treabrients rather than sealirig ail storage bins (Alagumdaram et al. 1995). 
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2.45 Sealing methods for welded-steel stnictuns The advantage of a welded-steel structure for 

an MA treaîment is that the sheets of steel composhg the walis ofîhe structure are counected with 

continuous welds. Ifcare is taken to ennire highquaiity welds, gas loss shodd not be possible ùuough 

the membrane of the structure, arcept through the bin ope- (i.e., door, grain idet, and grain 

outiet). The sealing effort can be restricted to these easily idaitinable locati011~. In Australia, scmie 

welded-steel bins sit on mcrete fioon. In these cases, scaiag the joint betweai the wall and floor is 

necessary, and occasionally treathg the entire floor with a sealant is necessary (Banks and Annis 

1980). In Canada, most welded-steel bins are hopper-bottomed with the bottom cone welded 

continuously to the walls, eliminating the need to seal the floor. 

Successful MA treatments in welded-steel structures have been reported in the literature 

(Banks et al. 1980). Welded-steel tanks are usually sealed better than bolted-steel tanks for use in a 

closed-loop phosphine fumigation system in the southwestern United Staîes (Noyes and Kenkel1994). 

This is to be expected because the potentiai for gas loss is restricted to srnalI and eady identinable 

areas assuming all welds are continuous and perfectly sealed. 

2.4.6 Choosing a suitable structure for Canadian conditions Any structure can be sealed for an 

MA treaûnent ifenough time and effort are expendeci. However, just because a structure can be Sealed 

does not mean that it should be seaied. In Canada, most of the grain is stored on the f'arm (Muk 

1980). Most -en store their grain in either boW- or welded-steeI bins. Because weIded-steel bins 

may be easier to seai, they should be considerd first- 

2.5 Methods for testing gas-tighaiess 

2.5.1 Tracer decay test To conduct a tracer decay test, a tracer gas is added to the air inside a 

storage structure and the rate of change of the concentration of the tracer gas is measured over tirne 
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(Sbarp et al. 1976). The theory behind a tracer gas test is tbat the high concenfrafion of the tracer gas 

inside the structure, as opposeci to outside the structure, will cause t to diffuse through any openiags 

in the membrane, The rate of &ion is proportional to the ciifference between inside and outside 

concentrations. The tracer gas conceatraîion decays exponenally (W. 2.7) (Banks 1983): 

Cr = C, 

where: C, = initial concentration of tracer gas @pm or g/m3), 

Cf = concentration of tracer gas &r time t, @pm or gfm3), 

r = decay constant representing volume interchange rate (m3/d), and 

t = time for concentration to decay (d). 

The volume interchange rate, r, can be caiculated fiom the dope of a semi-logarithmic plot of 

concentration against tirne. 

The use of tracer gas tests is lunited because of severai disadvantages. First, the 

impermeabiliiy to difision can be influenced by outside factors such as convective air exchange 

caused by changes in internai pressure and extenial barometric pressure, or sorption of the tracer gas 

by various materials (Metlitskii et al. 1983). Another disadvantage is that tracer gases such as helium, 

CO, m&yI chloride, and radioactive isotopes have densities that are significantly different fiom air, 

which prevents perfect mixing. AIso, some gases cannot be used in containers filleci with food 

products (Sharp et al. 1976). 

2.5.2 EquiIibrium pressure-flow test For an equiiibrium pressure-flow test (EPFT), air is either 

introduced or withdrawn fiom a structure at a known rate. AAer a the,  the pressure dii3erentiai 

reaches equili'brium when the flow through the leaks is equivalent to the rate of flow supplied by the 

fàn (Banks 1983). The flow rate and equiliinum pressure are recorded. This procedure is repeated 

for several flow rates. The flow can be reiaîed to the pressure differential by Eq. 2.8 (Banks 1983): 
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Q = b U q  

where: Q = airfiow rate (m3/s), 

AP = pressure differential (Pa), and 

b and q are ernpincd constants that can be obtained from the ln Q-ln AP plot of the results. The value 

of q canna be controUed, so the value of b must be reduced to achieve a lower flow rate. A Iower 

flow rate is achieved by improving the gas-tightnss of the structure (i-e., fiirther seaiing). 

An E P n  can be usefiil when an estirnate of the actual leak size is required or a cornparison 

of the gas-tightness of two structures is king  made (Banks 1983), dthough it requues a flowmeter 

and takes 2 to 3 h. One important disadvantage of the EPFT is t h .  air flows in the sarne direction 

(i-e., in\vard or outward) through aii openings, whereas air flows in both directions (i-e., inward and 

outward) under n o r d  conditions of a fiunigation (Sbarp et al. 1976). 

2.5.3 Pressure decay test The most common method used to measure the gas-tightness of a storage 

structure is a pressure decay test (PDT). A positive or negaIive pressure is creaîed inside the stnicture 

by either blowing air into or withdrawing air fiom the structure (Banks 1983). Once a set pressure 

differential is achieved, the air movement is stopped. The pressure decay with tirne is observed and 

recorded. Pressure decay follows Eq. 2.9 (Sharp 1982; Banks 1983): 

where: APi = initial pressure differential during a pressure decay test @.Pa), 

APr = final pressure differential during a pressure decay test Ma), 

p., = air density (kg/m3), 

6 = time for pressure to decay (s), and 

M = molecdar mas. 



The pressure decay time is important because it shows the gas l a s  that is occming (Le., as $ 

increases, the gas Ioss decreases). 

As with the EPFT, the PDT suffen h m  the disadvantage of air movement accu- in only 

one direction. Although the PDT c m  be conducteci rapidly usirig simple equipment,(Banks 1983). b 

and q must first be found using the EPFT. 

2.5.4 Current guidelines for the pressure decay test Due to its ease of use and short t h e  

requirements, the PDT is most o h  used for testing the gas-tightness of grain storage stnictures. 

Although most researchers agree that the PDT is t&e most suitable method for testing the gas-tightness 

of storage structures. there is some variation in the fecommended maximum pressure and minimum 

decay tirne. Banks (1984). speaking for the Coordinat@ ComMnee on Silo Sealants in Australia, 

reportai the agreement of a standard to describe the gas-tightness of uwicrete bins. The Committce 

suggested that a 5 min pressure dacay tirne is adeqizate for three separate pressure decay ranges (i.e., 

2500-1500 Pa, 1500-750 Pa, 500-250 Pa) for full bins. Although they do not recommend testing 

empty bins, they set a minimum decay time of 12 min for ali three pressure decay ranges. The 

pressure decay range chosen should be as high as possible to mlliimize environmental effécrs (i.e.. an 

increase in intaaal temperature incrpases the pressure inside the bin), within the structural limitations 

of the bin (Banks 1984). Another source stated that concrete silos and weIded-steel structures can 

withstand a pressure difkrential of + 1500 Pa (Anonymous 1989). The maximum allowable pressure 

difference depends on the type of structure and sealing meuiods used because Chantier (1984) m e d  

against ushg a pressure ciifference of ,300 Pa when testing aristing silos on fkrms. It is my 

understanding that Qiantler was nferring mainly to boItedstee1 structures sealed by &g the seams 

and bolt holes. It is not h o m  wfiether it would be the structure or sealing material that would fàil 

at these low pressures. Retro-sealed structures are more iikely to Eu1 than factory-sealed structures 
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(Andrews et al. 1994). This supports the argument that a pressure decay range shodd be selected 

baseci on the limitations of the structure under consideration, not solely on a published standard. 

Though PDTs are most cummonly useci, a vacuum decay test should be used if a flexibIe 

enclosure (i-e., a stack of bagged grab covered with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plastic) is to be treated 

with an MA (Banks 1983; Anonymous 1989). In this situation, a PDT does Uot give acarrate d t s  

because the volume of the enclosure increases with increasing pressure. A vacuum test, however, 

shrinks the flexible membrane onto the stack of bags creatiug a anstant volume, and yielding a 

relevant test. 

2.6 Conducting a fumigation with CO, 

2.6.1 Types of fumigations When CO, is added to the storage structure only at the beginning of 

the fumigation, this is called a "one-shot" fumigation. For a "one-shot" fumigation to be successful, 

the CO2 concentration must remah high for a p e r d  sufiïcient to kill the insects. Completely 

eliminating leakage is not practicai, therefore, the structure should be s d e d  dequately so that leakage 

of CO2 fiom the structure occurs slowly. 

An important advantage of a "one-shot" M g a t i o n  is that it does not the addition of CO, 

once the W g a t i o n  has started. The disadvantage is the need for accurate predictions More starting 

the fiunigaiion. Consideration must be given to the amount of CO, that wili be lost fiom the structure 

so that this extra amount can be supplieci initially. Othenirise, if leakage occurs fàster than predicted, 

the CO2 concentration may decline to low lwek More ai l  insects have been kiiied. 

The alternative to a "one-shot" fiiniigation is a "maintenance" Wgation.  A supply of CO, 

is continuously or periodically added to the stmcture to compensate for that lost through leakage. A 

"maintenancen fumigation may be required if the storage structure has not been sealeci well and the 

rate of gas loss is hi&. 'Maintenance" firmigations are most o h  used with 10w-O~ atrnospheres 
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because the O2 concentration must be kept constant at exiremely low levels. Even low rates of1eakage 

render a I o w a  MA ineffedive. A high-C02 atmosphere, however, is & i v e  over a range of CO, 

concentrations. Thus, mainttainhg an exact atmospheric compositi011 is not necessary. 

2.6.2 Purgïng the bin For either a "one-shot" or "maintenaLice" fbmigation, the first step is to 

replace the air inside the structure with the MA gases. This procetiure is hown as purging. The goal 

of pur& is to force the air out of the structure with minimal loss of MA gas. An ideal situation 

would be to cover the exit valve with a membrane capable of allowing the air to pass through, but 

holding in the MA gas. For a Wgat ion with CO2, this would require a membrane that held CO2 

while 0, and N2 were d o w d  to pass through. Unfortmately, to tbe best of my howledge, no such 

membrane exists. 

Without a membrane to separate gases, the best alternative is to prevent the mixing of MA 

gases with the air d u ~ g  purghg. W~th no mixîng, the exit valve can be closed when the gas fiont 

reaches the exit valve (the gas concentration c m  be monitored at the exit valve). If no mixing occuis, 

the CO, directly dispIaces the air. In this case, Eq. 2. IO gives the efficiency of purging (Banks 1979): 

where: e, = purging efficiency with no mking (%), 

p = prosis, 

V, = volume of stored commodity (m3), 

V, = volume of head space (m3), and 

V, = volume of purge gas added (m3). 

The rate of addition of purge gases affects the purBing efficiency (Narasimhan et al. 1993; 

Peng and Chen 1993). If the rate of introduction of purge gas is too fasS the fiont wiU not move 
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udbrmly and ~ u i ~  will be created (Peng and Chen 1993). (hsequently, mWng of the CO2 and 

air wiIi occur. Narasimban et al. (1993) found that a purge rate of 2.05 kph- 'd  was too high for 

proper displacanent of the air. Banks (1979) caicutated the purgin% &cieacy assuming fhe mkbg 

thn,ughout the storage atmosphere (Eqs. 2.1 la & b): 

where: q = purging efficiency with free rnixing (%). 

The choice of equation depends on whether CO2 or O2 concentration was measured. A fiuther 

argument for iimiting the purge rate is the finding of Shejbd et ai. (1973a) that faster rates of gas 

movement through the grain reduced insect mortality- 

Even ifmWng does not occur in the grain bulk, it is likely that free mUng wili occur in the 

head space. The head space shodd be minimized to achieve the highest possible purging efficiency 

(Bailey and Banks 1974). Assurning complete displacement in the grain bulk and fke mixing in the 

head space, the efficiency of purging is (Banks 1979) (Eq. 2.12): 

where: q = combined purging efficiency (%). 

Purging a structure can be done in two ways: fiom bdeorn to top (bottom purge), or fkom top 

to boaom (top purge). In the bott4m purge, the CO, is added at the botbm of the structure while the 

air is vented out the top. The opposite is tme for the top purge. Banks (1979) reportecl purgiag 



&ciencies > 70% for the bottom purge and ran& k m  60 to 93% for the top purge (both us& 

CO?). Thus, either method can be used effdvely. 

Shej%d et al. (1973a; 1973b) and Shej%ai and Di Maggio (1976) created low-O2 atmospheres 

by the addition of N, into the head Wace of structures. Because the deasity of N2 is less than that of 

air, downward purging with N2 may reduce density-telated mWng and thus increase the purBing 

efEciency (Banks 1979). Using die same reasoninn_ purging fiom the bottom with CO2 may bc mort 

efficient because CO, is more dense tban air. Banks and Annis ( 19 80) stated th& CO2 has a tendency 

to hyer horizontally because d i t s  density. It is more likely that CO2 iayers horiu>ntally because the 

grain kerneIs offer less resisîance in the horizontal direction thm in t h  vertical direction (Kumar and 

Muir 1986). Regardles of the reason, it is important to note that the CO, fht layen horizontallyy 

Determining which purging method has been used most oAen in the literature is diffcult 

because, while some authors explicitly state botîom purging (Chakrabarti et al. 1993; Narasimhan et 

al. 1993; Peng and Chen 1 993) or top purging (Jay et al. 1 970; Jay and Pearman 1973), others are les 

clear (Le Du 1968, cited by Banks 1979; Banks and Sharp 1979a) about which method was used. 

2.6.3 Recirculation of the gases Although a "one-shot" fiimigation with CO2 requires the addition 

of CO2 only at the begirining of the fiunigaiion, the gaseous composition inside the strucbre does not 

rernain static throughout the treatment period. Leakage out ofthe structure and settling of the CO2 to 

the bottom of the structure bccause of its density creates non-unifonnity within the structure. Lf left 

uncorrected, this could lead to the s u ~ v a i  of insects En some parts of the structure. MWng the 

intemal gas is the solution to this problan (Banks and A- 1980). M k h g  of gases occua d e n  the 

storage aîmosphere is recircdated and is o h  accomplished with a pump and ductwork located 

outside the bin from top to bottom (Banks and A ~ i s  1980; Guiffire and Segal 1984). Because CO2 



d e s  to the bo#om of siructures, drawing the atmosphere fiom the bottom and forcing it info the head 

space is usual (Banks 1979; Banks and Annis 1980; Barry 1984; Guiffie and Segal 1984). 

Although there is agreement on the need for recirculaîion of gases fiom bo#om to top, thae 

is dkageemenî over the required rates of recirculation. Banks and Annis (1980) found that a 

recifculafion rate of about 0.1 volume/d was adequate for bins and a shed. Later, Banks et al. (199 1) 

stated that a recircuiation rate of 1 .O vo ludd  is necessary in taIl structures. This difikence may be 

due to the height of structures because the density effects may be more pronounced over large heights. 

The greatest concem in the design of a recirculation system should be that it is airtighî. The 

pump and ductwork must be cùnsidered as part of the strucîure's membrane. Leakage fiom the 

recirculation system is no Werent than Ieakage from any other part of the structure. 

2.6.4 Maintainhg a high-CO, atrnosphere If a C'maintenance" CO2 fumigation is to be used, one 

must know how rnuch CO2 to add. The rate of addition of CO, to the structure shouId be quivalent 

to the rate of Ieakage of CO2 fiom the structure. KnowIedge of the leakage rate fiom the structure, 

therefore, is necessary for an efficient "maintenance" CO, fiunigation. 

A "maintenance" fumigation can be conducted in two ways. First, liquid or gaseais CO2 can 

be added to the stnicture, preferably to the head space. It is twice as effective to add CO2 to the head 

space as opposed to the bottom (Chakrabarti et al. 1993). They speculated that trying to force CO2 

up @nst the colurnn of grain would increase the pressure in the b-rn of the bin, possibly resuhing 

in more leakage. Practically, if the CO, concentration is lowest in the top of the structure, it makes 

sense to add CO2 directly to the top. Second, a CO2 concentration can be maintaineci with the use of 

dry ice placed in an ianilated box inside the storage structure. Banlcs and Sharp (1979a) placed pellets 

of dry ice into an insulateci box placed on top of a stack of bags in a freighî container sent by ship. 

Because the box was h la t ed ,  the dry ice sublirnated slowly, providmg a release rate of 3 kgld of 
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gaseous CO,. Altemately, large dry ice blocks d d  be used &out an insulatiag box (Anonymous 

1989). Due to their low Surface area to volume ratios, sublimation is slow, providing an ideal sauce 

of CO2 for a "maintenauce" fumigation. Jay and D'OraPo (1984) placed blocks of dry ice into 

railcars containhg flou to be traasported fiom Ohio to Georgia Atter the 10d trip, they observed 

95.2 to 99.1% mortality of X confirsum, showhg that the blocks had sufficiently maintaid the CO2 

concentrations for an effective treatment. Aiagusundaram et al. (1995) placed dry ice blocks inside 

insuIated boxes and observed that CO2 concentrations in bolted-metal bins were rnaintained for long 

duraiions with no need for replenishment. 

2.65 Ventilating the bin The final step in a CO, firmigation is to ventilate the grain to remove the 

CO2. Removing the CO, before entering the structure is necessary because high concentrations of CO, 

are toxic to humans. The system used for recircdation can be used to ventilate the grain by drawing 

gases out the bottom and venting it to the aîmosphere rather than back into the head space (Barry 

1984). Structures equipped with aeration equipmeat may be ventilaîed using this equipment. Sirnply 

unloading the grain and exposing it to the exterd atmosphere may also be d c i e n t .  

Although ventilating the structure before entering is necessary, ventilating is not necessary 

immediately after the fumigation treaûnent is completed. If the grain is to be stored for an extendd 

penod, leaving the structure sealed may be advisable. The residud CO2 concentration should ensure 

the death of ail insezts that may stiil be dive and prevent a reinfestation by swivors. Further, the 

seaied structure should provide a barrier sgaiast incoming insects. 

2.7 Considerations for a successful COz fumigation 

2.7.1 Subiimation loss dunng transport Ifdry ice is to be used to create a high-14 atmosphere, 

consideration must be given to the loss that occurs while the dry ice is k i n g  transported fkom the 
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supplier to the fàrm. Dry ice sublimates (i.e., changes h m  the solid to the vapour date without 

forming the intermediate Liquid state) at -78S°C. Thedore* at arnbient temperatUres, the dry ice 

continuously sublimates during transport. 

One way to d u c e  the loss of CC2 during transport is to enclose the dry ice in insulateci 

containers to reduce the rate of sublimation. Dry ice is available in either blocks or small pellets. If 

d q  ice blocks are îransporîed, the need for hdaîion will be minimal due to the low surfke ara to 

volume ratio (Anonymous 1989). I am not aware of any research that has investigated the problem 

of gas loss during transport, 

Even if an insulated container is used to transport the dry ice, sublimation still occurs. To 

guarantee successfiil CO2 fumigations, compensation shodd be made for the CO, that will be lost 

during transport. To purchase the correct amount of extra dry ice, the rate of sublimation must be 

hown. Although a theoretical relatiouship for the rate of sublimation wouId be ideai, Ducorn (1994) 

described a simple experimental procedure tbat d l  give an estimate of the sublimation rate. He 

placed known amounts of Methyl isothioqmate on an electronic balance and monitored the loss in 

mass over t h e  at 20°C. A similar procedure could be used with dry ice at several temperatures and 

in various insulated containers. 

2.7.2 Safety Although CO2 is a naturallyoccurring component of the atmosphere (0.03% by 

volume), at concentrations aecessary for fllmigation of insects it is extranely lethal to humaas. Many 

countries have set a hygienic standard (Le., the conœntraîion to which a person can be continuously 

exposed) of 0.5% (Anonymous 1989). Concentrations up to 5% CO2 cause headaches and a 

noticeable increase in the rate of breathing (Anonymous 1989; Anonymous 1993). At concentraîions 

up to 15% COI, breathing becomes increasiogly more dScuit, o h  fesulting in unconscioumess. 

Concentrations higher than 15% CO2 cause rapid circulatory iasunciency leading to coma and death. 
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Usually, here are no long-term health effects fiom an expUsure to a hi&-C02 concentration if the 

person is moved  fiom the high concentration wahti a short tirne (Anonymous 1989). F i  aid in a 

situation where someone has been expsed to a high CO2 conoentration consists of moving the person 

to fiesh air. Lf the person is uneonscious, he or she should be given assisted muscitation and 

supplemental oxygen, if available (Anonymous 1993). 

A dangerous characteristic of dry ice is its extremely cold temperature (Le., -78.S°C). At thk 

temperature, care must be taken to protect the skin. Gloves should be wom whenever handling dry 

ice and tongs may be usenil when bandling the d pellets. If continuous contact with the skin 

occurs, fiostbite or cryogenic "burns" could result (Anonymous 1993). First aid in these situations 

wnsists of flushhg the affecteci areas with lukewann (not hot) water, followed by consultation with 

a physician if blisterhg of the skin or deep tissue fieezing bas occumd. 

A required method to warn people of the danger near a structure is to post a warning sign. 

OtherwiSe, a peson unaware that a CO, Wgation is king conducted may enter a structure and be 

overcome by the high Ievels of CO2. Every effort should be made to create signs that are highly visible 

and easily readable, night or ciay. 

A nnal consideration is for ventilation of the CO, before entering the structure. Ventilation 

should continue until the concentration of CO, in the head space is below 0.5% (Anonymous 1989). 

The grain will continue to desorb C h  for some t h e  a f k  ventilation has stopped, therefore, the CO, 

concentration should always be checked before enteMg the bin. 

2.8 Additional benefits of a CO, fumigation 

2.8.1 Prevention of gmwth of fungi Although the main purpose of MAS is imect control, they may 

be effective at stopping the growth of hgi .  Fungi are dependent on a supply of oxygen for their 

growth (Bnggs 1978, cited by 'Iipples 1995). L a c q  et al. (199 l), however, stated that the 
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concenfrafion of O2 must be reduced below 0.14% More linear growth is decreased by half for some 

species of hg. Richard-Molard (1988) supported this conclusion that no mould growth is obsefved, 

even on moisi grain, when the O, concentration is below 1% although he stated thaî spores may 

survive even d r  these conditions. The maintenance of such a low O2 c0nCentr;ttion is not practical. 

Fungal growth can be slowed by the pre~erice of CO2 (Tipples 1995). SimiIarly, fiuigal 

growth and mycotoxin production in grains are adversely afEcted by the presence of CO2 (Hûcking 

1990). In separate woik, Dharmapuîra et al. (1991) reported that CO2 reduced the production of 

afi=ltnxin on maize. Sabio (1993) obsemd reduced microbial infection in beans exposed to an elevated 

CO2 atmosphen compared with those stored in control. High-CO, atmospheres may prevent the 

growth of fimgi, although MA treatments used for insect control are insuEcknt for fimgal control 

(Lacey et al. 199 1). A fûrther problem is tbat an MA does not kill fûngi; in the best scenario it will 

only prevent its growth while the atmosphere is maintained. ControI of moulding, thedore, requires 

maintenance of the MA ihroughout the storage period (Lacey et ai. 199 1). 

2.8.2 Physical exdusion of iasects from a sealed structure A beneficial sideeffect of sealing a 

structure for an MA treatment is that insects should no longer be able to euter the structure. The work 

done to seal the structure effectively makes a physical barrier that can exclude inseds. Banks (1987) 

made the analogy that physical exclusion is sirnilar to using a chernical protectant in a chexnical control 

system. Physical exclusion, therefore, should provide long-term protection from kec îs  once those 

inside the structure have been killed. 

Physical exclusion of insects is widely used on a srnaIl scale for packages of processed food 

products, but little work has been done to apply this idea on a large sa le  possibly because seahg a 

large grain storage structure completely is difEcult. Impe~ecti011~ in a 2000 t capacity storage 

structure may total 1 O00 mm2 (Banks et al. 1980). A 20 x ld t structure may have leaks totalling 
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8000 mm2 (Banks and Ripp 1984). Beçause addts of some cornmon hsects can petrate through a 

square metal mesh with openings of 0.7 mm (Cline and Highland 198 l), so-caIied "Sealedi) structures 

probab1y h i  many openings that are large enough to permit the entry of iasects. Further, Bamr 

(1983) showed th several species ofiaseas can k d  holes in structures. Despite evidence suggstuig 

that the levd of sealing attained for large storage structures should wt provide protection against 

insects, Banks and Ripp (1984) nimmarized cases over four harvest seasom where grain was storeci 

for more than five months following a phosphine fim'gation where protection fiom reinvasion was 

obtained In only two cases were iosects found on out-loading; in bot. cases the storage structure had 

not been sealed to meet the PDT standard. These fâvourable results were observed despite conditions 

favourabie for insect development withiii the grain bulk and ambient temperatures fàvourable for insect 

flight (Banks and Ripp 1984). In the Piiillippines, Sabio (1993) observeci that insect infxtation in 

bagged soybeans inside sealed plastic enclosures was nil in cornparison to the control stacks. A plastic 

enclosure sealed to meet PDT specificatiom protected rice for up to six months under humid tropical 

conditions where the pressure for an insect invasion was hi& (Amis et al. 1984, cited by Banks 1987). 

S a c i e n t  evidence exists to suggest thaî physical exclusion can be an important fàctor in the 

protection of stored grain. Unfortunately, sealing for insect exclusion is o h  not stressed as a m o n  

for m m g  a storage structure (Banks and Ripp l984), although it can be an important cornpuent 

of an integratd pest management system (Bridgeman and CoUins 1994). Similarly, Banks (1 987) 

suggested that physical exclusion is a natural complement to a contrai process such as hnigation or 

MA treatment that does not lave residual protection. 

2.9 Facîors affectiog grain qurtüty 

2.9.1 Sorption o f  CO, Of the the MA gases (COa 4, and N2), oniy CO2 is sorM by grains in 

appreciable arnounts (Mitsuda e$ al. 1973). Furnigants are d y  completely dissipated upon 
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ventilation, aithough occasionally, a srnail amount of the fiunigant will react chemically with the stored 

cornmodity and will not be desorbed (Monro 1969). Mitnida et al. (1973) obsaved that CO2 desorbed 

canpletely h m  ria, wheat, corn, peanuts, soybeans, and k i r  fiours d e n  the graias were dowed 

to stand in air. With complete desorption of COb no nsidue is left aAei a C G  fiimigation. This k 

in contrast to other fumgants iike methyl brornide or phosphine which can leave residues (Bond 1984). 

2.9.2 Direct contact with dry ice Grain is not usually stored at extremely low temperatmes. It is 

unhown what the effect wili be if dry ice is placed diredly in contact with grah durhg a Co2 

fiimigation. The germination of wheat exposed to -80°C for 7 d was d e c t e d ,  except at a moisture 

content of 23% (Dell'Aquila and Di Turi 1995). Loss of viability was the result of the moisture 

content more than the temperature because germination was decreased for ail sub-frezzïng 

temperatures at 23% moisture content. There are many examples of the use of dry ice either directly 

on the grain d c e  (Banks 1979; Banks and Sharp 1979a; Canni et al. 199 1; Hamd 199 l), on wheat 

flour (Jay and D'Ordo 1984), and on bagged grain under plastic enclosures (Banks and Sharp 

1979b); but only Banks and Sharp (1979a) mentioned the q d t y  of the stored product. They stated 

that thcn was no indication of damage caused by ccmdensation. The faa that condensation has never 

been reported as a problem with the use of dry ice may be due to the small quant* of grain that cornes 

in direct contact with the dry ice. Although DeIl'Aquila and Di Turi (1995) exposed wheat to -80°C 

in air, to my knowledge there have been no studies on grain when the cold temperature is a d  by 

direct contact with dry ice. 

2.9.3 Exposure to modified atmospheres A mesure of grain quality is ofkm achieved by 

dctermining the viability of seeds. There is M e  evidence to suggest that either IowG or high-C02 

atmospheres cause a reduction in viability. White and Iayas (1993) compiled a review of the midies 
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made on the &kts  of MAS to the quai@ of grain (i.e., gemmtmq 
. . 

r d &  and bread making). They 

concIuded that MAS have no detrimental effects on dry grain. Grain stored in a low-02 atmosphere 

(Le., anaerobic conditions) for over a year did not decrease in @ty (Tipples 1995). Some fimigants 

cause partial or totd loss of gemhaîion, but CO, does not affect g enniDation (Anonymous 1989). 

Ifgrain must be stored without loss of germination, it should be stored in an MA with Iow O2 (Bnggs 

1978 cited by Tipples 1995; Anonymous 1989). 

Climatic conditions (Le., teqmtm and moi- content) are more harmfù1 to the grain than 

MAS (Fleurat-Lessard et al. 1994). Storing grain under high-C02 atmospheres whem the clllnatic 

conditions within the storage stmcture are nat &wurable (Le., high temperatures or hi& RH) may be 

beneficid because the grain deterioration will be slowed (White and Jayas 1993). 

2.10 Summary 

Modifiecl atmospheres of both 1 0 ~ 4 ,  and high-CO, have been used successfûlly in both 

laboratory and commercial situations. Because most grain is stored by Canadian &ers in small bins 

on fàrrns, an MA treatrnent should be suitable on a small scale. Low-û2 atmospheres are difficult to 

achieve without the addition of gases throughout the fumigation period - a produre tbat requires 

a continuous supply of gas and equipment for its delivery. "Oneshot" fiimigaîions with CO2 can be 

much simpIer, especially if dry ice is used as the source of CO,. For Canadian famiers, fumigation 

using dry ice as the source of CO, is most pfacticai. 

Alîhough factors such as temperahue, Ri& lifé stage and +es of insed, and Unifonniîy of CO, 

within the -rage structure influence the concentraton of CO2 and Iaigth of arposure necessaxy for 

complete control of ail insects, the gmatest concern is the amount of CO, lost fiom the storage 

stnicture dwing the flmigaîion period. The mast obvious source of gas loss is due to leaicage from 

the hichire. With appropriare sealiag, thegas loss can be reduced, but seldom elirninated. The most 
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popular mdbod used for testing the gas-tighîness of a storage structure, the PDT, has hki practid 

value because it does not show the rate of gas loss fiom a stnicnire. The guideline fôr tbe PDT should 

be changed to yield the Btpeded rate of gas loss so that extra CO2 can be added to ampensate for that 

which will be lost during the fumigation period. The modified guidehe would be applicable to 

structures Sealed to different degrees of gas-tigh-. 

A less obvious source of gas los  is due to sorption by thc grain withui the StnicRire. Ahbu& 

the CO2 sorbed by the grain bas not been physically removed fiom the storage structure, it is no longer 

a part of the intentitial airspace within the structure. Because the insects are killed by the CO2 in the 

air within the structure, the CO, sorbed by grain is, in & i  a loss. If sorption is not compensated 

for, the fiimigation may be unsuccessfiil. 

A third source of CO, loss occurs at the start of a fÙrniga!icm when the air is purged f?om the 

storage structure. Ifthe air could be purged fiom the structure without king mixed with the incoming 

CO, the CO, los wouid be nii. In reality, some mWng occurs, and therefore, some CO, will be lost. 

It is necessary, therefore, to detemllne a suitable pu- procedure and quanti@ the amount of CO2 

lost during purging. Purging is likely to be complicated by the use of dry ice as the CO2 source 

because sublimation of large quantities of dry Cbmxplently, the CO2 

is not all present at once and purging occurs over a long period. To help predict purging, biowledge 

of the sublimation rate of dry ice would be useful. 

An understanding of these sources of CO2 loss is important ifa "one-shot" fllmigation is to 

be done with introduction of CO2 oniy at the beginning of the fumigation. The amount of CO2 added 

shouid be increased by the amount predicted to be lost by one or more of these fhctors. 

Then is M e  or no detrimental effect on grain quality by the presence of high CO2 

concentrations. Germination has been shown to decrease at cold temperatures ifthe grain has a high 



moisiure content. There is no indication, however, what the result would be ifgrain kemels came into 

direct contact with dry ice. 

Although the main goal of a fùmigation with CO2 is to lciii insects, there are two a d d i t i d  

benefits to be gained h m  this procedure. Firs&, fuBgal gr& U slowed by îhe presence of CO2. The 

ben- however, remains ody as long as the atmospbere of e1evated CO2 is maintained. Secod, 

aithough seaiing genedy does not elimiriate a i i  holes, a d e d  structure shodd pmMde an effective 

bamer against the entry of insects. Severid researchers have stated that sealed structures prevent entry 

of hsects, but, to the best of my knowledge, there has been no experimait oonducted to contirni this 

reasonable assumption. If a sealed structure cm prevent the entry of insects, preventing insect 

infestations by sealing structures immediately aAer harvest may be possible. This could eliminate the 

need for contro1 of insects in stored grain. 



3. OBJECTIVES 

In the literaîure review, I discussed many fàctors relevant to CO2 fiunigation. Despite the 

cornplex relationships disnissed, the sucass of a CO2 fumigation is dependmt upon a simple premise: 

the stored-product insect must be exposed to a Iethai environment. The primary objective of thk 

research, therefore, was to a c h e  a lethal CO, environment in a fidi-size fimn bin. 

Specifïc objectives were: 

1. to design and evaIuate a system to seaI a fiill-size bin to mùliniize CO2 leakage and pennit 

feasible CO, fiunigations, 

2. to idennft a suitable puging method thaî minimizes purging fosses and yields lethal CO2 

environments, 

3. to evduate the efficacy of the designed sealing system by detennining the mortatity of insects 

exposed to the CO2 environment, and 

4. to devise a guidehe for conducting CO2 fiimigaîions in bins sealed to varying leveIs of gas- 

tightness. 



4. SEALING A WELDED-STEEL HOPPER BIN 

4.1 Objectives for preparation of the storage bin 

Existing bolted-metal storage bins in North Amgica are not suitcd for fumigation with CO2 

because holes ir; the bin membrane must be found, ard h d e d  (-daram et al. 1995). Due 

to the difficulties associateci with bolted-metal bins, two welded-steel hopper bins (4.72 m in diameter, 

104 m3 in volume) (Mode1 16 1 10E STOR-KING, W i e r ,  MB), at the Gldea Research Station, 

approximateJy 20 km south of Whpeg, MB were used for this research. 

Based on the assumption that leakage through the welded seams of the hopper bins is 

neghgible, icakage would be confïned to the seams of the visible bin openings. These bins had five 

visible openings: 1) the bottom-cone opening for grain unio;rding, 2) the t o p a n e  opening for grain 

filkg, 3) the a c ~ s s  manhole in the rooc 4) the access manway in the bottom cone, and 5) the aeration- 

duct opening. The objective of the first series of experiments was to develop a suitable method for 

sealing the five visible bin openings. A design consbaint was that the methoci should be compatible 

with existing welded-steel hopper bins because sealed bins are not yet available for sale in North 

America. 

4.2 Criteria for evaluating each sealing method 

To be an ideal replacement for phosphine, CO2 should kill the insects in the same Iength of 

time as phosphine. At grain temperatures in the range of 16-25OC, phosphine released fiom aiuminum 

phosphide tablets kills C.fern<gineus in 4 d (Detia Degesch Manual, hdenbacb, Germany). TO kill 

ali üfe stages of C. firmgineus in 4 4 a CO2 concentraton of approximately 65% is required with 

the exact concentration dependent on the grain temperature and moisture content (Jay and D'Orazio 

1984; Alagusmdaram et al. 1996). Any sealingmethodthat maintains a 65% CO2 concentdon for 

4 d wiii be considered acceptable. In addition, the CO2 must be unifonn throughout the bh,  in both 
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the radial and vertical directions. Lethal concentrations can be rnaintained by continuousiy or 

periodicaily adding CO, throughout the dufation of the M&ation (Jay et al. 1970; AI;rgusundaram 

et al. 1995). Management of a CO, fûmigatin d d  be simpli-fied, bwever, if ody an initial 

application of CO2 was required. 

Various sealing methods were evaiuaîed based on the maintenance of a d o m  65% CO2 

concatration throughout the anpty bin for 4 d supplied by a single application of dry ice (the rnass 

of dry ice was calculaîed d g  perfect replacement of air by the CO& 

4.3 Instrumentation of the welded-steel hopper bins 

Both bins were instrumented identidy with semi-rigid nylon tubing (3.2-mm outside 

diameter, 2.0-mm inside diameter) for sarnpling CO2 concentrations inside the bin (Fig. 4.1). Because 

CO2 concentrations are likely to be uniform in the horizontal direction (AIagusundaram et al. 1996), 

sampiing points were Iocated dong oniy one radius at fou heights. The samphg tubes were attachai 

to three 2 lgauge copper wires (points O through 10 to wire No. 1, points 1 1 through 14 to wire No. 

2, and points 15 through 18 to wire No. 3) mounted vertically in the bin. The top and bottom ends of 

each wire were tied to eye-bolts fàstened to the top and bottom cones of the bin. Ail sarnpling tubes 

were led out of the bin through holes made in the aedonduct cover, which allowed the coUection of 

gas samples while standing on the ground. The outkt ends of the sampling tubes were covered with 

ru b ber septa. 

A pressure relief valve (Fig. 4.2), atîached to the bin through a hole in the aerationduct cover, 

was used as a precaution against the bin pressurizing and rupturing. The pressure relief valve was 

constructed of acrylonitrile-butadienme terpolymer (ABS) pipe (76-mm inside diameter) and 

med with a mixture of water and windshield washer anti-fieeze (rnethyi alcohol). AU holes created 

for the installation of the instrumentation in the bins were sealed with a silicone sealant. 
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(Dimensions in m) 

Fig. 4.1 Locations of sampling points in the instnimented welded-steel hopper bins. 
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(Dimensions in mm) 

Fig. 4.2 The pressure relief valve, coastnicted of ABS pipe, was attached to the aerationduct 
cuver as a precaution agaiast the bin pressurking and mpturing. 



4.4 Apparatus for introduction of dry ice into the bin 

A box-andduct apparatus (Fig. 4.3) was designed to use dry ice (solid CO3 as the source of 

furnigant. A 0.575 m x 0.575 m x 0.575 m box was constnicted ushg 18-gauge cold-rolled sheet 

metal to hold the dry ice pellets outside dre bin at gromd level. The pellets sublimated inside the 

holding box and the gaseous CO2 was ducted to the top of the bin inside a 50-mm inside diameter ABS 

pipe and into the bin through a hole in the roof 

Vertical CO, stratifimtion ocnirs hide large bins (Banks et ai. 1991; Peng and Chen 1993; 

Alagusunciaram et al. 1995). This problem can be solved by recirculating the gases within the bin 

fiom bottom to top. For this purpose, a second duct was connected f?om the aerationduct cover to 

the holding box. A vacuum pump (Mode1 0440-V119-A, Gast M g .  Corp., Benton, MI) was used to 

recircdate the interstitial gases. Automotive heater hose (19-mm inside diameter, 3-mm wall 

thiclmess) was used to comect the vacuum pump with the ABS pipe. Plastic or bras bal1 vaives were 

fitted into the lines at various locations to control the recirculation circuit. 

4.5 Procedure for evaiuating the pemeability of the recirculation duct 

Once comected to the bin, the box-andduct apparatus became part of the storage structure 

and had to be considered when the bin was king sealed. The holding box was assembled with 

continuous welds, therefore, leakage from the box was assumed negiigiile. Ail ABS joints were glu4 

with an ABS solvent and connections between the heater hose and the ABS pipe and between the 

heater hose and the vacuum pump were cIamped tightly using hose clamps. With the assumption of 

no leakage at any joints, the oniy potential for leakage was through the duct matenal itseIf. It was 

expected that the loss of CO, through the wall of either the ABS pipe or the heater hose would be 

negligible, but this was not hown. A simple expertnent was conducteci to provide assurance that CO, 

was not escaping through the wails of the duct material. 
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Valve 1 

ing box 

relief valve 

\vacuum pump 

Fig. 4.3 The box-andduct apparatus used for introducing CO2 into the bin from ground 
level. Dry ice was placed into the holding box and, after sublimation, was ducted 
into the bin with ABS pipe. Valves 1 to 4 were used to control the fiow of gases. 

A 1 m length of the duct material was fi@ with bal1 valves at eiîher end and instnimented 

with one nylon sarnpling tube and one type T copper-constantan thennocouple at the midpoint. One 

end of the test length was connected to a cyhder of gaseous CO2. The samphg tube was covered 

with a nrbber septum and the thermocouple was co~ected to a digital temperature indicator. 

With both valves open, gaseous CO2 was purged through the test length (either heater hose 

or ABS pipe). The valve on the CO, tank was them c l o d .  Irnmediately thereafter, tbe ball valves at 

either end of the test length were closed. At 15 min intervals, for a duration of 4 h, the temperature 

inside the test l e n a  was recorded and a gas sarnple was collected and analyzed (Appendix A) using 

a calibrated gas chrornatograph (Made1 8430 Matheson Gas Products, East Rutherford, NJ) equipped 

with a thermal conductivity detector and operated isat)!edy (oven and detector) at 40°C using 

helium as a carrier gas. The column was s t d e s s  steel (2 m long) and packed with Porapak Q. This 

gas chromiifograph was used ter all experiments described in this thesis. The procedure was repeated 

three tirnes for each duct material. 
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The number of moles of CO2 and, thedore, the CO, concentration inside the test lengîh 

decreased (soIid iines in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5). The totai volume of gas inside the test length was 2.0 x 

IO-) m3 for the ABS pipe and 0.3 x lW3 m3 for the heater hose. Approximately 10.0 x 104 m3 ofgas 

were withdrawn f?om the test length each time a sample was bken. Conquently1 after 17 samples 

had been taken, 170 x 1 o4 m3 of gas had been removed. This corresp0flde.d to approximate1y 9% of 

the volume inside the ABS pipe and 57% of tk volume inside the heater hose. After adjustmenî for 

the moles of CO, removed with each sample, the dashed lines (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5) are relatively 

constant, suggesting that the quantity of CO2 lost through the walls of the ducts was negligible. For 

M e r  tests, 1 I that the ABS pipe and the heater hose were impermeable to CO, and concluded 

that the recirculation system was not a likely source of CO2 loss fiom the bin. 

4.6 Experimental procedure for evaiuating a sealing method 

Initially, the bins had visible hoIes around several of the h r y  avers (Le., the cover for the 

topane  opening had been designed to aüow the escape of air through the top during aeration or near- 

ambient drying of the stored grain). Modifications were required to make the bins airtight. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of each sealing method, the bin was filleci with gaseous CO, and 

the rate of concentration decay was measured. Grain is known to sorb C G  (Mitsuda et al. 1973), but 

because the exact amounts are not known I could not have Merentiated between the CO2 lost due to 

lealcage and that due to sorption. To eliminate this unknown interaction of CO2 with grain, 1 decided 

to evaluate empty bins. An additional benefit to be gained by the absence of grain was reduced 

ventdation time between eqeriments. It was important that the concentration of CO, before addition 

of CO, be at or near atmospheric levels so that a tme indication of CO, retention by the bin was 

observed. With empty bins (experiments S 1.1 to S 13.2), cornpletc ventilation was achievd in a matter 

of minutes while several houn would have been requireù if the bins bad been fuii of grain. 
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Fig. 4.4 
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Moles of CO, remaining inside a 1 m 1- of heaîer bose as a fhction of t h e .  The 
soiid lines represent the experimental observaiions and the dashed iines represent the 
number of moles adjusted for those removed by sampling. 



Fig. 4.5 
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Moles of CO, remahhg inside a 1 m length of ABS pipe as a fiindion of the. The 
solid bes represeat the experimental observations and the dashed liaes represent the 
number of moies adjusted for those removed by sampling. 



The procedure foliowed afkr complethg each mdhod of seaiing consisted of four steps: 

1. dry ice was placed inside the holding box; 

2. at specified intemais. gas samples were coilected for analysis using the calribrated gas 

chromatograph. Before collecting the 1 0 - d  samples, the sampliog lines were p u g d  wah 

a syringe by withdrawing a volume of gas @valent to the volume of the leagth of sarnpling 

Line. The gas samples were temporarily s t o d  in gas-tigb syringes and wexe anallyled within 

of 30 min of being coiiected; 

3. the nimiing time for each acperiment was planned to be 4 d. OAen, however, the Ieakage was 

so rapid that running the scperiment for 4 d was meaatngIess. In thse cases, the expriment 

was sîopped prematurely to d o w  the start of the next experiment; and 

4. the bm was opened and ailowed to ventilate so that the gas concentrations inside the bin would 

retum to atmospheric levels. 

Aithough beneficid for these experiments, empty bins would not be used in an actual CO2 

fiunigation Consequently, once the potamal sealing methods had been identified, a srnall number of 

experiments (S 14.1 to S 1 5.3) were conducted with the bins haifXlied with wheat to ensure that the 

seahg methods would work for grain-iilled bins and to idenhfjl concems for fbture experiments (see 

Section 4.8.3 for a description of the concems which were identified). 

4.7 Description of the seaiing methods 

Many sealing methods were tned with varying degms of success. Because some seahg 

methods weE not effective and experimentai t h e  was 1i.W replication was not considered a 

pnority. Rather than repeating an uiisuccessful methai, d mfDrmation gained fiom it was applied 

to the next method. A summary of the experrirnents is given in Appendix B. 
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Experiments S 1.1 to S2.3 (Table 4.1), with no seaürig done to the binq wen used as a frame 

of refèrence to d u a t e  the impact of each subsequent sealing rnethod- These four expexkents were 

grouped under the headirig of No sealing (Table 4.1) for M e r  anaIysis. 

The next set of five experiments (S3.1 to S5 -3) were grouped as Methad # 1 (Table 4.1) for 

further andysis because the basic seaihg mahod remaineci constant. The bottom-cone opening was 

sealed by placing an inflated bicycle tire tube between the sliding gate and the bin floor. M o r e  

Mation, the tire tube was fàstened in place using duct tape and the sliding was closed. The tire 

tube was then iufiated using a foot pump. Al1 other bin openinggs were sealed by placing rubber 

gaskets around the peheter  of the openings and closing the factory lids. This method was impractical 

because the tire tube was diilicult to insert and the rubber deteriorated so that holes were presedd &er 

only five tests (an elapsed time of approximately 2 wk). 

Experirnents SB. 1 to S 10.1 were grouped as Methad #2 (Table 4.1). Of these five 

experiments, no two were identical as improvements were made constantly. Again, the bottomcone 

opening was treated differentIy than the other openings. A trough-shaped steel lid was constructed to 

enciose the entire sliding-gate mechanism. Gas leakage was evident at the corners of the lid during 

expeNnent S6.1, thedore, the corners of the trough-shaped lid were modifieci for the rernaining four 

experiments (S7.1 to S 1 O. 1). The trough-shaped lid was more practical than the bicycle tire tube 

because it couid be added to the bin from the outside even if the bin was fûii of grain, however, the lid 

was dScdt  to close and did not eliminate the leakage fiom the bottom of the bin. The other Extory 

lids were modifieci so that they could be cIamped shut, but tfiis did not eliminate all gas loss. During 

thk group of experirnents, 1 realized that the topcone opening was aIso a prominent source of gas loss. 

For S9.1 and S 10.1, a plastic-wrapped Styrofoam disk was inserted inside the factory lid 

to fil1 the space designe- for air escape. 



In the next group of experiments (S 1 1.1 to S 12.3, grouped as Methud # 3 in Table 4.1). a 

modified flat lid was much easier to close than the trough-sh;iped lid and e h h a t e d  any detectabIe 

leakage h m  the bottom of the bie Besides changes to the lid for the boaom-cone openin& the mbber 

gasket was replaced with c1osed ce11 neuprendEPDM mbber (Jacobs and'ïbanpson Division, Weston, 

ON) on the other bin openings. These fkctory lids were clamped shut as More. 

With the success of the lid design used in Methd #3 for sealing the bo#orn-cone open& all 

five openùigs were sealed using the same method. Two experiments (S 13.1 and S 13 -2) were done with 

aü five openings sealed identically. 

Table 4.1 Description of the basic seaiing ideas associated with each group of experiments. 

Experiments Group Name Description of Basic Sealing Idea* 

S1.1, S2.1, No sealing No modifications to bin, but holes created by 
S2.2, S2.3 instrumentation were filleci wiîh a silicone 

seaiant. 

S3.1, S4.1, SS.1, Method # 1 Opening in bottom cone: An inflated bicycle 
55.2, S5.3 tire tube was duct-ta@ between the sliding gate 

and flmr of the bin. 

S6.1, S7.1, S8.1, Methoà #2 Opening in bottom cone: A trough-shaped, 
S9.1, S 10.1 sheetnietai Iid was fitted over the sliding-gate 

housing, endosing the entire sliding-gate 
mechanism. 

SI 1.1, S12.1, Methoà #3 Opening in bottom cone: A flaî, sheeî-metai lid 
S 12.2, S 12.3 was clamped against angle iron welded around 

the sliding-gate housing, enclosing the entire 
sliding-gate mechanism. 

-- - - 

S13.1, S13.2 Method #4 Ali five bin openings: The idea used in Method 
#3 was used to seal all five o f  the bin openings. 

* Refea to the basic sealhg idea cornmon to alî experiments within the group. Minor variations 
existed among experiments (Appendix B). 



4.8 Evaluation of the sealing methods 

4.8.1 Uniformity of CO, in the radial direction The unifomiity of COz in the radial direction was 

assesseci using the coefficient of variation (CV), which is a ratio of the standard deviation (S.D.) to 

the mean (srpressed as a percentage) (Appendix C). A CV value was calculated for each of the four 

leveis (Ri = points 2, 1 1, and 15; R, = points 4, 12, and 16; & = points 6, 13, and 17; R., = points 8, 

14, and 18) at each sampling time (Figs. 4.6 to 4.9). S@ CV dues correspond to low levek of 

varhtion, or in this research, a high degree of dormity .  M o r e  sealiug îhe bins, radial uniformify 

was poor for aU four IeveIs throughout the duration of the tests (Fig. 4.6). As the different sealing 

methods were tried, the observed trend was toward srnalier CV vaiues (Figs. 4.7 to 4.9). Statistical 

analysis confinneci that the CV d u e s  changd signifidy with improved sealing (ANOVA: One- 

way, a4.05). Further dysis showed that CV values decreased significantiy from No sealing to 

Meihod # 1 and fiom Method # 2 to Method # 3, but not from Method # 1 to Method #2 (Student's t- 

test, a4.05). Consequently, 1 concluded that radial do rmi ty  improved with increased sealing and 

that Methai #3 was the best sealing method. 

Radiai uniformity ais0 appeared to improve with tirne (Figs. 4.7 to 4.9). 1 speculated that 

large CV values occurred during the initial hours of the tests before equilibrium had been resiched, but 

decreaseâ after equilibriurn was reached. Based on o b s e d o n  of the plotteci CV values (Figs. 4.7 

to 4.9), 1 decided that variation was greatest during the first 20 h of ail tests. To enable 

w m p a ~ i s o n , ~ ~  and rym values were calcuiaîed for each of the four Ievels by averaging the CV 

vaiues associated with each sealing method. AU CV vaiues were used to caicuiaîe TV, but only those 

CV values d g  20 h or more a f k  the starr of the experiment were used to caiculatc TV.. 

Contrary to my w o n ,  TV, values were not signifieantly (Student's t-test, a 4 . 0 5 )  dinerent 

than TV values in 14 out of 16 cases (Table 4.2). 



Fig. 4.6 
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Radial unifonnity of CO, conmntratio11~ wiîhin empty bins for each of the four levek, 
represeated by the coefficient of variation. These four experiments (SI. 1 to 
S2.3)were conducted with no sealiog doue to the bins. 



Fig. 4.7 
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Radial udiormity of CO, concentrations within anpty bius for each of the four levels, 
represented by the coefficient of variaîim. These five experiments (S3.1 to SS -3) 
were conducted with the bin sealed according to Method # I (TabIe 4.1). 



Fig. 4.8 
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Radial uniformity of CO2 concentrations within anpty b k  for =ch of the four Ievels, 
represented by the coefficient of variafion. These five experiments (S6.1 to S 10.1) 
were conducted with the bin sealed according to Method #2 (Table 4.1). 



Fig. 4.9 
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Radial uniformity of COt concentrations within anpty bins for each of the four levds, 
represented b y the coefficient of d o n .  These four experiments (S 1 1.1 to S 1 2 -3) 
were conductecl with the bh d e d  according to Method #3 (Table 4.1). 
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Table 4.2 Average CV values {%) for each of the four leveis dculated as the average of CV 
dues from a l l  sampling times (m and h m  a i i  sampling tLMg 2 20 h aAer the 
start ofthe experimenî (mm) of di expxbentai trials in empty bins associated with 
each sealing method. 

No SeuZing Methmi #I  Method #2 Method #3 

* The TV. value is signincantly merent than the eorresponding value (Student's t-test, a=0.05). 

When the bins were sealed using Methoù #3. the TV values were r 10% for ali four levels 

compared with TV values between 15 and 18% before any sealing had been done (Table 4.2). Based 

on these results, 1 concluded that there was a reasonable degree of radial d o r m i t y  in empty bins. 

The degree of radial uniformity would be even greater if R, was ignored. Because the gaseous CO2 

entered the bm at the top closest to &, there was littie tirne for the gas to disperse. When the readings 

durhg the initial 20 h were ignored (while the most rapid sublimation was occurring), the TV, value 

of 5% for R, agreed closely with the values calnilated for the other three levels. The experiments 

for Method #4 were conducted after p r e l i .  aoalysis had shown this radial unifonnity. therefore, 

CO2 readings were taken dong the centreline of the bin ody. 

Four additional experiments were done in bins haifW& with wheat to test the infiuence of 

grain on radiai uniformity. For expriment S 14.1. the bin was sealed accordhg to Method #2, but for 

experiments S 15.1 to S 15.3, the bins were sealed according to Methud #3. Because there was no 

visible difEèrence in CV values between the two sealhg methods (Fig. 4.1 O), the fou. experirnents were 



grouped for fiirther adysis. As done previously, TV and TV;, values were caiculated for each of 

the four levels (Table 4.3). The results were coosistent with those fiom the empty bins becailse there 

were no signifiant merences (Student's tdest, a4.05)  betweai - and TV, dues. 
To enable cornparison between empty and halMlied b k ,  all radial CV d u e s  for Mefhod 

#3 in the empty bins were averaged to yie1d a value of 7%. The average of aU radial CV d u e s  fiom 

the uiieat-fZed bins was sigdicantly (Student's t-test, a4 .05 )  greater at an average of 10%. 

Although uniformity was poorer in the wheat-filleci bins, I have concluded thaî a TV value of 10% 

represents an acceptable amount of variation. ConsequentIy, 1 have assuned that CO2 conœntraîions 

were uniform in the radial direction in both empty and W-fUed bins. 

Table 4.3 Average CV values (%) fiom all sampiing times (ën and al1 sarnpling times 220 h 
d e r  the start of the experiment (TV,) for each of the four levels and the bin 
centreline for the four experiments conducted in bins half-fïiied with wheat. 

- - 
Location cv CVa 

("/O) (%) 

Centreline 24 18 



Fig. 4.10 The radial unüormify of CO2 concentr;itions within bins half-fiHeci with wtieat 
(experiments S 14.1 to S 15.3) for cach of the four levels, r e p r e s d  by the 
coefficient of variation. 



4.8.2 Uniformity of CO, in the vertical direction The meaq standard deviation (S.D.), and 

coefficient of variation (CV) of the CO2 concentraîions measured at the eleven sampliag points dong 

the centdine of the bin were dculated for each sampling time of each experiment (Appendix C). 

Without sealing, vertical uniformity of CO, was poor (Fig. 4.1 l), but improved wiih seaIing. Vertical 

variation decreased significantly (Student's t-test, a4.05)  b r n  experiments with no sealing to those 

sealed according to Method #1, but did not decrease significantiy (Student's t-test, a4.05) during the 

next two increments (Le., Method #1 to Methd $2 and Methai $2 to Method #3). The variation 

decreased significantly (Student's t-test, a4.05)' however, fiom Method #3 to Method #4, possibly 

because aU bin openings were sealed using the flat lids. From these results, 1 concluded that vertical 

unifonnity improved with sealing. 

Based on examination of Fig. 4.1 1, it appeared that vertical uniformity improved with time. 

As doue in the radial direction, TV and TV' d u e s  were calculated (Table 4.4). Significant 

(Student's t-test, a4.05) improvements in vertical uniformity were observed for the second and third 

sealing methods when readings taken d u ~ g  the initiai 20 h were ignored. This comparison was not 

possible for Method #4 because no sarnples were taken during the initial 20 h. Variation during the 

initial 20 h possibly occurred because the CO, was ducted into the bin at only a single location, and 

subsequmtly, had a large vertical distance to rnove. Based on these d t s ,  1 concluded that the TV, 

values were a better approximation of vertical unifonnity than the values. With values of 

8% for the third and fourth s&g methods, 1 concluded that the CO2 concentration \vas d o m  in 

the vertical direction when the buis were sealed accordhg to either of these m&ods. 

The presence of grain bad an influence on vertical uaiforrnity. Uniike the emps bins where 

vertical Tvm values were significantly (Student's t-test, a4.05) iower than values, there was no 

signifiant merence (Studeds t-test, a4.05) betweai vertical and TV, values in the wheat- 

filled bins (Fig. 4.12 and Table 4.3). In a direct comparison between the empty and wheat-nlled bins, 
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the TV value of 13% for Method #3 in an empty bin (Table 4.4) was sip.fïcantly (Student's t-test, 

~ 0 . 0 5 )  lower than the TV value of 24% observai in the wheat-filled bin (Table 4.3). This large 

amount of vertical variation is cause for concern because it d d  result in insect Survivai in the top 

portions of the grain bulk. 

Table 4.4 Average CV values (%) caicuiated as the average of CV values fiom the eleven 
points dong the centreline of the bin fiom aIl sampling times (ru and from aii 
sampling times r 20 h afkr  the start of the experiment (TV~) of aU experimental 
trials in empty bins associated with each sealing method. 

Method # I 30 19 

Method #3 13 8* 

Mefhod #4 8 8 

* The m,vaIue is significantly diffemthan the correspondhg TV value (Student's t-test, a=0.05). 



Time (h) 

Fig. 4.11 Vertical uniformity of CO, concentratiom within empty bins, represented by the 
coefficient of variation. The plots repeprrsenr No sealing, Method # 1, Method #2, 
Method #3, and Methud #4 h m  top to bottom, respectively. 



Fig. 4.12 
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The vertical uniformity of CO2 concentrations within bins haLf-Wed with wheat 
(experiments S 14. L to S 1 5.3), represented by the coefficient of variation. 

Testing the effktîveness of forced recirculation was not an objective of this work, but 

experirnents were done both with and without forced recimlaîion, eaabling a limiteci cornparison to 

be made. Force. recirculation had a significant (Student's t-test, a=û.05) influence on radial TV 

values in only 4 out of 12 instances (Table 4.5). ui two instances, the TV d u e s  decreased wiîh 

forced recirculation, but in the other two cases, the TV values increased. This unexpected increase 

may be the d t  of a srnall sample site because only one experiment without recirculation (S 1 1.1) 

was compared with three experiments with for& recirculation (S 12.1, S 12.2, and S12.3). 

Experiment S 1 1.1 possibly displayed unusuaily low variation. 
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In the vertical direction, forcecl recirculation had a significant (Student's t-test, a4.05) 

influence in only one of four instances (Table 4.6) with m. values used to make the cornparison. 

F o r d  recirculaîion improved uniformity when the least amount of sealiag was done (Method # 1). but 

had no effect once sealing was improved. 

Accordhg to my data, forced Rarailaton d o s  not Mprove dormity in weil-ded bins, 

although this research was not planneci to test forced recirculation. Some sample sizes were small  and 

other uncontrolled hctors may have influenced the results. Additional research should be done to 

confirm these results. 

Table 4.5 Cornparison b e e n  TV values (%) obtained with and without for& recirculation 
for each of the four Ieveis of each seaiing method. 

No F o r d  
Recirculation Recirculation 

Method # 1 & I l  

R3 14 

R2 13 

RI 15 
-- - -- 

Method #2 % 20 8 

R3 16 6* 

R2 14 6* 

RI 7 5 
Method #3 R.4 9 

R3 2 

R2 3 

RI 12 

* Indicates that the pair of TV values are significantly diffierent (Student's t-test, a=0.05). 
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Table 4.6 Cornparison betweea m,values (%) obtained h m  the e I m  sample points dong 
the centreline of the bin fôr aU trials with no recirculatiun and CV~ values (%) 
obtained h m  the el- sampIe points dong the centreline of the bin for ail trials 
with forced recirculaîion. 

Method # I 28 

Methud #2 15 

Methd #3 7 

Method #4 6 
- -  -- 

* lndicates th& the pair of C~,va.Iues are signincandy different (Shident's t-test, a4.05).  

4.8.3 Mean concentration of CO, in the bin For each samphg t h e ,  the CO2 concentration inside 

the bin was estimateci as the mean of the CO2 concentrations measured at the eleven sample points 

aIong the centreline of the bin (Appendix C). For the first experiments (Le., S 1.1  to S2.3), some error 

was associated with this estimate because vertical unifonnity was p a r .  As the unifonnity improved, 

the error decreased yielding an dequate estimate of the CO, concentration inside the bin. 

The observed trend was for the mean CO2 concentration to increase with improved sealing 

(Fig. 4-13}, but the objective of 65% for 4 d (96 h) was not achieved. A CO, concentration 

approaching 50% tvas obsewed for experiments S12.1 to S12.3 compared with a peak of 

approximately 10% without any d g .  Because all concentrations were generated with an identical 

initial application of 136 kg of dry ice pellets, the modifications to the bins were successful at 

improving the gas-tightness of the b k .  The quantity of dry ice added, however, should have created 

a CO, concentration of approximately 65%. 1 can conclude, thedore, that loss of CO, remaineci a 

problem throughout all of these experiments. 



The (h) 

Fig. 4.13 Mean CO2 concentration for the twenty experirnenb conducted in empty buis at 
various stages of seaiing. The plots represent No sealing, Method # I ,  Method #2, 
Me fhod # 3, and Method # 4 h m  top to bottom, respectively . 



When the bins were haIf-filied with wheat, ody 97 kg ofdry ice was added to the bin because 

of the reduced air volume. ûfthe 97 kg, 4 kg (caldakd ushg 104 mg CO& wheat as an estimate 

for sorption) was added to cornpensate for sorption by the what. The observed C 4  concenfrafions 

nirpassed 40% for all four experiments (Fig. 4.14) simila. to the d i s  obtained in the empty bins 

sealed according to Method #3. Grain does mt appear to negatively influence the CO, concentration, 

aIthough compensation for CO2 sorption must be made. These four experiments idenfineci a couple 

of concerns for &tue experiments. F h t ,  emptying the grain fiom the bin puiied the sampling tubes 

down unies tbey were attachai with duct tape to the copper wire dong their entire length (leaving only 

the ends of t h  tubes open for sarnpling). A second ConCern was that small weed seeds and other 

foreign materid were sucked into the sampiing tubes during the process of collecting samples, 

plugging the tubes. This problern was solved by covering the ends of  the sampling tubes with fine 

mesh. 

O 20 40 60 80 100 

Time (h) 

Fig. 4.14 Mean CO2 concentration for the four experiments conducted in bins half- 
filled with wheat. Experiment S14.1 was sealed using Method #2; 
experiments S 15.1, S 15.2, and S 15.3 were sealed using Method # 3. 



4.9 Detailed description of Melliod #d 

A schemattic diagram of the sealhg method as applied to the opening in the bottom cone of the 

hopper bin is &O\M in Fig. 4.15. The sealing method had to be designed so that it did not interfere 

with the rnoving parts of the sliding-gate xndmiaq so the aitire mecbanism was enclosed by welding 

pieces of angle iron (B) onto the sliding-gatc housing (A) (Fig. 4.15). The 50 mm x 50 mm angle iron 

(B) provided suscient horizontai clearance for the wmponemts of the roller mechanism. A second 

piece of d e  iron (C) extended lower tban tbe sliding-gaie mechanisn to provide vertical clearance. 

AU four sides were consbucted in the same way with the pieces of angle irm joined together using 

continuous welds to prevent leakage. A hole dnUed through the angle iron aiiowed the crank used to 

open the UalOizdiag gate to be comected or discomected. When disco~mected, the hole was plugged 

bvith a #3 rubber stopper. 

A £iaî piece of 18 gauge sheet metal (F) was used to cover the opening, with strips of closed 

ce11 neoprene/EPDM rubber @) attacheci to both the bottom ofthe angle iron (C) and the top perimeter 

of the sheet metal (F), providing the se-1. Hand-tightened Cclamps spaced approxUnately 150-200 

nim apart were used to close the lid (Fig. 4.15). An angle iron fiame (E) placed beneath the sheet 

metai ensured that the force fiom the C-clamps was distributed evenly dong the length of the seam. 

The bottomcone opening was the most dScult opening to seal because of the gate 

mechanism. To seai the other four visible openings, angle iron was welded around the perimeter of 

each openin& creating flat surfaces. Sheet-metal lids were clamped down, with C-clamps providing 

the force to cornpress the strips of neopraie mbber. 



Angle iron 
J( A 

Continuous weld 

i je iron 

Fig. 4.15 Schematic of the sealing method used to seal the opening in the bottom cone of the 
hopper bin (Methods #3 and #4). 

S- 

4.10 Discussion of the sealing eqeriments 

According to the evaluation cnteria stated earlier, there were no successfùl seding methods. 

1 was unable to mate  and maintain a CO2 concentration of 65% for 4 d, however, 1 do not consider 

this series of experiments to be a Eiilure due to the significaut improvements t h  were achiewed. 

Radial and verticai uniformity of CO, were poor without sealing. but improved as better scaling 

methods were applied to the bin. Likewise, the mean CO2 concenffilfions inside the bin rose from 

approxMately 10% with no d i n g  to almost 50% with the laîer sealilig attempts. These are 

signincant improvements because the mass of dry ice added was constant for aii experirnents. 
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Further evidence tbat rny sealing efforts were succasfui ames  from a cornparison with 

previous work by Alagusunddaram et al. (1 995). They calculated a retention efficiency (qJ (%) as: 

where: fh = duration of the experiment (h), 

& = CO2 concentration that wodd have been cfeated by one dornain volume of CO, gas, if 

ail the introduced CO2 gas stayed in the domain and none was sorbed by the grain 

(%), and 

NDV o f  CO2 = volume of  CO, gas used divided by the domain volume. 

The cumulative ct-product is the sum of ct-products caldateci at each sampling tirne us@: 

c,"" + c," 
et-prduct = * [(ts + 1 )  - (ts)] 

2 
(4.2) 

where Gw' and Çp are weighted-volume average CO2 concentrations (%) at samphg linges ts+ land 

ts fi). 

in three experirnents in ernpty boltedsteel bins, Alagusundaram et al. (1995) caiculaîed 

retention efficiencies of 33.7, 39.8, and 43.0%. My analysis used the same equations, but 1 did not 

use weightd-volume average CO2 concentrations. Rather, 1 calcuiated a cumulative ct-product for 

each sampling location in the bin and then fowd the mean cumulative ct-product. The retention 

efficiencies obtained for the experiments in empty bins ranged fiom a low of 7% with No sealing to 

a hi& of 79% with the bin sealed accordhg to Method #3 (Table 4.7). The volume of CO2 gas used 

was calculated using the ideal gas law assuming standard pressure, an initial mass of 136 kg of dry 

ice pellets, and a temperature of 20°C. These assumptions have introduced some error into the 

retention efficiencies, but it is apparent that the seale4 welded-steel hopper bins retained CO, gas 

betîer than the boltd-steel bins used by Alagusundaram et ai. (1995). Although my initial objectives 



were not acbieved, 1 am satisfied with the fhai sealing rnethod and the level of gas-tightness it 

As a comequence of the results obtained in this series of e x p h n t s ,  it is necessaxy to alter 

my objectives for fumigation with CO,. Rather than eyiag to maintain a CO2 concentration of 65% 

for the 4 d required to kill aii Me stages of C.fémgzjwu.s, it may k more practical to aim for a longer 

exposure period at a lower CO, c o n d o n .  Shunmugam d al. (1993) concluded that 8 d at 30% 

Co2 wodd kill ail life stages of C. femgrneus. Mowing 2 d for sublimation of the dry ice, an 

appropriate fumigation duration may be 10 d i f C 4  wncenfrafions above 30% can be rnaintained. 

Table 4.7 Mean cumulative ct-products and retention efficiencies (q3 for experiments S 1.1 to 
S 1 3 -2 calculated according to the procedure in Alagusundaram et al. (1 995). 

- - 

Experiment Seaiing Method Mean Cumulative 

(??ah) 
S1.1 No sealing 365 15 

No sealing 
No sealing 
No sealing 
Merhod # 1 
Method # 1 
Methoù # 1 
Methoù # I  
Method # 1 
Method #2 
Methoù #2 
Mefhud #2 
Method #2 
Method #2 
Method # 3 
Me fhod #3 
Method #3 
Method #3 
Merhod #4 

S13.2 Method #4 2412 57 



To obtaiu CO, unifonnity, it may be approprkîe to use forced recirctxiation in ali further 

experiments. Though my limited cornparison suggests that for& recirculation does not ïmprove 

uniformity in weU-sealed bins, 1 am not confident in this conclusion. Other rescarchers (Banks et al. 

1991; Peng and Chen 1993; Alagusundaram et al. 1995) have observed vertifal CO, stratification 

inside large bins. It is possible that my bins were Sealed b e r  tban those used in the previously 

rnentioned research Papen, and consequently, behave différently. Gas molecules shodd disperse 

d o d y  throughout a well-seaied container, however, it is dificuit to ignore the influaice ofgravity 

on the CO, molecules inside ta11 structures. It is reasonable to assume that gravity causes a force 

imbalance that inevitably cituses verticai stratification. Greater vertical non-unifomiity may have been 

observed in the bins wiîhout forced recirculation ifthe experimental duration was Iengthened beyond 

4 d. Based on this discussion, 1 decided to use forced recirculation with the next series of experiments. 

Consideration should also be given to the practicality of the successful sealing method. 

Although considerable effort was required to reach the nnal design, the design itself is quite simple. 

Minimal labour is required to make the reqiilred modifications. Although not recornmended, the 

modifications can be cornpleted when the bin is Mi of grain. Additionally, the method has adequate 

flexibility that almost any make and mode1 of weIded-steel hopper bin could be seaied. It is hoped that 

bin rnanufktwers d l  incorporate these ideas into new bins and begin to seli sealable bins. 



5. EXPERIMENTAL FUMIGATIONS IN FULESIZE BINS 

5.1 Objectives for the experimental fdgations 

The objective of this second series of was to test the sealed, welded-steel hopper 

bins under actuai conditions by conducting CO2 fbmigatiolls. Specincally, 1 wanted to observe the 

CO2 concentrations generated by a single application of dry ice over a 104 p e n d  Additional 

experiments were planned with an extra quantity of dry ice added to attcmpt 4 4  nunigations. Caged 

adult C. femgineus were placed iosiâe the bins for selected experiments to determine the mortality 

caused by the generated atmospheres. Discussion of the insect mortaiïty is deferred to Chapter 6. 

An equally important subsbjective was to idedfy an acceptable procedure for pufging the 

bins. Because the bins were now weii seaied, the addition of gaseous CO2 into the bin had to be 

accompanied by a release of air fiom the bin. 

5.2 Description of purging methods 

Purging is crucial to the successfiil completion of a CO, Wgaûon. Before the start of a 

fumigation, the interstitial airspace is suitable for insect SurYival. During a fumigation, the interstitial 

airspace is toxic to the insect. Comequenly, there must be a transition fiom the former to the latter 

environment. With most chernical Wgants, the transition is accomplished simply by adcihg a d l  

quanîity of the furnigant (parts-per-million) to the storage environment. These smaii quantities are 

unlikely to cause substanal pressure increases inside a perfdy sealed bin, even if no air is released 

nom the bin. With CO, fumjgations, however, ,large quantities of v u s  CO2 must be added to the 

bin because CO, only becornes toxic to insects at the parts-per-hudred kvel. The addition of large 

quantities of CO2 to a sealed bin would cause ciangemus pressure increases if an quivalent quantity 

of air was not released from the bin. This exchange of air for CObdescribed as purging, is a neçgsary 

part of a CO2 fiiniigaûon. In this contact, "airn refers to moIecuies of N, and O*. 
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Four Merent purging methods were tested during this research. Three factors were vaxied 

to crcatc the four purging methods: 1) location of the dry ice during sublimation, 2) location of the CO, 

enüy point, and 3) location of the purge valve. 

For the first purging method (Fig. 5. la) (experiment F 1. l), the dry ice was augered into the 

bin using a grah auger and the peiiets were spread over the top surfàce of the graio. Purging 

continued by leaving a purge valve, at the bottom of the bia, open. There was no entry point for the 

gaseous CO, because subIimatio11 of the dry ice occurred inside the bin. For this method, it was 

assumed thai the CO2 wodd flirst distriiute horizontally in the head space and then move downward 

through the grah b u 4  forcing the air ahead of it out the purge valve at the bottom of the bin. The 

second purging method (experiment F2.1) was identicai to the first, except for the location of the purge 

valve (Fig. 5.1 b). Mead of ailowing the gases to escape fiom the bottom of the bin, a valve at the 

top of the bin was le$ open to allow the escape of gases fiom the top of the bin. In this situation, 1 

assumed that the CO, would nrst move down into the grain bulk rather than spreading horizontally. 

Once the CO2 reached the bottom, it would move upward dong the penphery ofthe biq forcing air 

ahead of it out the purge valve at the top of the bin. For the third purging method (Fig. 5.k) 

(experïment F3.1), ciry ice was placed inside the holding box at gromd level (Fig. 4.3). After 

sublimahg, the gaseous CO2 was ducted into the bottom of the bin and the air expeiled through the 

purge valve at the top of the bin. It was assumed that the heavier CO2 would fiII the bottom portion 

of the bin and gradually work its way up, forcing the air out the top purge valve. Finally, for the 

fourth purging method (experimmt F4. l), the sublimated CO2 that originated in the holding box was 

ducted into the bin through an opening in the top of the bin (Fig. 5.ld). The excess gases were 

expelied h m  the purge valve at the bottom of the bin. 1 assumed that the CO, wodd behave as 

descnbed above for the first method. 



Fig. 5.1 

i out 

C 

The four purging me&& tested in the fûll-size hopper bins. The anows show the 
assumed direction of travel of the gara within the bin. For the f k t  two methods (a 
& b), the dry ice pe11ets were augered into the bin; for the iast two methods (c & d), 
gaseous CO2 fiom a holding box was ducted into the b h .  



5.3 Procedure for erperimental fiimigations 

Chronologically, purgiug ocnirs More the CO2 concenffafions can be monitored. 

Consequeatly, the fkst four experiments (F 1.1 to F4.1) wefe conducted with the purpose of selecting 

the best pu- method (of those descr i i  in Section 5.2). AAer attanpting each purging metfid 

once, the four methods were assessed and the best method was selected. Four additional 104 

fumigations were then conducted to assess the seleded purging methoà further and to monitor the CO2 

concentrations (experiments F4.2 to F4.5). Foliowing the completion of the 104 fiunigations, four 

experiments of 4 4  exposure were conducted, a h  using the previously selected best purging method 

(experiments F4.6 to F4.9). The welded-steel hopper bùis were always filled with 69 t of wheat to a 

capacity of approximately 75%. Between 82 and 88 kg of dry ice was added for the 104 exposures, 

but 107 kg of dry ice was added for the 4 4  exposures in an attempt to obtain higher peak CO2 

concentrations. 

Immediately after addition of the dry ice, the purge data (i.e., the pressure inside îhe bin; and 

the temperature, flow rate, and CO, concentration of the gas leaving the purge valve) were collecteci 

for 2-3 h. Atter an additional 4-20 h, the purge valve was closed and the recirculation pump was 

started. The recirculation pump ran continuously throughout the 104 (and 44 )  fumigations. Grain 

temperatures were recorded and gas samples were withdrawn and analyzed for the I 1 sampling points 

dong the centreline of the bin (Fig. 4.1) at daily intervals throughout the Mgations. In selected 

experiments, caged adult C. firrugineur were placed inside the bins to detemine whether lethal 

exposures were king achieved. Details of this aspect of the research are given in Chapter 6. 



5.4 Experimentd resdts 

5.4.1 Ptxrging results The purging data colleaed fiom the fU-size hopper bins are included in 

Appendix D. The purge loss was calcukted as the mass of CO2 leaving the bin per unit time (g 

COJmin) based on the pressure inside the bin and the temperatm, flow rate and CO2 concentration 

of the gas leaving the purge vaive. The purge loss is show graphidy for experiments F 1.1 to F4.1 

(Fig. 5.2). eqeriments F4.1 to F4.4 (Fig. 5.3), and experirnents F4.6 to F4.9 (Fig. 5.4). Purge loss 

data were not collectai during experiment F4 S. 

Time (min) 

Fig. 5.2 Cornparison of the observed purge las fiom the four purging methods 
(experiments F l . 1 to F4.1). 
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Fig. 5.3 Observed purge loss during 104 expeximents when the fourth p u a g  
method was used (experiments F4.1 to F4.4). Purge ioss data were not 
collecte. during experirnent F4.5. 
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Fig. 5.4 Observed purge loss during the 4 4  experiments when the fourth purging 
method was used (experiments F4.6 to F4.9). 



5.4.2 Observed CO2 concentrations Carbon dioxide concentratioas and grain temperatures were 

measwed and recorded at daily intervals for ai l  12 experiments (Appendix E). Data were collecîed 

at 1 1 sampiing locations dong the CentreLine of the bin (locations O to 10 in Fig. 4.1). From the CO2 

concentration data; mean, standard deviation (S.D.), and coefficient of variation (CV) values were 

calculated for each day ' s data (Table 5.1). Using the mean CO2 values fiom Table 5.1, plots of the 

CO2 concatrations over the duraîion of the expehents were generated (Figs. 5.5 to 5 -7). Figure 5.5 

shows the concentrations fiom the four experiments (F 1.1 to F4.1) in which the four purging methods 

were tried. After selechng the best purging method, an additional four experiments of 104 duration 

(i-e., a total of five experiments of 104 duraûoq F4.1 to F4.5) were completed (Fig. 5 -6). Finaiiy, 

four experiments of 4 4  duration (F4.6 to F4.9) were completed (Fig. 5 -7). 

Day of fumigation 

Fig. 5.5 Plots of the mean CO2 concentration inside the experimeatal bins at daily 
intexvais throughout the 101 fumigations. Experiments FI. 1 to F4.1 
represent the four purging methods that were bied. 
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Fig. 5.6 Plots of the mean CO2 concentrations inside the experimental bins at daily 
intervals throughout the 1 0 4  fûmigations. Experiments F4.1 to F4.5 were 
eonducted us& the fourth purgiag method. 
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Fig. 5.7 Plots of the mean CO2 concentrations inside the experimental bins at daily 
in teds  throughout the 4 4  fimigations. Experiments F4.6 to F4.9 were 
conducted ushg the fourth pur& method. 



Table 5.1 Mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation values for the 1 1 sampling points along the centreline of the experimental bins 
for each day of the experimental duration for al1 12 of the experimental fumigations. 

Expriment CO, Concentration Day of Experiment 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

F1.l Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

F2.1 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

F3.1 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

F4.1 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

F4.2 M m  (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

F4.3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 



Experiment CO2 Concentration Day of Experiment 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

F4.4 Mean (%) 29.7 40.9 43.4 40.5 38.5 37.5 35.5 33.5 33.1 30.7 
S.D. 7.19 1.6 1 0.57 0.86 1.12 0.83 0.43 0.53 0.43 0.80 
CV (%) 24 4 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 3 

F4.5 Mean (%) 26.0 47 .O 45 .O 42.1 39.5 36.1 35.5 33.6 31.6 29.5 
S.D. 9.95 1.72 1.93 1.43 0.96 1.49 1.15 0.94 0.95 1.62 
CV (%) 38 4 4 3 2 4 3 3 3 5 

F4.6 Mean (%) 19.1 50.0 57.2 54.4 
S.D. 2.49 7.19 1 -90 2.13 
CV (%) 13 14 3 4 

F4.7 Mean (%) 53.3 55.7 52.7 50,4 
S.D. 2.16 2.44 3.10 2.96 
CV (%) 4 4 6 6 

F4.8 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (oh) 

F4.9 Mean (%) 38.0 51.1 52.9 45.7 
S.D. 8.94 1.98 1.60 1.59 
CV (%) 24 4 3 3 



5.5 Discussion of purging results 

55.1 Selection of best purging metbod Acxrding to my previous definition, purging is complete 

once a lethal environment has been creaîed inside the storage bin, This definition, however, lacks a 

measure of the &ciency by which the transition occurs. If cmiy air is expeiled when CO2 i s  added, 

purging would be 100% efficient. When CO2 is lost fim the bin, the efficiency drops below 100%. 

In addition to creahg a l e h l  environment, therefore, purging should also minllnize CO2 loss. 

The best purging method could not be sel& based on the creation of a lethal environment 

because the mean CO2 concentrations were similar for three of the hur arperiments (Fig. 5.5). Only 

the first pur& method could be rejected because the mean CO, concentration declined to = 20% by 

the tenth &y of experiment F 1.1 (Fig. 5 S). 

To select the best purging method, the purge losses were considered. Purge losses ranged fiom 

approximately 0.5 to 6.0 g COJmin (Fig. 5.2). The results h m  experiment F1.1 warrant special 

discussion. Within 15 min of sealing the bin following the introduction of the dry ice onto the grain 

su* (the 13-mm diameter purge valve at the bottom ofthe bin remained open), excessive pressure 

developed inside the bin. Fortunately, the water-med pressure relief valve (Fig. 4.2) functioned as 

designed and no damage was done to the bin. With the water gone fiom the pressure relief valve, 

however, purge loss data could not be collected. After appro'rimately 3 b, the pressure relief valve was 

refilled wïth water and data collection resumed. After the 3 h period, the purge loss still reached 

approximately 3 g C0Jm.h. This incident suggested that, besides the environment created and the 

purge losses observeû, the purging method must also be practical. The fïrst method was considered 

impractical because of the high pressures created inside the bin. 

The high pressure was probably causeci by an increased rate of sublimation. To increase the 

rate of purging, the peiiets were placed on the grain surface to use the heat within the grain bulk to 

increase the rate of sublimattion. When liquid CO2 is used for fùmigation, vaporkîion occurs 
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instantaneousiy and purging is completed in a short the .  With dry ice, it was expected that purging 

would take a long time to complete because sublimation of the entire mass of &y ice did not occur 

iastantaneously. With the purge valve left o p  for a long tirne, it was inevitable thaî some CO2 would 

move through the grain bulk and out the purge valve before sublimaîion of ali the dry ice was 

complete, thereby rducing the purging dciency. It was assumed, thedore, that the addition of heat 

wodd increase the rate of subiimaîion and decrease the purge loss. Because the expense ofadding 

supplemental heat was not considered fm'ble, it was hoped that the heat within the grain bulk would 

be dequate. The observed pressure increase when the water was forced from the pressure relief valve 

(experiment F 1.1) uidicated thai the desired increase in sublimation rate was produced. The purge 

vaIve (1 3-mm diameter) was supposed to accommodate the pressure increase by dowing the escape 

of air, however, it did not d o w  enough air to escape. Future research might investigate whether a 

larger opening would decrease the pressure and enable pellets of dry ice to be augered ont0 the grain 

Surface. This procedure, however, rnay cause locdized moisture and spoilage problerns (Mann et al. 

1997). 

The second purging method generated results similar to the first method. Rather than allowing 

the water to be forced f?om the pressure relief valve, a secondary purge valve (50-mm diameter) was 

opened a total of five times during the first 75 min of data collection to reiieve the pressure. The 

pressure decreased when the effective purge opening increased. This supports my assumption that this 

metbod cuuld potentially work ifa larger purge valve was used. Despite this poteutid, I rejected the 

second purging method because the purge losses approached 6 g CO- (Fig. 5.2). 

For the third and fourth purging methods, the dry ice was place. inside the holding box rather 

than ont0 the grain sudhce. This procedural change yielded lower purge losses (Fig. 5.2). For the 

third mcthod, the purge loss peaked at 2.5 g CO Jmin and the seccndary purge valve was not needed 

to release pressure during the daîa collection penod. A pressure increase was observed, however, 
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when the purge valve was closed and the fecifculation pump was started. The pump was stoppai to 

allowpurgirig to continue. The purge valve remainexi open for approximateIy 24 4 but purge las data 

were coUected for oniy the fïrst 2.5 h. 

in contrast to the first three methods, the fourth rnethod displayed onIy a d pressure 

i n m .  Purge loss was caiculated to be approximatdy 0.5 g CO Jmin (Fig. 5.2), but 1 am uncertain 

of the exact rates because the rate of flow through the purge vaive was too smaii for the flowmeter 

being used (Cole Parmer F M W O C  with a minimum calibrated flow of 3 .O Umin). The purge vaive 

remained open for approximately 24 h primarily as a precaution. The valve was then closed and the 

recirdation pump was started. 

The third and fourth purging methods oniy differed in their gas inlet and outlet locations. For 

the third methai, wiül the iniet at the bottom of the bin, the gaseous CO2 entered a region of limited 

interstitial volume. Before reaching the head space above the grain bulk, the CO2 had to force its way 

up through the grain bu&. For the fourth method, the gaseous CO2 directIy entered the head space. 

The pressure did not increase as quickly because the CO, molecules initially distributeci throughout 

the head space, allowing more t h e  for the air to move through the grain bulk and out the purge valve. 

SUnilarly, Chakrabarti et al. (1  993) found tbat it was more effective to add CO2 to the head space of 

the bin as oppose- to the bottom. 

To s-, the fourth purging method worked because the rate of CO2 entxy into the bin 

was reduced by placing the dry ice pellets into the holding box and alIowing sublimation to occur 

inside the box. Additionaüy, enûy of the gaseous CO2 into the W space provided a greater volume 

into which the gaseous CO2 could distnbute while air was king expelled through the bottom purge 

valve. The combination of these two factors cnnîriiuted to O& the pressure increase obsexved with 

the other three purging methods. 



55.2 Assessrnent of the best purging method The fourth method was selected as the best purging 

method based on only a single triai of each method. Additional triais are needed to confirm my 

decision. Purging data were collected during four of the five 104 Mgations and all f m  of the 4 4  

fumigations (Appendix D). The observed purge losses are show for the 1 û d  fiimigations (Fig. 5 -3) 

and for the 4 4  ~ g a t i o n s  (Fig. 5.4). 

For the 104 fbigaîions, the purge loss remained bdow 1 g COJmm for aii four experirnents 

(Fig. 5.3). Experiment F4.4 produced a zero purge loss (Fig. 5.3). Unfortunately, this observation 

is not accurate. Based on observation during purging, gases were escaphg fiom the purge valve at 

a rate below the range detectable by the flowmeter (Le., 3.0 Umin). The flow rate was recorded as 

zero (Appendix D) though detectable CO2 concentrations were recorded Ieaving the bin. Experiment 

F4.4 had the lowest purge loss, but it was not zero. Experiments F4.4 and F4.5 were conducteci late 

in the fidl when low ambient temperatures resulted in low sublimation rates. The rate of CO2 entry 

was reduced and subsequently, the purge loss was reduced. Because of the results obtained fiom 

experhent F4.4, purge data were not collected during experiment F4.5. 

The purge loss usualiy increased for the 4 4  fumigations compared with the 104 fhigations 

probably because more dry ice was dded to the holding box for the 4-6 fumigations. It is likely that 

the amount of gaseous CO2 produced in a given tirne by subIimation would be more when 107 kg of 

dry ice is used than when 83 kg of dry ice is used because of the greater surfkce area. Consequently, 

more gaseous CO2 was ducted into îhe bin during the same penod and, therefore, more CO2 was lost 

through the purge valve. The purge losses for the 4 4  fumigations, however, were less than 1.5 g 

COJmin (Le., less than the purge losses fkom the other three purging medmds). 

Based on the purge data collected during these experiments, 1 rernain confident with the 

seIection of the fourth purging methaî. There were no problems with excessive pressure mcreases for 

any of the experiments and no high purge losses. It is apparent, however, tbat the purge loss is relatai 
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to the sublimation rate of dry ice. In tum, the sublimation rate of ~ I Y  ice probably depends on 

temperature and the quanti@ of dry ice initially pfesent. These factors shaild k considered to ensun 

that these r d t s  are applicable to conditions other than my experimentai conditions. 

5.53 Furging effieiency One m e r  means for evaiuating these four purging methods is to consider 

the purgins efficiency. Previously, t h  equations for calculating the purging efficiency were 

presented (Eqs. 2.10, 2.1 1, and 2.12). These equaîions were considered with respect to my 

experimental resuits. 

The h e e  equations give purging efficiency assuming: 1) no mixing (EQ. 2.1 O), 2) fiee mkhg 

(Eq. 2.1 1), and 3) no mWng in the grain bulk and fk mixing in the head space (Eq. 2.12). Because 

CO, concentrations were obsewed Ieaving the purge valve (Appendk D), Eq. 2.10 was rejected. 

Mixing was cleariy occurring, but detecihg where it was occurring was not possible. Equation 2.12 

could not be used because it requires howledge of where the mixing occurred. ïherefore, Eq. 2.1 1 

(specifically Eq. 2.1 la) was used to calculate the purging efficiencies with the assumption of fke 

mixÙig throughout the storage atmosphere. 

Purging normally occurs when a large quantity of gaseous CO2 forces air out of the storage 

environment. Purging is compIete once the purge valve is closed. The purge valve is closed whai the 

CO2 concentration leaving the bin is equal to the desireci concentration. Using liquid COz, this process 

is usually completed in a matter of hours. With dry ice, two or three &ys are required to complete 

sublimation, however, 1 left the purge vaive open for the initiai 6 - 24 h only. When the purge valve 

was closed, the CO2 concentration leaving the bin was not equal to the desired concentration. 

Consequently, I used the mean peak CO, amcentration in Eq. 2.1 la raîher than the CO, concentration 

at the t h e  of closing the purge valve. 



Another fàctor to be considered was sorption of CO, by the wbesrt kemels. Nody, purging 

takes place quickiy and sorption is not a concem. In this situation, however, sorption wuld not be 

ignored. For the 104 fhigations (experiments F 1.1 to F4.9, the quantity of CO2 sorbed by the grain 

(25.3 kg by 69 t of wheat) was predicted using a sorption value of 367 mg CO#g wheat (Cofie- 

AgbIor et al. 1997) bas& on an assumed temperatwe of 20°C and an assumed CO2 cuncennation of 

= 65% . Because the temperatures were not always 20°C (Appendix E), Eq. 2.2 was used to calculate 

a better estimate ofthe CO, sorbed for each experiment (Table 5.2). When calculating the purging 

efficiency using Eq. 2.1 la, thiç improved estimate of sorption was used. For the 4 4  fumigations 

(experirnents F4.6 to F4.9), 1 initially caiculated an amount of dry ice predicted to be sorbed (1 7 -3 kg 

by 69 t of wheat) using a sorption value of 250 mg CO& wheat (Cofie-Agblor et al. 1997). A 

smaller value was used because the CO2 concentrations had not reached 65% d u ~ g  the 104 

Mgations. The srnalier sorption d u e  correspondexi to a CO2 concentration of approximately 50%. 

Again, the temperatures varied so Eq. 2.1 (which corresponds to an initiai CO2 concentration of 

48.3%) was used to calculate a better estimate of sorption (Table 5.2). 

Based on the previously discussed considerations, the puging efficiencies were dculated 

using Eq. 2.1 l a  (Table 5.3). Based solely on the purging efficiency, the third method would have ben  

chosen, although the fourth method had the second highest efficiency. The purging eniciencies ranged 

fiom 69 to 92% for the five 1 O d  firmigations (Table 5.3). The range was likely due to mean peak CO, 

concentrations ranging fiom 4 1.4 to 5 1.3%. The reason why mean CO2 concentrations varied by IO 

percentage points is not known. The mean purging efficiency fiom the 104 fumigations (i-e., 8 1.3%) 

appears greater than the mean purging efEciency fiom the 4 4  fhigations (Le., 70.3%), however, they 

are not statistically different (Student's t-test, a=0.05). The purging efficiencies observed in these 

experiments agree with those reported by Banks (1 979). 



Table 5.2 Quantity of CO2 sorbeci during eadi -riment calculated using Eq. 2.2 for 
experiments F 1.1 to F4.5 and Eq. 2.1 for experirnents F4.6 to F4.9. 

ExpeNneot Mean Temperature Sorption Rate Mass S O M  
("C) 6% coA3 d e a t )  @€O 

F1.1 4 3 17 2 1.9 
F2.1 9 305 2 1 .O 
F3.1 15 29 1 20.1 
F4.1 17 286 19.7 
F4.2 19 28 1 19.4 
F4.3 20 279 19.3 
F4.4 15 29 1 20.1 
F4.5 12 298 20.5 
F4.6 21 276 19.0 
F4.7 21 276 19.0 
F4.8 22 274 18.9 
F4.9 16 288 19.9 

Table 5.3 Purging efficiencies calculated using Eq. 2.1 l a  for the experimenîal fumigations. 

Experiment Mean Peak CO2 Day of Peak Experimental W 3 i n g  
Concentration Concentration Bin Efficiency, % 

(% (%) 
F1.I 4 1.8 2 A 79 
F2.1 47.9 3 B 83 
F3.1 48.6 3 A 88 
F4.1 47.5 2 B 84 
F4.2 4 I .4 3 A 69 
F4.3 51.3 2 B 92 
F4.4 43.4 3 A 75 
F4.5 47.0 2 B 86 
F4.6 57.2 3 A 79 
F4.7 55.7 2 B 76 
F4.8 45 .O 3 A 55 
F4.9 52.9 3 A 72 



Initially, 1 thought that the purging &ciencies varied because the twr, sealed experimental 

bins did not display the same Ievel ofgas-tightness. Insufncient evidence exists, however, to comIate 

purging efficiaicy with the bin used. Af€er M e r  investigation, there is an interesting correlation 

between the day on which the mean peak CO2 concentration was observed and the bin used. Ignoring 

experiments F 1.1 and F2.1, mean peak CO2 concennations always occurred on the third &y of the 

hnigation in bin A and on the second day in bin B. The pressure on the fïrst day of the fiimigation 

tended to be higher inside bin A than bin B (comparing experiments cmduded not more than a couple 

of weeks apart having approximateIy equal ambient temperatmes) (Appendiu E). With increased 

pressure, the density of the gas increased yielding an increased sorption potential. Consequentiy, the 

amount of CO2 sorbed ciurmg the first &y of the fumigation may have been more than expected under 

conditions of atmospheric pressure. When the pressure decreased by the second or third &y, some 

desorption may have occurred, increasing the concentration of CO2 in the bin. These circum~fances 

could have resuIted in peak CO, concentrations on the third day of the fumigation. 

5.6 Discussion of observed CO1 concentrations 

5.6.1 Ten-day fumigations S imiIar to the seaIing experiments described previously (experiments 

S 1. f to S 15.3), the observed CO, concentrations never reached expected levels (65%). For the 1 0 4  

fumigations, CO2 concentrations peaked between 40 and 50% aIthough 83 kg of dry ice should have 

generated a concentration between 60 and 70% assuming compensation for sorption was adequate. 

It should be noted, however, that CO, concentrations remained above 30% in ali cases except 

experiment F 1.1 (Table 5.1). b w e r  concentrations were obsexved in experiment F 1.1 because the 

water had been forced out of the pressure relief valve allowing the escape of gaseous CO2 fiom the bin. 

With a larger volume of purge gas leaving the bin, lower CO2 concentrations were expected. 



With the exception of experiment F 1.1, the experiments are repeatable (Figs. 5.5 and 5.6). 

The mean CO2 rwcentraîions are undistinguishable for experiments F2.1, F3.1, and F4.1 (Fig. 5.5). 

Experiments F4.1 to F4.5 showed more variation (Fig. 5.6), but all foilowed the same trend. 

A masure of the variation within the bin is given by the d c i e n t  of variation (CV). For 

the 104 Wgaîions, CV values were aiways l e s  tban 10% fimi the third day to the tenth &y cable  

5.1). These resuIts are similar to those observed during the seaiing experiments. Variation was large 

during the initiai hours when sublimation was occurring and whiIe the interstitial gases were king 

mixed. Once this transient phase was complete, howwer, the variation within the bin was smali. The 

high degree of uniformity probably was due to forced recirculation which was used for ail experiments. 

5.6.2 Four-day fumigations The exha &y ice added for the 4-6 fumigations yielded srnaIl 

improvements (Fig. 5 -71, dthough variation between the experiments increased. The variation may 

have decreased if the experimentd duraiion was extended. Variation within the bin was srna11 as CV 

values were Iess than 10% in most cases after the first &y (Table 5.1). 

The experimental results support my earlier conclusion that the 4-6 fumigations are not 

feasible. It is not known how much dry ice would be requhd to achieve a CO, concentration of 65%. 

Furthemore, because of the variation observed, pdct ing a successfirl fumigation accurately would 

be difncult, even if higher CO2 concentrations could be generated. Finally, the fiimigations w d d  nat 

be successfûi because sublimation of the dry ice occurs slowly and peak concentrations are not 

observed until the second or third day. 



5.63 Retention of CO, The retention efficiency indicaies the proportion of COz retained in the bin 

to the volume of gaseous CO2 initially added. Because it indiCates the efficiency with which the 

fiimigation is achieved, the retention efliciaicy was used to d u a t e  the furnimon procedures. 

Retention efficiencies (qJ were calculated for each ofthe t 2 experiments using Eq. 4.1 (Table 

5 -4). The cumulative ct-product was dculaîed as descn'bed in Section 4.1 O as opposed to how it was 

caicuiated by Aiagusundaram et al. (1995). With an assumed pomïty of 39% in the grain bulk (Muir 

and Sinha 1988) and the grain med to within approximately 1.5 m of the top of the bin, the domain 

volume was calculateci to be 44.7 m3. The volume of gas added varied beouise the mass of dry ice was 

not constant for aii experiments (Appendix E). Retention efinciencies fanged h m  29 to 47% for the 

1 0 d  fùmigations and fiom 19 to 32% for the 4 4  fumigations (Table 5.4). Neglecting experiment F 1.1 

because of the excessive purge loss, the retention efficiencies ranged fTom 34 to 47% for the 104 

Mgations. 

These retention efficiencies do not compare well with the values reported in Table 4.7 for the 

experiments in seale. bins (i.e., experiments S 1 1.1 to S 13.2), however, Eq. 4.1 does not account for 

sorption. The quantity of dry ice added in experiments F 1.1 to F4.9 cunsisted of a quantity expected 

to be sorbed. After compensôting for sorption, retention efficiencies ranged fiom 55 to 82% for the 

104 fiunigaiions and 28 to 47% for the 4 4  fumigations (Table 5.4). The values for the 104  

fhnigations compare fàvourably with the values &en in Table 4.7. 

The mean retention efficiency for the 104 fiunigatïons of 65.9% is significandy (Student's 

t-test, or=û.OS) -ter than the value of 38.3% for the 4 4  fhigations. Although some mean peak 

COz concentrations above 50% were observed during the 4 4  fiunigaiions (Fig. 5.7), the efficiency 

decreased. It can be concluded, therefore, that adding extra ds, ice, as was done for the Id  

fiunigations, is not beneficial. Al1 of my experimental evidence suggests thaî 1 O 1  fumigations should 

be promoted rather than 4 4  fùmigations if dry ice is to be used as the source of CO,. 
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Table 5.4 VaIues of retenîion &ciencies (qJ caiailatpA according to Eq. 4.1 (Alagusundaram 
et al. 1995) both &out and with compensation for sorption for the fumigations of 
104 and 4 4  duration. 

Experimemt Mean Cumulative Sorption 
ct-product 

Nd Considered Considered 

5.7 Sublimation rate of dry ice 

5.7.1 Importance of subümation rate to CO1 fumigation In my previous discussion, 1 have drawn 

some conclusions thaî were dependent upon kuowledge of the sublimation rate of dry ice. Specifidy, 

1 assumed thai sublimation rate varies with temperature7 with the initial quantity of dry ice, and with 

forced recirculaîion. Although these assumptions are reasonable7 they have not been contïmed. A 

limited study of the sublimation rate of dry ice was considered beaeficiai to the overall understandmg 



5.7.2 Apparatus for measuring sublimation rate The subibalion rate of dry ice was measured 

by placing a quantity of dry ice on an electronic balance and recurcbg the change in mass with time. 

To automate data coilection, the electronic balance was co~ected to a data acquisition system. The 

experllnents were conducted inside an environment chamber so that the surrounding temperature d d  

be coniroiied. The chamber was vented outside to aiiow the &aseous CO2 to escape tiom the building. 

5.7.3 Variables considered in sublimation Experimemîs were conducted to investigate the influence 

of temperature, initial mass of dry ice, and forced convection on the rate of subht ion.  The influence 

of temperature was observed by placing 5 kg of dry ice inside a steel box (similar to the holding box 

used in previous experhents) and exposhg the box to dBerent temperatureS. Three repiicates were 

done at 0, 10,20, and 30°C. 

The inauence of initial mass was investigated by coliecting mass change data for three initial 

masses (2.5,5, and 10 kg) inside the factory packaging (lined paper bags). Additionaiiy, 17 and 83 

kg of dry ice were placed inside a large steel d m .  Unfortunately, no cornparison of di&ent masses 

was conducted &ide the steel box, so 1 have included the results obtaiaed tiom the factory packagmg 

in their place. 

Finaily, tests were cùnducted with 83 kg of dry ice inside a large steel dnun at ternperahues 

of O, 10,20, and 30°C both with and without exposure to forced recirculaîion. The vacuum pump (as 

described previously in Section 4.4) continuously for& the movernent of gases through the bulk of 

dry ice pellets. 

5.7.4 Sublimation rate results Plots of the dezaying mass of dry ice are show for 0°C (Fig. 5.8), 

1 O°C (Fig. 5.9), 20°C (Fig. 5.1 O), and 30°C (Fig. 5.1 1). The dafa were fitkd to an exponentiai decay 

equation for each temperature using SigmaPlot (version 3.02 Jandel Corporation, San Rafàel, CA). 
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Aithough the repliCates were not conduaed simultaneously, the data are consistent at ail four 

temperatmes with the consistency improving with increasing temperature. 

As srpected, the rate of sublimation increaseà as temperaaire increased (Fig. 5.12). The 

change was minunal, however, when t&e temperature increased fiom 20 to 30°C. This observation is 

signifiant for this research because it shows thaî arîifjcially raising the temperature above 20°C to 

increase the rate of sublimation would not be beneficiai. 

O 4 8 12 16 20 

Time (h) 

Fig. 5.8 Observed mass decay fiom an initial mass of 5 kg of dry ice pelIets inside a 
steel box expod  to an outside temperature of O°C. 



O 4 8 12 16 20 

Time (h) 

Fia. 5.9 Observeci mass decay fiom an initial mass of 5 kg of dry ice pellets inside a - 
steel box exgosed to an outside temperature of 10°C. 

O 4 8 12 16 20 

Time (h) 

Fig. 5.10 Obsewed mass decay from an initial mass of 5 kg of dry ice peiiets inside a steel box 
exposed to an outside temperature of 20°C. 
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Fig. 5.1 1 

O 4 8 12 16 20 

T h e  (h) 

Observed mass decay fkom an initial mass of 5 kg of dry ice pellets inside a 
steel box exposed to-an outside temperature of 30°C. 

Fig. 5.12 

O 4 8 12 I6 20 

Time (h) 

Plots of the exponentid decay equations fit to the experimental data using 
SigmaPlot. The exponential lines illustrate the influence of temperature on 
the sublimation rate of dry ice. 



As expected, the rate of subibation increased as the initial mass of dry ice increased (Figs. 

5.13 and 5.14). Thechange in slope ofthe curves was not drastic whenthe initial mass of dry ice in 

the fàctory packaging increased fiom 2.5 to IO kg (Fig. 5.13), but a iarge dinérence was observed 

beîween 17 and 83 kg in the large steel d m  (Fig. 5.14). A reasonable e x p l d o n  for this behaviour 

is that a greaîer mass of pellets provides a greater surfàce area resulting in a pater  rate of sublimation. 

This fact has implications for this research because larger buis will require more dry icc, and 

consequently, a greater rate of sublimation is to be expected. Although the rate of sublimation may 

have neghgiible influence on the ultimate CO2 concentrations, it can influence the purging process. To 

avoid excessive pressure iucreases in large bins, increasing the diameter of the purge valve may be 

necessary. This relationship requires fûrther investigation. 

O 5 1 O 15 20 25 

Time (h) 

Fig. 5.13 Observed mass decay fiom initial masses of 2.5, 5,  and 1 0 kg of dry ice 
pellets inside fâctory packaguig exposed to an outside temperature of 30°C. 



Fig. 5.14 

Time (h) 

Observed mass decay fiom initial masses of 17 and 83 kg of dry ice pellets 
inside a steel d m  exposed to an outside temperature of 30°C. 

The fiaal variable considerd was the influence of forced recirculation. The rate of sublimation 

of 83 kg of dry ice pellets both with and without forced recirculation is shown at O°C (Fig. 5.15), at 

10°C Fig. 5.16), at 20°C (Fig. 5.17), and at 30°C (Fig. 5.1 8). The Muence of forced recirculation 

was apparent at all temperatures, although the clif5erence decreased with increasing temperature. This 

fact is sigdcant for CO2 Wgation because it suggests that for& recirculation increases the rate of 

sublimation at low temperahires, but rnay not be beneficial if the ambient tempetanue is 30°C. At 

30°C, the energy input to run the recirculation pump may not be justifieci. However, because forced 

recirculation may also be benefid for creating CO2 unifomity within tail structures, the recirculation 

pump should probably be run even if the ambient temperature is 30°C. 



Fig. 5.15 
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Observed rnass decay f?om initial masses of 83 kg of dry ice pellets inside a 
steel drum exposed to an outside temperature of O°C both with and &out 
forced recirculation. 

Time (h) 

Fig. 5.16 Obsewed rnass decay fiom initial masses of 83 kg of dry ice pellets inside a 
steel d m  exposed to an outside tanpaature of 10°C both with and without 
forced recirculation. 
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Time (h) 

Fig. 5.17 Observed mass decay h m  initial masses of 83 kg of dry ice pellets inside a 
steel drum exposed to an outside tanperature of20°C both with and without 
forced recirculation. 

" 
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Fig. 5.18 Observed rnass decay fiom initial masses of 83 kg of dry ice pellets inside a 
steel d m  exposed to an outside tenperatwe of 30°C both with and without 
forced recircuiation. 



The resuiîs presented in this section do not form a complete study of the rate of sublimation of 

dry ice. Consequentiy, 1 have not attempted to mode1 or derive equations for the rate of subLimation. 

A more detailed study wodd have to be conducted More fiirther analysis could be doue. niese limited 

r d t s  do, however, agree with some of my previous assumptions. The rate of sublimation increases 

with increashg temperature, with incrc#sed initial quantities of dry ice, and with forced recirculation. 



6. INSECT MORTALITY 

6.1 Requirements of a CO, tnmigation 

The pupose of a CO2 fllmi@m is to kili the mseçts prsait in the stored grain. If the insecîs 

are not kiUed, the procedure must be cmsidered a Mure. Although much has bem l m e d  about CO2 

fiimigations and many Lnprovements made during this research, a necessary final test was to assess 

the morîality of iasects exposed to mueased CO2 concenfrafiom in fidl-size welded-steel hopper bins. 

Because insect populations develop quickly under optimal conditions, complete control is 

desirable. The survival of a few insects could potentially cause reinfiestation of the stored grain. In 

addition, though review of the litmaire ooncluded that resistance to CO2 is unlikeiy to develop, the 

nwival of insects fiom a CO, Wgation provides an opportunity for resistance to develop. 

6.2 Design of insect cages 

The effectiveness of a CO2 fumigation should be tested agahst a naturaUy-occurring insect 

infestation, but quanttifymg the insect mortality with a high level of confidence is dificult because tbe 

exact number of insects present before and after Mgaûon is not known. Mortality can be accurately 

quantifieci only if a hown number of insects are placed inside the bh. The insects must be confinec! 

so that they cannot escape into the grain bulk. 

Probe traps prevent insect escape (Losdiiavo 1974). therefore, they satisfy the primary 

requirement for insect cages. To assess insect mortality throughout the grain buik, the cages needed 

to be placed into the bin as it was being Ued and to be removed afkr emptying the bin. A probe trap 

constructed of copper (Loschiavo and Atkinson 1973) had adequate strength to withstand the forces 

caused by the moving grain during unloadhg, but the bras me& in the upper portion of the trap was 

replaced with copper pipe (eight 3-mm diameter holes allowed the entry of fiuni@on gases). Insecîs 

were placed inside glass or plastic vials (Loschiavo and Atl8ason 1973) in the bottom seciion of the 
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cage. Escape was prevented by the bel-shaped entrance to the viai. An eye-bolt was attacheci to 

the top of the cage so that the cage could be suspended inside the bin with steel wire. 

6.3 Testing of gas entry into insect cages 

The gas concentration inside the insect cage must be identical to the gas concentration within 

the grain buk. Experirnents were d u c t e d  to c o d h  that holes in the copper pipe dowed adequate 

movement of gases into the insect cage. 

An insect cage was placed inside a pilot-sale bin (Fig. 6.1). Nylon sampling lines were 

placed at locations A to E, (location B was inside the insect cage). Type T copperanstantan 

therrnocouples were placed at locations A, B, D, and E. Pellets of dry ice were placed in a plastic 

container suspend4 nom the top of the pilot bin, above location A. The Lid of the pilot bin was 

closed, bur the seal was not airtight. 

Six experiments were conducted, three with empty pilot bins and three with wheat-filied pilot 

bins. The mas  of added dry ice was calcuiated to give CO2 concentrations of 20,50, and 80% for 

both the empty and wheat-filleci bins. Tempmûms were recorde. and gas samples collected 1,3,5, 

and 7 h &er addition of the dry ice (Tables 6.1 to 6.6). S d  qyantities of gas were rernoved (during 

purging and sample collection) to prevent the unnecessuy movement of gases into the cage. 

For the three experirnents caducteci in the empty pilot biu, the CO, concentration at location 

E was generally greater than the CO2 concentration at location A (Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3). A 

possible explanation is that vertical stratification was occurring inside the 1.68 m-ta11 pilot bh. A 

second srplanation is that the Lid of the pilot bin was not airtight fesufting in some leakage of CO,. 

Because location A was closest to the Gd, CO, fiom this region would be the kt to le&. Due to the 

variation, locations A and E were omiüed fiom M e r  analysis. From the mean and standard 

deviation (S.D.) values of Iocations B, C, and D; coefficient of variation (CV) values were calculated 
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(Table 6.7). With CV values Iess than 6% 1 concludeci that the CO2 concenfrafion inside the cage was 

the same as that outside the cage at the same eIevaîion. 

In the second set of experiments (Tables 6.4,6.5, and 6.6), the preseace of grain increased the 

variation ôetween the top and bottom of the pilot bin at 1 and 3 4 but by 7 h the variaticon was much 

less. The CV values ranged fiom 39 to 50% at 1 4 but o .  2 to 4% at 7 h (Table 6.7). These 

observations are reasonable because grain slows the movement of CO2 m o l d e s  and, therefore, it 

takes longer for the CO, to disperse fiom the top to the boawi when grain is present. 

B a d  on the results fiom these six experirnents, 1 concluded thai the insect cage design was 

adequate because the CO, concentration inside the cage was consistent with the CO, concentration 

outside the cage. This ensures that the caged insects will be exposed tu the same environment as they 

wouid 

Fig. 6.1 The piiot bin used to test the unifonnity of CO2 inside the insect cage. Points A 
through E indicate the Iocations h m  which gas samgles were coiiected. 



Table 6.1 Observed CO, ccmcentrations and temperatiires for locations A to E inside an empty 
pilot bin Assuming no leakage, 176 g of dry ice was predicted to create a CO2 
concentration of approximately 20%. 

COz Concentration Temperaaire 
SampIe (%) (OC) 
Location 

1 h 3 h 5 h 7 h 1 h 3 h 5 h 7 h 

Table 6.2 Observed CO, concentrations d temperatures for locations A to E inside an ernpty 
pilot bin. AssuMng no leakage, 440 g of dry ice was predicted to create a CO2 
concentration of approxùnately 50%. 

CO, Concentration Temperature 
Sample (%) (OC) 

Location 
1 h 3 h 5 h 7 h 1 h 3 h 5 h 7 h 

Table 6.3 Observed CO, concentrations and temperatures tor IOcafion~ A to E inside an empty 
pilot bin. Assuming no leakage, 7704 g of dry ice was predicted to create a CO2 
concentration of approximately 80%. 

CO, Concentration Te-- 
Sarnple (W CC) 

Location 
1 h 3 h 5 h 7 h 1 h 3 h 5 h 7 h 



Table 6.4 Observed CO2 c o n d o n s  and temperatures for locations A to E inside a wheaî- 
Wed pilot bin. Assumllig no leakage and with compensation for sorption, 88 g of dry 
ice was predicted to create a CO2 concentration ofapproxhnately 20%. 

CO2 Concentraton Temperaairie 
Sample (%) (OC) 

Location 1 h 3 h 5 h 7 h 1 h 3 h 5 h 7 h 

A 35.3 22.7 17.1 13.6 19.9 18.5 19.4 20.1 
B 4.9 18.7 19.5 19.3 20.9 21.0 21.0 21.0 
C 3.1 16.3 19.6 17.9 
D 2.3 19.5 19.9 18.4 20.9 21.0 21.0 21.0 
E 2.1 19.0 20.3 19.2 20.0 20.0 20.1 20.0 

Table 6.5 Observed CO2 conmtrations and temperatures for locations A to E inside a wheaî- 
filled pilot bin. Asniming no leakage and with compensation for sorption, 22 1 g of 
dry ice was predicted to create a CO2 concentration of approximately 50%. 

CO2 Concentration Temperature 
Sample (%) (OC) 
Location 

I h 3 h 5 h 7 h 1 h 3 h 5 h 7 h 

Table 6.6 Observed CO2 a>nceniratiom and temperatures for locaiions A to E inside a wheat- 
filleci pilot bin. Assuming no leakage and with c o m ~ o n  for sorption, 358 g of 
dry ice was predicted to create a CO2 concentration of approximately 80%. 

CO2 Concentration Tempe- 
Sample (%) (OC) 

Location 
1 h 3 h 5 h 7 h 1 h 3 h 5 h 7 h 



Table 6.7 Mean, standard deviatim (S.D.), and weflicient of variaiion (CV) values for location 
B inside the insect cage and locations C and D outside the insect cage, both when the 
pilot bin was empty and when filied with wfieat. 

Sampling Locations EmptY Filled with Wheat Time B,C&D 
20 50 80 20 50 80 

1 h Mean (%) 11.4 16.4 22.6 3 -4 3.9 8.9 
S.D. 0.5 1 0.36 0.40 1.33 1.71 4.40 
CV (%) 4 2 2 39 44 50 

3 h Mean (%) 21.9 34.0 44.0 18.2 20.4 34.4 
S.D. 0.59 0.64 1.13 1.67 10.16 2.10 
CV (%) 3 2 3 9 50 6 

5 h Mean (%) 21.4 42.6 55.5 19.7 33.8 41-4 
S.D. 0.79 2.36 0.44 0.2 1 0.2 1 0.67 
CV (%) 4 6 1 I 1 2 

7 h Mean (%) 18.1 44.6 55.0 18.5 34.2 45.0 
S.D. 0.23 0.55 2.63 0.71 0.5 1 0.69 
cv (%) 1 1 5 4 2 2 

6.4 Mortality of caged insects not exposed to COz 

Besides assurance thaî CO2 could enter the insect cages, I also needed to ensure that the 

insects d d  not die simply h m  being caged because 1 wanted to cmclude that the presence of CO, 

was the only fàctor contributing to the death of the insects. Ten insect cages, held at a temperature 

of 2S°C, were used in this test. One hundred adult C. @rmgineus were placed inside each cage. 

The first attempt failed because wheat genn was not placed insi& the cages. This error 

resulted in high rates of insect mortality afkr 1 wk due to starvation. When the procedure was 

repeated, 1 g of wheat germ and 100 adult C. fimgineus were placed inside each of  the 10 cages. 

At the end of the fÏrst weelq five of the cages were opened and the insects were examineci. A mean 

mortaliv of 2.5 % was observed fiom the five cages W l e  6.8). The mseds likely died due to old age. 



Insect species such as C. femgzneus have a short litéspan (6 - 8 monîhs on average). The insects 

used in this procedure were not selected based on age. It is likely that sœne insects were near the end 

of their naturai lifespan and died ofold age during the fint week of captivity. 

Results fiom the remaining five cages afkr 2 wk of eaptivity reinforceci my assumption that 

the o b s e ~ e d  mortality was due to old age. The mean mort* increased to 5.4% (Table 6.8). As the 

insects were 1 wk older, it was & that more of them would die. Because the observeci mortality 

was low, 1 concluded that captivity inside the insect cages did not cause mortality. 

6.5 Mortality of caged insects erposed to fumigation with CO2 

6.5.1 Placement of the cages The placement of cages within the bin is important because variations 

in the CO2 concentration can Iead to inamplete disinfestation of insects. Although 1 previously 

concluded that CO, uniformity was high in both the radial and verticai directions (Chapter 4), 1 needed 

to be certain that minor variations wodd not permit insect survival. An assessrnent of insect mortality 

fiom many locations in the grain bulk was required. 

lnsect cages were placed a& four elevations within the grain bulk (Fig. 6.2) and at three radial 

Iocaîions for each elevation (Fig. 6.3), except the lowest elevation where only two radiai locations were 

possible because of the shape of the bottom cone of the bin. For the top three eIeYations, cages were 

placed at the centre of the bin, within 200 mm of the bin wall dong four perpendicular radü, and at 

the midpoint of the bin radius dong each of the four perpenâicular radü (a total of nine cages per 

eIevation). Only five cages were piaced at the lowest eievation with one at îhe centre of the bin and 

four near the bin waU. This distriiutioa of cages gave a good physical representation of the grain b& 



Table 6.8 Mortality of caged adult C. femginew not srposed to CO2. 

me Initial Live D d  Mortality 

Two Weeks 6 103 97 6 5 -8 
of Captivity 7 99 96 3 3.3 

8 100 93 7 7 

9 100 94 6 6 

10 100 95 5 5 

Five experirnents were conduaed with caged insects present within the grain bulk. In thne 

of the five experiments (F4.3, F4.8, and F4.9), cages were placed at aii 32 of the locations described 

in the previous paragraph. For the ranaining two experimenîs, only 16 cages were used. For 

expe~e~1tF4 .4 ,cageswerep~at locat011~  1,2,4,8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18,21,23,26,28,29. 

and 3 1.  The following experiment, F4.5, had cages placed at locations 3,5,6,7, 9, 12, 14, 17, 19, 

20, 22,24, 25,27,30, and 32. 

Because of the resistance offered by îhe grain, p u h g  the insect cages into the grain to a 

depth of more than about 0.5 m was difndt. After filliog the bin to a depth of approximately 1 m, 

cages L to 5 were placed at the appropriate locations. Steel wire was used to tic the insect cages to the 

afcess ladder on the inside w d  of the bin so that the cages would remain inside the bin after 

unioading. This procedure was repeated until aii four lweis were completed. 



Fig. 6.2 

cages 24 to 32 

coges 15 to 23 

cages 6 to 14 

cages 1 to 5 

(Dimensions in m) 

Vertid distribution of the 32 insect ages located throughwt the grain buik in the 
fûil-size welded-steel hopper bin (Refêr to Fig. 6.3 for radiai placement of cages). 



Inner diometer = 2.25 ri 

Outer diameter = 4.5 m 

Fig. 6-3 Radial disbiution of the 32 insect cages focated throughout the grain buik in the fidi- 
size welded-steel hopper bin. (Refer to Fig. 6.2 for vertical placement of cages). 



6.5.2 Observeci insect mortaiities The overail objective of the e q e h m i s  described in this chapter 

was to investigate the e f f~venes s  of an actual CO2 fumigation againrit the suMd of addt  C. 

m g i n e u s .  Banks et al. (1980) desmi several situations in which insects were present several 

months after fumigation with CO,. It was not clear whether the presence of these insects was due to 

incomplete control during the firmigation or due to r e i n f i o n  of the hperfectly sealed storage 

stmctures. The possïbility exists, however, that mortalities < 100% enable hfktations to reappear 

under optimal conditions. Consequently, 100% mortality must always be considerd the goal. Two 

different fumigation treafments were tested during this research, 104 and 4 4  exposures to COz. 

The observeci insect modities for the five experiments are presented in Appendk F. Insect 

mortalities based on ail sampling locations for each of the five stperirnents (Table 6.9) showed that 

the 1 0 4  fumigation was more effective than the 4 4  fumigation. Only two replicates of the 4-d 

fiimigation were conducted because the observed mortalities (Le., 95.3 and 79.8%) were considerd 

too low to be acceptable. For the 10-d fhigations, the results were better. Cornplete mortality (Le., 

100%) was obtained in experiment F4.3 when the mean temperature within the grain buik over the 10- 

d period \vas 20°C. Experiments F4.4 and F4.5 were conducted later in the fàll when the mean 

temperatures within the grain bu& fell to 16 and 13"C, respectively. The observed mortalities for 

these two experiments were 99.8 and 99.7% (three and five insects, resgectivveIy, s u ~ v e d  the 

fumigations). 

There is some indication that insect s u ~ v a l  may be comlated with location because a l l  three 

SurvivUig insects in experiment F4.4 and two of the five survMng insectç in expzriment F4.5 were in 

cages near îhe bin wall. Of the remaining three insects, two were at mid-radius and one at the centre. 

For these two experiments, more live insects were found near the bin wail than at the other locations. 

It is expected that the periphery of the grain bulk (Le., near the bin wall) would have the greatest 

temperature fluctuations which rnay have helped insect d v a l  near the wd. 
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Table 6.9 Obsewed insect mortalities for the 104 and 4 4  CO2 fiimigations in fûll-size welded- 
steel hopper bins. 

A reasonable explanation for the decline in mortatty fiom experiment F4.3 to F4.5 is the 

decline in the mean temperature. As the temperature drops, the rate of m e t a b o h  for insects slows, 

resulting in a reduced rate of respiration (Person and Soraison 1970). With a reduced rate of 

respiration, l e s  CO2 will be inhaled and a lower rate of mortality is orpectcd. A reasonable 

conclusion tiom these results is that the duration of a CO2 fumigation shodd be lengthened beyond 

10 d if the temperature within the grain bulk is below 20°C. 1 cannot conclude how many extra days 

WU be required. It should be noted, however, thaî ifthe temperature within the grain bulk is below 

20°C. it is unlikely that the insect population wili increase because it is too cold. Kawamoto et al. 

(1989) simulated population dynamics of C. fermgtneus in stored wheat at various constant 

temperatures and RHs starting fiom an inidal population density ofone newlyanerged f d e  and one 

male per kg of wheat. Population inctease decreased signiscantly when tempe- d d  fiom 

30 to 20°C. At 20°C and 70% RH, there was Wtually no population increase for six months. At 

temperatures below 20°C, as in experiments F4.4 and F4.5, thenfore, it is Eely that population 

increase would not occuf. Tàerelore, if the grain is to be sold before it wamis again, extending the 



duration of a CO2 fumgation beyond 10 d is probably ~~~llecessary bccause a signiscanf portion of 

the population would be killed and the s u ~ v o r s  wodd probably be UIlCieteCfable. 

The poor results obtained h m  experknts F4.8 and F4.9 werc mexpexW based on 

experiments F4.6 and F4.7 where mean CO2 concentrations were above 50% for 4 d (Table 5.1). By 

contrast, the CO2 concentration peaked at 45.0% for experiment F4.8 and was above 50% for only 2 

d during experiment F4.9. For aii four experiments, the same mass of dry ice (Le., 107 kg) was added. 

1 m o t  explain the ciifferaice between the fim two and the last two replicates, although this drop in 

mean CO, concentration iikely contribd to the Iowa insect mortalities. 

The CO, concentrations were not consistent for the three 10d fumgations either (experiments 

F4.3, F4.4, and F4.5 in Fig. 5.6). Despite merences in CO2 mncentrations, the insect mortalities 

remained nearIy constant for the three experiments (Table 6.9). The gnatest mortality, however, does 

correspond with the highest mean CO2 concentration. The combinaiion of reduceû temperature and 

reduced mean CO2 concentration is Iikely the cause of the decline in kect mortality obsexved in 

experiments F4.4 and F4.5. 

Although both the 1 Od and 4 4  expeximents displayed variation in mean CO2 concentration 

and insect mortality, 1 am more confident in recommendmg a 1 0 4  Mgation. If there was no 

variation in mean CO, concentration, the 4 4  firmigation could probably be successfbl. Completion 

of a fumigation in 4 d is desirable for field applications. Unfortwiately, 1 could not control the 

variation. The best way to overcome the &kts ofvakition is to ailow more tirne for the Wgation 

to be completed. 1 conclude, therefore, that 1û-d fumgations are more h l y  to be successfiil in 

practice than 4 4  fumigations. 



6.6 Fumigation of an induced infestation 

Despitethetestsdonetoensurethatwgedinsectsreactthesameas~~~cagedinsectstoCO~ 

exposure, 1 couid not conclude with certainty that test and acûd coidïtïo~is would be the same. One 

test was done with an uncaged insect inféstation of grain to ensure that the firmi&ation procedure was 

ef%cîive under actual conditions. 

A srniiii welded-steel hopper bin (approxhakiy 17.5 m3 capacity) at the Agriculture and Agn- 

Food Canada Research Farm approximately 20 km south of Winnipeg, M8 was used for this 

experiment (hereafter this bin wiii be referred to as bin C). The bin was retrofi#ed, as describeci 

previously in this thesis, to create a sealed bin. The sealing effort was successfirl based on the reslitts 

of two pressure decay tests conducted after the bin had been fïiied with wheat in which the pressure 

decayed from 1.37 to 0.69 kPa in 32 min (1920 s) (Appendix L). With the bin seaied adequately, 

cultures of C. ferrugineus were emptied onto the top surface of the wheat inside the happer bin. The 

insects were not counted, but it was estimated that approximately 30 x 1O) adults were added to the 

hopper bin to mate an initial aduIt insect density of approximately three insecr per kg of wheat. 

When the insects were added, the temperature dong the centreiine of the grain bulk ranged fiom 18 

to 26°C. Under these conditions, insect SurYival was not jeopardized. 

After leaving the bin for about 3 wk, nine probe traps (White et al. 1990a) were pushed into 

the wheat to a depth of appmximately 1 m to get a representative sample of the number of insects near 

the surface of the wheat. The probe traps rernained in the wheat for 1 wk before king  removd and 

before counting the captureci insectç. Trap counts ranged fîom 4 to 120 insects (Table 6.10) with the 

total made up of Iive and dead iasects. In total, 343 insects were captureci, of which 288 were living 

and 55 were dead. Death of the 55 insects was likely causeci by a combination of overcrowding and 

lack of f d  inside the probe traps. The high trap counts confimied tbat the wheat was infested with 

C. ferrugineeus. AU live insects were retumed to the hopper b ia  
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The bin was sealed and a 104 fllmigation was started with the addition of 14 kg of dry ice. 

At daily intervals, for 10 4 grain temperatures were recorded and gas samples were collected and 

analyzed (experiment F4.10 in Appendix G). On the tenth &y, the bin was opened and aiiowed to 

ventilate for 24 h before nine probe traps were again inserted. After 1 wk, the probe traps were 

removed and the captured uisects were counted. Four of the nine probe traps containeci no insects, live 

or dead (Table 6. IO), but oae probe trap had 16 insects, 15 of which were dead. A total of 4 live and 

19 dead Ilisects were counted. 

The presence of insects in the probe traps at the end of the 10d fiunigation is cause for 

concem. The mean CO2 concentration over the 104 period was 43.w ranging fiom a high of 50.9% 

to a low of 38.7%. A mean temperature of 2 1°C was observeci over the same period. Based on the 

resuits obtained for experiments F4.3 to F4.5 presented previously, 1 did not expect to find any insects 

after fumigation, Calculating the exact leveI of mortality is impossible because I do not know the 

exact numbers of insects present before and af ter the fumigation, however, numbers of captured ùisects 

after the fumigation cornpareci to the numbers fiom before indicate about 94% mortality. 

The dead insects found inside the probe traps are also difhcult to expiain. It is possible that 

they crawled into the probe traps and then died due to starvation. This is typically what happens in 

this kind of trap. It could also be îhat they managed to crawl into the probe traps, but died due to the 

residual CO2 concentration. There is also one fiirther possibility. Weed seeds and broken kernels were 

found inside probe traps upon removal fiom the grain bulk. These small particles must have fiden 

through the holes of the probe traps while they were king inserted or exîm%A fiom the grain bulk. 

If weed seeds and small particles could have fàiien into the probe traps, then it is also possible that 

dead insects fell into the probe traps. 1 have no way of deteimininnj bow the dead insects got inside the 

probe traps. Aithough the CO2 fiimigation did not eliminate the naairal infestation of C. fimgineus, 

it was effective at reducing the iasect population considerably. 
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Table 6.10 Probe trap cuunts fiom Wore aad afkr a 10-d CO2 fiimigation of an induced 
infiéstation in a we~dedsteeI hopper bin. 

- - -  

Before Fumigation After Fumigation 

Trap Nwnber Live Dead Live Dead 
(#) (#) (#) (#) 

1 4 O O O 
2 78 11  1 O 
3 8 1 O O 
4 19 1 O 2 
5 94 26 O 2 
6 12 2 2 O 
7 7 1 O O 
8 62 13 1 15 
9 4 O O O 

Totals 288 55 4 19 

6.7 Equation for predicthg the mortaiity of C femgiineus 

6.7.1 Rationale for the equation In my Laerature review, 1 concluded that a simple concentraiion- 

tune product could not predict inseci rnodity because many different ct-values were given for the 

same species of insect (these ct-values were all supposeci to yield similar rates of mortality). 

Rameshbabu a al. (1991) tried to incorporate more e r s  than just CO2 concentration and exposure 

time into a mortality equation for C. ferngineus, but it can be shown that their equaîion does not fit 

the recommendations given by Amis (1987) or Shunmugarn et al. (1993). To the best of my 

knowledge, no other equation for mortality of C. ferrugineus exists. 

Preùiciing insect mortality mder conditions of deciining CO2 concentrations is cspecially 

difficult. An equation to predict the mortality of C. fimgineus would be useful because the rate of 

gas Ioss is likely to vary fiom bin to bin. 



6.7.2 Deveioprnent of the equation WÏthout theory to predict insect mortaiity, an empincal 

equation is the best aitemative. The literature was searched for cases of C. femrgineur mortality 

under conditions of elevated CO2 concentrations (Appendix H). Most of  the data found were for 

mortality of C. fimgineus exposed to a temperahue of appmximaîe1y 2S°C with limited data for 

other temperatures. Using the data corresponding to a temgerature of Z°C, the fo110wing empirical 

equation was obtained using SigmaPlot (Eq. 6.1): 

-2 1662 E = 650 x 1@ Cc (6.1) 

where E is the exposure time (h) required to attain coqlete insect mortality at a given CO2 

concentration, Cc (%). The fit between the empirical equation and the compilai data for a temperature 

of  25°C was good (R2 = 0.96998) (Fig. 6.4). The data for temperatures other than 25°C were also 

plotted (Fig. 6.4). As expected, the CO, concentration required to achieve complete mortaiity 

increased as the temperature decreased below 25°C and decreased as the temperature rose above 25°C. 

With Eq. 6.1, it is assumed that both the temperature and CO2 concentration remain constant 

throughout the fumigation p e n d  I have previously shown that CO, concentrations do not rernain 

constant throughout a fùmigation. 

When the CO, concentration varies, the f 'gation period is divided into i n t e d s .  For each 

interval, Eq. 6.1 is used to calculate the lethal exposure tirne based on the CO2 c o n ~ m  o b m e d  

d u h g  that intend. A ratio of the interval to the Ieulal exposure time is then calcuiated, and summed 

over al1 intervals to give a cumulative lethaiity index (CL0 (Eq. 6.2). Complete insect morfaiity 

should result when the cumulative lethality index equals one. 

where: 4 = interval Iength (h), and 

(CJi = CO2 concentration observed during intenal i (%). 
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Fig. 6.4 The mortdi@ data for adult C. fermgineus exposed to elevated CO2 concentrations 
at various tanperatures (cornpiled fiom: Anonymous 1 983; Rameshbabu et al. 1 99 1 ; 
Shunmugam et al. 1993; White and Jayas 199 1; White and Jayas 1993; White et ai. 
1988; White et al. 1990b). A relationship between CO2 concentration and exposure 
t h e  was obtained fiom the data corresponding to a temperature of 25°C. 



An important benefït to be gained tiom the use of Eq. 6.2 is that insect mortahty can be 

p r e d i d  when increasing, ccmstant, or decreasing CO2 concentdons occur in grain. A dininilty 

with the use of dry ice as  the source of CO2 is that the sublimation period can be lengthy d e n  the 

ambiad tanperature is low. Wi Eq. 6.2, however, 1 can include the lethal effects that occur during 

the s u b ~ o n  period. 

6.7.3 Testing of the equation The cumulative lethality indexes were calculated for the six 

expeximents in which iasects were exposed to CO2 (Fig. 6.5). Because gas samples were collected at 

daily intervais, 1 divided the fumigation p e n d  into 24-h intervals. 1 approxùnated the CO, 

concentration for each 24-h interval as the average of the current and previous &y's values. For 

example, the CO, concentration for the first intenial was the average of zero and the CO2 concentration 

recordeci on the first &y. For the tenth interval, the CO2 concentration was the average of days nine 

and ten. Based on these assurnptions, the CL1 values displayed in Fig. 6.5 were obtained. 

There is agreement between Fig. 6.5 and Table 6.9. Of the five experirnents, F4.3 is the only 

one where 100% mortality was obsemed (Table 6.9). Figure 6.5 shows experiment F4.3 having a 

cumulative lethality index greater than one, which suggests that 100% mortality should have been 

attained. The obsewed mortalities for experiments F4.4 and F4.5 were just less than 100% (Table 

6.9). Figure 6.5 shows high cumulative lethality indexes for experiments F4.4 and F4.5, but less than 

one. The cumulative lethality indexes were much s d e r  for experiments F4.8 and F4.9 (Fig. 6.5) 

which corresponds to the lower observed mortalities (Table 6.9). Although 1 was not able to calculate 

the exact mortality for experiment F4.10, it was less than 100%. Elad on my caiculations, Fig. 6.5 

suggests that 100% mortality should have been obtained. 



Fig. 6.5 

F4.3 F4.4 F4.5 F4.8 F4.9 F4.10 

Experiment 

Cumulative lethality indexes for the six experiments in which adult C. fermgineus 
were exposed to CO2. 

Calculation ofthe cumulative lethality index ushg Eq. 6.2 provides a viable tool for predicting 

the effectiveness of a CO, fiimigation. It should be noted, however, that Eq. 6.1 is based on data at 

2S°C. The relationship will change for other temperahires, but at present, there are inninicient 

rnortality data for C. ferngineur to generate equaîions for other temperahires. This rnay be a projezt 

for firture research. 



7. PREDICTING THE ADEQUACY OF A STORAGE STRUCTUIZE 

7.1 Rationale 

Fumigation with CO2 was successfûi in the experimentai bins, but the experirnental bins do 

not repment ail bias that are present in western Canada. In Chapter 4, it was shown that seahg is 

vital to the efficiency and, ultimately, to the success of a fumigation. Even if aii bins were sealed 

accordhg to the method that 1 developed, not aii bins wilI be seaied to the same level of gasdghtness. 

A method is required that would allow a fàrmer to assess any bin. 

7.2 Proposed relationship 

7.2.1 O v e ~ e w  of relationship The pressure decay test (PDT) is cornmody used to assess the gas- 

tightness of storage structures. The storage structure is pressunzed to an initiai d u e  and then the 

pressure decays to some fuial value (typically equal to one-halfof the initial value). The time required 

for the pressure to decay indicaies the gas-tightness of the storage structure, but does not yieId the 

actual rate of gas loss to be expected. Sharp (1982) related the pressure decay t h e  to the pressure, 

but not to the leakage area. The gas loss rate, however, depends on the Ieakage area. 

Pressure decay standards indicate the gas-tightness a bin should achieve. If the bin does not 

meet the pressure decay standard, the usual recommendation is to seal it better. This procedure is very 

innexible. In cases where additional sealing may be cost-prohibitive, it would be beneficial if the 

h e r  could predict the fiimigation duration required to kill the insects based on the expected gas loss 

rate fiom the bin. 1 bave previously shown (Chapter 6) that the required exposure can be caiculated 

using Eq. 6.2 ifthe conCeLlfration decay profle (with time) is laiown. Predicting the required exposure 

for any bin should be possible ifboth the initial CO2 concentration and the rate of gas loss are kno~vn. 

1 propose to relate both pressure decay time and gas loss rate to a cornmon factor of leakage 

area. The fkrmer could then conduct a PDT. With the resulting pressure decay t h e ,  the leakage area 
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could be caicul;ited a d ,  nibsequently, substituted into the gas 10% @on, yieldiBg the expected gas 

loss rate. Knowing both the expected gas loss rate and the planned initial CO2 concaitration, a CO2 

concentration profile could be generated. 

7.2.2 Derivation of pressure decay relationship For the first step of my proposed two-step 

process, a relatioaship between the pressure decay tirne and the leakage arpa is needed. 1 propose that 

the pressure decay tirne, b , can be found by taking a ratio of the volume of air leaving the bin to the 

average rate of volume flow leaving the bin: 

where: 6 = pressure decay time [time for the pressure to decay from an initial value to a value equal 

to one-half of the initial value] (s), 

V, = volume of air leaving the bin (m3), and 

Q, = average volume flow rate leaving the b i .  (m3/s). 

The ideal gas law can be use. to calculate the volume of air leavhg the bin and the Bernoulli equation 

to calcutate the average volume flow rate Ieaving the bin. 

The number of moles of air in the bin at the initial decay test pressure is: 

where: np, = number of moles at pressure Pd above aûnospheric (mol), 

Pd = initial decay test pressure (Le., pressure above aûnospheric) &Pa), and 

P, = atmospheric pressure @Pa). 



The number of moles of air in the bin when the pressure decays to '/9d is: 

where: nwd = nmuber of moles at pressure l/gd above atmosphenc (mol). 

Assuming the volume and temperature both ranain constant, the number of moles of air 

expelled nom the bin is quai to the dinerence: 

The volume of air (m3) to be expelled fiom the bin is: 

Eqtdon 7.4 will serve as the numerator in Eq. 7.1. In the following pages, the relationship for the 

denominator wiil be developed. I assumed that the air leaves the bin through a circular hole. 

The veiocity head plus the pressure head is constant if points 1 and 2 are at the same height. 

Point 1 is located inside the bin directly in fiont of a hole through the bin w d .  Point 2 is locatd 

within a hole through the bin wall. 

where: p = density (kg/m3), 

v, = velocity of air inside the bin diredy in fiont of a hole through the bin wall (ds), 

v, = velocity of air thtough a hole in the bin wall (mfs), 

PI = pressure inside the bin (kPa), and 
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P, = pressure on the outside ofthe hole v a ) .  

According to the law of conservation of mas, the volume flow rate through two sizes of ducts 

wiii remain constant assuMng the density d o a  not change: 

v1 A, = v2 A2 (7-6) 

where: Al = cross-sectional area of the bin (mp, and 

A, = cross-sectional ana of the hole (m3 

Because 1 was not interested in v, and A,, they were elMinated nom the equation by substituting Eq. 

7.6 into Eq. 7.5: 

The ratio AJA1 approaches zero because the cross-seciional area of the hole is small compartd with 

the cross-sectional area ofthe bin. The pressure inside the bin (Pl) is equal to (Pb +Pa. Similarly, 

P, is equal to the atmosphenc pressure, P,. Finally, because air is the gas under considerat04 the 

density is equal to p, Substitution of these values and simplification yields: 

To accouat for a small W d o n  loss through an orifice, an experimental orifice coefficient, Ch 

is introduced to yield the velocity through the orifice opening: 
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If the Reynolds number is above 20 000 and the diameter ratio is Iess than = 0.5, the d u e  of Cd is 

approximately constant and has a value of 0.61 (Geankoplis 1983). Another source describes an 

equation recomrnended for a concenttric orifice with corner taps (Fox and McDonald 1985): 

where: p = ratio of the orifice opening to the pipe diameter. 

With the assumption that AJA, - O, P = O and Cd = 0.5959. 

Although equations for flow through an orifice may be used to describe the movement of air 

through circular holes, 1 am unsure how accurate these equations would be for non-circular holes 

(irregular holes are likely to be present in the fi11-size bins). Consequently, a typical value for Cd was 

used (Cd = 0.6) . There are too many unknowns to ju* choosing another value of Cd. 

The volume flow rate, Q, is equal to the velocity times the cross-sectionai area of the hoIe: 

where: a = cross-sectional area of the hole (d). 

Substitution of Eqs. 7.4 and 7.1 1 into Eq. 7.1 yields: 

P d  Matr  

A faaor of 106 is required in the denornhtor to rriatch units. The denved expression relates leakage 

area with pressure decay tirne. 



The air density at any temperahire was cainilated ushg Eq. 7.13 obtained by fitîhg tabulated 

data (the pressure was assumed constant at 101.325 kPa) (Geankoplis 1983) using SigmaPfot: 

where: p, = air daisity (g/m3). 

7.2.3 Derivation of gas loss rate relationship Assuming thaî most of the gas loss nom a b h  during 

a fumgation ocnirs because ofa concefltration gradient rather than a pressure gradient, the dispersion 

of gases is appropriately descnbed by the difision procas. Dithision is the mWng of one gas with 

another. There is, however, another process that more closely describes the los  of gaseous CO2 fiom 

a sealed bin. i fa  bin is well sealed, it can be assumed that ody  small holes remain. Effusion is a 

process by which a gas escapes fiom a container through a srnall hole. Efision, therefore, properly 

describes the process that is occurring. 

The movement of gas molecules through openings takes place because of the madom motion 

of the molecules. Because effusion is a random process, it is appropriately describeci using statidcs. 

Rather than king able to predict with certainty the number of molecules left inside a volume after a 

given tirne, we can expect that there will be an average number of molecules left a f k  a given t he .  

Gillespie (1993) used the Markov process theory to calculaîe the number of molecules (i.e., mean and 

variance) left inside a given volume after a given tirne. The relatiomhips presented by Gillespie are 

quite complex and preli- investigation yielded poor agreement with my experirnental results. A 

less complex relatiomhip was presented by Beniardùii (1989), who describedthe movement ofgaseous 

molecules fiom one vesse1 to another through a hole of known area. The number of molenila passing 

through the hole in a short t h e  is given by: 



where: AN = nurnber of mo1ecules passing through the hole in a short time, 

N = initiai nurnkr of molecules inside the container, 

Vc = volume ofthe container (m3), 

a = cross-sectional area of the hole (m3, 

v, = velocity of the molecules (mis), and 

At = time interval (s). 

The velocity of the CO2 molecules through the hole was calculated using the prhciples of 

diais ion: 

where: D = diffusion coefficient of CO2 into air (m2/s), 

AC = concentration m e n t  across the opening 0<g/m3), 

Pco, = density of CO2 (kg/m3), and 

Ax = thichess of the bounduy (m). 

The diaision coefficient varies with temperature. Holsen and Strunk (1964), tabulated in 

Geankopiis (1983), obtained difision coefficients of 14.2~ 1 o4 m2/s at 3OC and 17 .7~ 104 mZ/s at 

44T. 1 used linear interpolation to obtain values for temperatures between 3 and W°C. 

The velocity Mnes with the concentration gradient (Eq. 7.15). As the gradient decreases due 

to leakage (it is assumeci that the ambient CO2 concentration wdi not increase), the velocity decreases 

yieIdhg a Iower gas loss rate. Consequentiy, 1 calculated the velocity and nurnber of molecules 

passing through the hole iteratively using an interval of 3600 S. 
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The volume of the container, V, was approximted by the head space rather &an the entire 

airspace volume because Eq. 7.14 assumes that the gaseous molecuIes are moving From one empty 

vesse1 to another. The presence of grain in the bin eontr;rdicts the stated assumption of an empty 

vessel, except in the head space. 

Thus fàr, 1 have accounted for the CO, molecules escaphg fiom the head space, but 1 have 

not considered the CO, m o l d e s  enterhg the head space fiom the layer of grain. The diffusion 

coefficient of CO2 t h u g h  wtieat is 4.1 lx104 m2/s (Singh et al. 1985), approximately one-third of the 

value for CO2 through air. Because the CO, molecules take longer to travel through the grain buik 

than through the head space, 1 have assumed that the number of CO2 molecules entering the head space 

fiom the grain bulk will be equal to the ratio of the two diffusion coefficients (i.e-, 

Dco2 gain : LIco, air) times the number of CO, molecules escaping f?om the head space. 

A QBASIC cornputer program was used to calculate the total mass of CO2 lost fiom the bins 

(Appendix 1). The mass of CO2 (g) lost was calmlated accordhg to: 

The daily gas loss rate was calculated by dividing the total grarns of CO, lost, Ag, by the number of 

days of the experiment. 

7.3 Procedure for verifying reIationships 

7.3.1 Pilot bins To evaluate the denved relatiomhips, experimenîs were conducted in pilot bins in 

which the leaicage area was controlled. Oil dnims were selected because they could be sealed weI1. 

One 95 L (25 gal) ( d m  A) and three 170 L (45 gal) drums were purchased. Two of the 170 L drums 

were welded together end-mnd, creating a 340 L d m  ( d m  C) (i.e., the bottom of one drum and 

top of the other d m  were ranoved). The calculate. volumes of the drums were 0.1 18 m3 ( d m  A), 
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0.212 m) (b B), and 0.437 m3 ( d m  C). Because the drums were partiaily filied with wheat ( h m  

A was 88% Wed, dnim B was 87% med, and d m  C was 91% filied), airspace volumes were 0.055, 

0.099, and 0.194 m3, respectively. 

Automobile tire valves were mounted onto the tops of the dnuns to aUow the bins to be 

pressunzed using an air cornpressor. Holes of known diameter were made in thin brass plates soldered 

to bras  fïtîings that could be screwed into tbreaded openings in the tops of the drums (i.e., the holes 

were located m the membrane of the head space, therefore, aII CO2 molecules leaving the pilot bins had 

to p a s  through the head space). Several other fi- were made for aîtachuig a plastic line to a 

cylinder ofgaseous COz, a pressure measuring device, and a gas sampling tube. One semi-rigid nylon 

tube and one type T copper-constantan thermocniple were inserted into the grain approximately haIf 

way to the bottom of the chm. Al1 three dnuns were instrumented identically. 

To evaluate the relationship baveen pressure decay time and leakage area, the pilot bins were 

pressurized to 1.5 kPa with an air cornpressor. Pressures and temperatures were recorded at 1 s 

intervals for drums A and B and 5 s intervais for dnrm C until the pressure decayed by one-half. 

Pressure was measured using a digitai micromanometer (Mode1 MP6KSR, Neottronics of North 

Arnenca, Gainesville, GA). The micromanometer and thermocouple were connecteci to a data 

acquisition system. The PDTs were repeated five times for each of the five hole sizes (Le., 0.6,0.8, 

1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 mm diameter) in each of the three pilot bins (drums 4 B, and C). 

The relationship between gas loss rate and leakage area was evaiuated by purging the pilot 

bins with gaseous CO2. Immediately &r purging, the drums were seaied (except the holes of known 

diameter). At 30 min intervais for a duration of 4 4 a gas sarnple was coilected and anaiyzed and the 

temperature inside the pilot bin was recorded. Approximately 24 h later, data were collectecl for an 

additional 2 h at 30 min intervals. Three repiicates for each of the five hole sizes in each of the three 

pilot bins were conducteci. 



7.3.2 Fuii-size bins The experiments in the fiill-size bins were conducted in conjundion with the 

experimental fhigations describeci in Chapter 5. Pressure decay tests were conducted before the start 

of aIi experimentd fiimigations except those in which caged insects were presait in the grain bulk. 

High pressures cause insect mortaliiy ( C a l i ï  et al. 1994; Nakakita and Kawashima 1994) and 1 did 

not want to introduce a variable that potentially codd have influenced insect mortality, aIthough the 

pressures 1 was geneating were much less than those reporte. in the literature. An electric fàn was 

used to pressurize the bins to 1.5 kPa above afmspheric pressure. The eiectric fh was comected to 

the holding box with vaive 1 o p ,  but valves 2,3, and 4 closed (Fig. 4.3). The fhn was shut off when 

the pressure equalled 1.5 kPa and valve 1 was immediately closed. Data were recorded manualIy 

(usually at 5 min intervals) until the intenial pressure decayed below 0.75 kPa. Pressures were 

measured with an U-tube manometer. Three replicates were conducted in most cases. 

Data for the rate of gas loss from the full-size bins have aiready been reported in this thesis 

(Chapter 5). The CO2 concentrations measured at daily intervals throughout the experimentai 

fumigations were used to obtain values for the rates of gas loss fiom the bins. 

7.4 ExperimentaJ resuIts in pilot bins 

7.4.1 Pressure decay in pi10 t bins The pressure decay data fiom the replicates (Appendix J) were 

pooled and plotted for each pilot bin and each hole size (Figs. 7.1 to 7.5). Pressures below 0.6 kPa 

were omined from analysis. Because the data followed linear trends over the range tested (Figs. 7.1 

to 7.5), linear regression analyses were done for each group of data using SigmaPlot . The regression 

equations and R2 values are s m  in Table 7.1. in d cases, R2 d u e s  were high (> 0.98). 

The experimental decay times (b) d d a i e d  using the r~gression equations (Table 7.1) were 

compared with the decay times predicted by Eq. 7.12. Values of t, are presented for each 

combination of pilot bin and hole size (Table 7.2). 
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Fig. 7.1 Pressure decay data from wheat-fïiied pilot bins ( d m  A, B, and C) with a circula 
hole of 0.6-mm diameter. 



Fig. 7.2 
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Pressure decay data fiom wheat-Wed pilot bias ( d m  4 B, and C) with a circular 
hole of 0.8-mm diameter. 



Fig. 7.3 
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Pressure decay data fiom wheat-filied pilot bins ( d m  A, B, and C) with a circular 
hole of 1.1-mm diameter. 



Fig. 7.4 
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Pressure decay data fiom wheat-filled pilot bins (drums 4 B, and C) with a circular 
hole of 1.3-mm diameter. 



Fig. 7.5 
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Pressure decay data ffom wheat-fiIled pilot bins (drums 4 B, and C)  with a circular 
hole of 1.5-mm diameter. 



Table 7.1 Regression equations and R2 d u e s  for the pressure decay relationships in pilot bins 
with holes of a Eaiown diameter. 

Pilot Bin Hole Diameter Regression Equaîion R2 Value 

Table 7.2 Observed and predicted pressure decay times for the pilot bins with holes of a h o w n  
diameter. 

Pilot Bin HoIe Pressure Decay Time 
D iarneter O bserved Predicted* 
(mm) b t~ tw 

(sr (sr 
Iw 

(SI (sr 
Drum A 0.6 53 54 62 76 

0.8 
1 . 1  
1.3 
1.5 

DnunB 0.6 
0.8 
1 . 1  
1.3 
1.5 

Drum C 0.6 
0.8 
i.1 
1.3 
1.5 38 28 32 39 

* Decay tirnes were predicted using P = 1.5 kPa (pK& 1.125 kPa (!!Pd, and 0.75 kPa ('/9,3. 



For predicting t,, temperatures inside the pilot bins were averaged for aü replicaîes (Table 

7.3). A problem was obsewed with the data acquisition system for the temperature data inside dnim 

C. The explamiion for this problem is not hown, but 1 decided not to use the temperature data fiom 

dnun C. Ratber, 1 assumed a temperature of 1 1°C for all experiments inside dnun C. 

Table 7.3 Mean temperatures inside pilot bins during the pressure decay expehents. 

- - -  -- 

Pilot Bin 0.6 mm 0.8 mm 1.1 mm 1.3 mm 1.5 mm 

D m  C 1 1 .O* 1 1.0* 1 1 .O* 1 1 .OS 1 1 .O* 
*Due to a problem with the data acquisition equipment, temperatures of 1 l.O°C were assumed inside 

As mentioned earlier, an average volume flow rate leaving the bin was required. The volume 

flow rate is proportional to the pressure inside the bin, PbLi. If the pressure remained constant inside 

the bin, the volume flow rate would remain constant. DuMg the PDTs, the intemal pressure did not 

remah constant, and therefore, the volume flow rate leaving the bin was not constant either. As the 

pressure decreased, the volume flow rate also decreased. For an initial cornparison bebveen 

experimental and predicted pressure decay times, 1 caiculated the pressure decay times assumirig three 

initiai bin pressures (Pb, = 1.5, %Pbm = 1.125, and Vabin = 0.75 kPa) (Table 7.2). The predicted and 

experimental values were graphed (Fig . 7.6). 

For the smaller hole sizes, %Pbh (i.e., 1.125 kPa) gave the best match with the experimed 

data in most cases, but at larger hole s k s  al1 three pressures gave simüar results (Fig. 7.6). To 

quant@ the fit between experimental and predicted pressure decay times, absolute ciifferences were 

calculated beîween the experimental time and each of the other predicted times (Table 7.4). Surnmed 

absolute differences show that %Ph yielded the best fit to the experimental data (Table 7.4). 
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Pressure decay times predicted based on three initjal pressures (1.5, 1.125, and 0.75 
kPa) and pressure decay times obsemd during the experimaits fbr ail three pilot bins 
(dnuns A, B, and C) and aii five hole sizes (O.6,0.8, 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 mm). 



Table 7.4 Absolute differences between experimental ami predicted pnssure decay times for the 
pilot bins wiîh holes of a knom diameter. 

Pilot Bin Hoie Diameter 1 & - b 1 1 b.imiüb 1 1 t 4 5 P b i n - b  1 
(mm) 6) (SI (s) 

DnimA 0.6 1 9 23 
0.8 1 3 10 
1.1 2 O 4 
1.3 1 O 3 
1.5 1 1 1 
0.6 23 8 17 
0.8 4 3 16 
1.1 7 3 5 
1.3 1 2 6 
1.5 3 1 3 
O .6 57 28 21 
0.8 15 1 24 
1.1 17 9 5 
1.3 6 O 9 
1.5 11 6 1 

Total 15 1 74 148 

Based on the results obtained from these experiments, I am wdïdent that Eq. 7.12 can be 

used to predict the pressure decay the. Equation 7.12 was rearranged to solve for leakage area: 

Pd MO,? 

In an actual situation, the f m e r  would measure pressure decay tune and use Eq. 7.17 to calculate the 

leakage area. 

7.4.2 Gas loss rate from pilot bins The results fkom the experiments to evafuate the gas loss rate 

equation are included in Appendix K. The mean of the last four concentration readings taken on the 



second day was Iower than the mean of the last four concentration readings taken on the fint day for 

most experiments (Student's t-test, a4.05) (Table 7.5) suggestine, that gas loss was occurring. 

The experimental gas loss rate was caiculated ushg a series of steps. First, the volume of 

gaseous CO2 lost fiom the pilot bim was calculated based on the mean concentrations (descnbed in 

the previcnis paragraph) and the total airspace volume w i t b  the pilot bins. Ne* the CO2 density was 

deîennined based on the average temperature withjn the pilot bins (fiom Table 7.3). The mass of CO2 

iost was p a l  to the product of the volume and density. Division by the interval between the bvo 

sampling times (T'able 7.6) yielded the gas loss rate (Table 7.7). 

The observed daily gas loss rates (Table 7.7) do not offer much usefiil information. 

Experirnental replicates were not consistent (CV values ranged fiom 34 to 1 3 5%). The explanation 

for these inconsistent results is not known. Sorption may have been a factor. It had been planned that 

the experiments would occur in inmediate succession. in this scenario, sorption would have been a 

factor for the hrst couple of experirnents, but should have had little influence thereafter. The 

experiments were not al1 conducted in immediate succession, therefore, sorption may have been a 

factor in severd experiments. A second explanation may be thaî one sampling location was not 

yielding an adequate representation of the CO2 concentration inside the pilot bins. 

The predicted gas loss rates ranged fiom 0.89 to 13.53 g/d (Table 7.8). The magnitude of the 

predicted rates of gas Ioss is similar to the magnitude of the observed rates of gas loss, but the 

randomness in observed results is a cause for concem. Variation between replicates was high (CV 

values ranged fiom 1 to 32%) (Table 7.8). In addition, the gas loss rate decreased as hole diameter 

increased &om 1 -3 to 1 -5 mm for d m  A (Table 7.8). The explanaiion for this inconsistent result is 

not known, but may be due to inconectIy estirnaîed CO, concentrations (i-e., CO2 concentrations based 

on only a single sampling location). 



TabIe 7.5 Initial and £inai CO2 concentrations inside the wheat-fïUed pilot bins with holes of a 
known diameter during the gas Ioss rate experiments. 

Replicate 1 Replicaîe 2 RepliCate 3 

Pilot Bin Hole Initial Final Initial Final Initial Final 
Diameter CO2 Co2 Co2 Co2 Co2 Co2 

(mm) (%) (%) (%) W) (W (W 

* Asterisked final CO, concentrations are sigdicantiy different (Student's t-test, a4.05)  fiom 
corresponding initial concentrations. The initid concentration is approximated by the mean of the Irist 
four r&gs taken on the first &y of the experiment. The final conceritration is approximated by the 
mean of the Iast four readings taken on the second &y of the experiment. 



Table 7.6 Concentration decay thes for wheat-fUed pilot bins wth holes of a known diameter. 

Pilot Bin Hole Diameter Concentration Decay Time 
(mm) (SI 

Drum B 

Dnun C 

Replicate 1 RepliCate 2 Replicate 3 

Drurn A 0.6 66000 74700 77400 
0.8 77400 68700 71400 
1.1 83100 72300 58500 
1.3 71 IO0 69300 75900 
1.5 78300 245700 64800 
0.6 82500 69300 74700 
0.8 66000 74700 77400 
1.1 71400 69300 75900 
1.3 78900 246000 64800 
1.5 83100 72300 58500 
0.6 77400 68700 7 1400 
0.8 82500 69300 74700 
1.1 78600 246300 64800 
1.3 83 100 72300 58500 
1.5 7 1700 69300 75900 

Table 7.7 Obsemed gas loss rates fiom wheat-filied pilot bim with holes of a known diameter. 

Pilot Bin Hole Observed Gas Loss Rate Mean S.D. CV 
Diameter Wd) 

D m A  0.6 4.87 3.13 1.62 3.2 1 1.63 51 
0.8 4.05 6.94 3.08 4.69 2.01 43 
1.1 9.20 6.48 0.9 1 5.53 4.23 76 
1.3 7.7 1 2.89 5 .50 5.37 2.41 45 
1.5 7.33 3.54 4.70 5.19 1.94 37 

D m B  0.6 7.68 8 -44 4.13 6.75 2.30 34 
0.8 7.07 1.30 0.00 2.79 3.76 135 
1.1 8.33 6.55 12.99 9.29 3.33 36 
1.3 5 -55 2.74 7.25 5.18 2.28 44 
1.5 20.34 9.90 -0.27 9.99 10.31 IO3 

Dnun C 0-6 2.93 10.25 5.38 6.19 3.73 60 
0-8 28.57 15.62 14.92 19.70 7.69 39 
1.1 18.34 5.23 16.57 13.38 7.11 53 
1.3 34.33 15.01 25.44 24.93 9.67 39 
1.5 15.74 8.36 30.55 18.22 11.30 62 



Table 7.8 Predicted gas loss rates fiom the wheat-filleci pilot bins of a known diameter. 

A second set of experiments was conducted to control some of the fàctors that 1 suspected 

were causing the variation in the wheat-filled bins. Dowlex 2027A polyethylene resin pellets were 

obtained fiom a local supplier. These polyethylent pellets have a size and shape similar to wheat 

kernels. Although no tests of bulk porosity were conducteâ, 1 assurned that theu porosity was similar 

to that of wheat kemels. The purpose for using these pellets was to eliminate the probable influence 

The experirnental apparatus was also modified. Five oil drums were obtaiDed (size equal to 

drum B) and were instnimented as ciescri'bed previously except that three sampling lines were inserted 

near the top, midde, and bottom of the dnims. It was anticipated that three sampling points would 

yield a more accurate description of the CO2 concentration inside the pilot bins. AU five of the pilot 

bins were connecteci to a singIe cyiinder of gaseous CO2. The pilot bins were f iUed  with polyethyIene 



pellets to a depth of 0.63 m yielding a head space of 0.05 1 m3 and a total airspace volume of 0.114 

m3 (assuming a porosity of 39%)). Daia were colleciai at 24-h intenals. 

The observexi CO, concentrations and temperatures are Uicluded in Appaidix K. The 

experimental gas loss rates were calculated as described previously for the experiments with wheat- 

füed bïns except that mean CO, concentrations were caln<lared based on the three sampling locations 

as opposed to samples from four sampliog times. The d d y  gas loss rate was calculatecl using the 

mean CO, concentrations fÎom the fkt and fourteenth days (in some situaiions the mean CO2 

concentration was higher on the second &y than the first and this value was used as the initial value). 

Five replicaîes were done for each of the seva hole s b :  0,0.6,0.8, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, and 12.7 

mm diameter. Although some variation still existed, the experimental d i s  (Table 7.9) were better 

than those from the wheat-filled pilot bins (Table 7.7). The observed gas loss increased with 

hcreasing hole size as expected, except for hole sizes of L .3- and 1 . S m  diameter. The explanation 

for these unexpected resuIts is not known. 

Observeci gas loss rates usually decreased fmm repiicate 1 to 5 Vable 7.9). Aithough five 

pilot bins were purged simultaneously fiom a single tank ofgaseous CO, the CO, concentrations were 

not consistent (Table 7.9) because the quantity of gaseous CO, reaching each bin was not equal. 

These variations in initial CO, concentration infiuenced the observed gas loss rates because the nurnber 

of moleniles available to exit through the hole depends on the molecuiar density. 

Gas loss was observed during the five replicates in pilot bins with no holes. Sample 

calculations showed that the CO, lost due to sampliag did not accotmt for the observed losses. One 

potentid explamtion is that srnail holes were present in the membranes of the pilot bins. A second 

explanation could be that a srnail amount of CO, was sorbed by or reacted with the poIyethylene 

pellets. Although the correct explanation for this observation is not known, the gas loss was low 

enough to be negligible. 
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Table 7.9 Observed and pndided gas loss rates b r n  the pellet-filled pilot bins with holes of 
a h o w n  diameter. 

-- 

Hole Replicaîe Initial CO2 Observed Mean* S.D.* Predicted M d  S.D.* Ratio: 
Diameter Concentration Gas Loss Gas Loss Predicted 
(mm) (%) Wd) wa Observed 

5 71.2 6.64 6.3 1 1 .O 
* The mean and S.D. values were calcuIated using the gas loss values from aii five replicates. 



As with the wheat-filleci bins, the predicted gas Iuss rates were of the same magnitude as the 

observed gas loss rates (TabIe 7.9). As expected, the gas loss rate mcreased with increasing hole size. 

Ratios of the predicted to observed gas loss rates yielded values ranging fiom O to 1.6. The ratio of 

zero can be ignored because it corresponds to the case with no hoIes. Ratios of 1.4 and I .6 were 

obtained for the hole sizes of 1.3 and 1 -5 mm. According to the data (Table 7.9), the equations over- 

predicted the gas loss in these two cases, but 1 believe there is a problem with the experimental data. 

If these exceptions are ignored, the ratios of predicted to observed gas loss rats ranged from 0.4 to 

1 .O. AIthough the equations under-predicted the gas l a s  rates, they adequatdy modelled the actual 

experiments. 

7.4.3 Equating pressure decay to gas loss rate in pilot bins Ideally, 1 wanted to compare the 

predicted gas loss rates to the observed gas loss rates. Because the observed gas loss rates from the 

wheat-filled bins were erratic, no meanlligfil cornparison could be made. Although the observed gas 

loss rates f?om the pellet-filled bins were more consistent, no PDTs were conducteci for these bins. 

Therefore, 1 comparai the calculated leakage areas with the actual leakage areas using the data fiom 

the wheat-filled bins. 

Using the pressure decay times cdculated previously (Table 7.2), a value of 1.125 kPa for 

Pb the entire airspace volume, and the air density calcdaîed ushg Eq. 7.13, the predicted leakage 

areas were calculated (Table 7.10). The actual leakage areas (Table 7.10) were calculated based on 

the nominal diameters of the drill bits used to make the holes in the bras  plates. 

Equation 7.17 adequaîely predicts the Ieakage area in the pilot bins (Table 7.10). The greatest 

error was 16.7% but the error was 40% in 9 out of the 15 cases. Based on these results, 1 am 

confident that Eq. 7.17 can be used to pndict the leakage area in imperfdy sealed bins with 

reasonable accuracy. 
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Table 7.10 Predicted and actir;ll leakage areas for the wheat-filled pilot b h .  

Pilot Bin Hole Diameter Predicted A d  Percent Error 
Leakage Area Leakage Area 

(mm) (mm3 (mm3 ('w 
DnunA 0.6 0.300 0.257 16.7 

0.8 0.590 0.5 19 13.7 
1.1 0.884 0.899 1.6 
1.3 1.450 f .370 5.8 
1.5 1.600 1.770 9.6 

D m  B 0.6 0.239 0.257 7.0 
0.8 0.552 0.5 19 6.4 
1.1 0.844 0.899 6.1 
1.3 1.5 10 1.370 10.2 
1.5 1.690 1.770 4.5 

Drum C 0.6 0.227 0.257 11.7 
0.8 0.5 16 0.5 19 0.6 
1.1 0.78 1 0.899 13.1 
1.3 1.370 1.370 0.0 
1.5 1.480 1.770 16.4 

7.5 Experimental results in full-size bins 

7.5.1 Pressure decay in full-size bins The pressure decay data for the M - s k  hopper bins are 

included in Appendk L. The pressure was measured and recorded at 5 min i n t e d s  and when the 

pressurc had decayed by one-half. The data were pooled and grouped according to the three 

experimental bins (bins A and B as described in Chapter 4 and bin C as described in Chapter 6). 

Regression analysis was use. to h d  the relationship betwem pressure and tirne for each of the three 

bins (Figs. 7.7,7.8, and 7.9). The caiculated R2 values were 0.8393 for bin A, 0.7035 for bin B, and 

0.9679 for bin C. The pressure decayed more rapidy in bia B than bin A aithough the two bins were 

manufktured and sealed identically, confirming my earlier assumption that aii sealed bins wiii not 

achieve the same level of gas-tightness. 



Time (s) 

Fig. 7.7 The relatiomhip between pressure and decay time for fuiisize bin A. The 
regression equation is Pressure = 4.blV time + 1.394 with an R~ value 

Time (s) 

Fig. 7.8 The relatiomhip between pressure and decay time for nill-size biu B. The 
regrasion equation is Ressure = -1. l x l e  tiw + 1.373 with an R2 value 
of 0.7035. 
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Fig. 7.9 The relationship between pressure and decay time for full-size bin C. The 
regression equation is Pressure =-3.39x1P tim + 1.295 with an R2 value 
of 0.9679. 

Average pressure decay times (Table 7.1 1) were calcuiated for the eight experiments for which 

PDTs were conducted. After substituthg these average pressure decay times into Eq. 7.17, leakage 

areas ranging fiom 1 to 35 mm2 were calculated (Table 7.1 1). The ainpace was calculated to be 44.7 

m3 for bins A and B, and 6.8 m3 for bin C. The average leakage area was 9.9 mm2 for bin A, 26.0 

mm2 for bin B, and 1 .O nud for bin C. Due to the longer pressure daay times (Appendix L), it was 

expected that bin A would have a d e r  leakage area than bin B. 

The predicted areas compare favourably with those stated in the literaftire. Banks et al. (1 980) 

stated thai imperfections in a 2000 t storage structure may total 1000 mm2. The capacity of bin A 

(and bin B) is approximately 80 t. If the volume to leakage area ratio is constant, an 80-t storage 

structure would have leaks totalhg 40 mm2. Banks and Ripp (1984) gave auother example of a 

20x10) t storage structure having leaks totaiiing 8000 d. After scaling down, an 80-t storage 
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structure waild have leaks totalling 32 mm2. niese scaieddovm d u e s  (40 and 32 x r d )  an similar 

to the values of 9.9 and 26.0 mm2 cdculated for bins A and B, respedively . It was e x p d  that the 

leakage areas wodd be smaller than those reported in the literature because my pressure decay times 

were greater than 5 min (Le., the Austdian standard). An additionai cornparison can be made with 

the leakage area of 1260 mm2 for the walls of an unsealed boltedstee1 bin (Peck 1994). As expected, 

the leakage area for a sealed welded-steel bin is much less tban for an d e d  bolted-steel bïn. 

Table 7.1 1 Average pressure decay times and predicted Ieakage areas for the experiments in full- 
s i x  bins. Pressure decay tests were not conducted for di experiments. 

Experiment Bin Average Pressure Predicted Leakage 
Decay T i e  Area 

6) (mm3 
F1.l A 1499 8.8 
F2.1 B 702 18.5 
F3.1 A 1764 7.3 
F4.1 B 530 24.2 
F4.2 A 1012 12.6 
F4.6 A 1186 10.7 
F4.7 B 359 35.5 

7.5.2 Gas loss rate from full-size bins A masure of the gas loss was obtained by converting the 

mean CO2 concentrations (Chapter 5) into masses of CO2 and by fitihg cuves to the decayhg mass 

profiles (Figs. 7.1 0 to 7.12). Due to the apparent linear nature of the m s  decay profiles, linear 

regression analyses were done (Table 7.12). For the regression anaiyses, it was assumed that &y 2 

was the start of the mass decay profile @eak CO2 concentrations were delayed due to sublimation). 

The regression resdts show that the mass of CO, decayed at rates mging fiom 0.16 to 2.27 kg/d 

uable 7.12). Experirnent F4 -6 displayed an increase in CO2 mass with tirne. in this experiment, for 

some =on, sublimation took longer to complete and the CO2 mass did not peak mtil the fourth day. 



Fig. 7.1 O 

Fig. 7.1 1 

Time since start (d) 

Observed CO2 mass decay inside fiill-size bin A Lines are best fit lines for each test. 
Data for day 1 were not included in regression analysis because of on-going 
sublimation. 

Time since start (d) 

Observed CO2 mass decay bide M-size bin B. (Refér to Fig. 7.10 for further 
explanation.) 



Fig. 7.12 

O 2 4 6 8 10 

Time since start (d) 

Observed CO2 mass decay inside full-size bin C. (Refer to Fig. 7.10 for fùrther 
explanation.) 

As was done for the pilot b b ,  the predicted gas loss rate was calculated ushg Eq. 7.16. 

Because forced recirculation \vas used in the fidi-size bins, it was expected that the CO2 moldes  in 

the fiU-size bins would be moving &ter than the CO2 molecules in the pilot bins. Consequently, 

calculating the velocity by dithision was not appropriate for the W s i z e  b h .  It was assumai that 

the velocity of the CO2 molecules could be estimated by the air£iow rate through the recirculation 

pump [ 1.7 plmin (802x 1 m3/s) meanired using a rotameter (Brooks R-8M-25-2, Brooks instrument 

Division, Hatfield, PA)]. The airflow rate divided by the cross-sectional area of the automotive heater 

hose yielded the velocity through the recirculation pump (2.82 mis). 

1 assumed that gas loss o c c u d  from the head space (Le., 6.2 m3 for bins A and B. 1 .O m3 

for bin C) of the bins. 1 a h  assumed that CO2 molecules entered the head space from the grain bulk 

at a rate equivalent to one-third the rate at which they were leaving the head space through the hole. 
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This ratio is similar to that usai  for the piiot bins (i-e., the ratio of the diffusion coefficients). ï h e  

initial CO2 concentration was dcuiated as the mean c o n ~ o n  on the second day of the 

fumgaiion. The cxperimental duration was 9 d for experiments Fi. 1 to F4.5 & F4.10 and 3 d for 

experimmts F4.6 to F4.9. The predicted leakage areas (Table 7.1 1) were used in calnilations. 

The total mas of CO2 lost during each experiment was predicted using the modifieci cornputer 

program ( A p p d i x  I) and the assumptions described in the previous two paxagraphs. The total mass 

lost was divided by the expimental duraiion (Le., either 9 or 3 d) to yield the prediaed gas loss rate 

(Table 7.13). Cornparison of the obse~ed and pfedicted gas loss rates shows the adequacy of the 

prediction equations and assumptions (Table 7.13). The observed gas loss rate was approximately 

three tirnes greater than the predided gas l o s  rate for experiment F 1.1. This abnonnality cm be 

explained by the excessive pressure that forced the water out of the pressure relief valve and that 

allowed the escape of excessive amounts of COz- In the other cases, the agreement between observed 

and predicted gas loss rates was better with predicted loss rates typically l a s  than observed loss rates 

for the 104 experiments and greater than observed loss rates for the 4 4  experiments. 

Table 7.12 Regression equations and R2 values for the IMSS decay relatiomhips in full-size bins. 
Mass decay relationships were determïned for only those experiments for which 
pressure decay tests were conducted. 

Experiment Bin Regression Equation RZ Value 

F1.l A m a s  = -2.27 d + 40.9 0.988 1 
F2.1 B rnass =-1.03 d +  43.8 0.9755 
F3.1 A mas = -0.81 d + 41.1 0.7302 
F4.1 B mass = -0.87 d + 38.5 0.8642 
F4.2 A mass = - 1 .O3 d + 36.0 0.9635 
F4.6* A mass = 0.87 d + 3 1.9 0.2953 
F4.7 B mass = -2. 15 d + 50.8 0.9984 
F4. IO C ms=-0.16 d +  6.4 0.9533 

* Sublimation was deIayed and peak CO, concentration occurred on day 4. 



Table 7.13 Observed and predicted gas loss rates for the fiiu-size bins, 

Experùneat Bin Observed Loss Predicted Mass Predicted Loss 
Rate Loss Rate 
w4 (ks) Wd) 

F1.1 A 2.27 6.60 0.73 
F2-1 B 1 .O3 8.35 0.93 
F3.1 A 0.8 1 6.45 0.72 
F4.1 B 0.87 8.14 0.90 
F4.2 A 1.03 6.59 0.73 
F4.6* A 4.87 4.88 1.63 
F4.7 B 2.15 8.92 2.97 
F4.10 C 0.16 1 .O6 O. 12 

* Sublimation was delayed and peak CO2 concentration occurred on &y 4. 

7.6 Discussion of the proposed relationship 

My proposed relationship (behveen pressure decay time and leakage area) predicted leakage 

areas in pilot bias with srnail errors. A h ,  the leakage areas predicted for the fûll-size bins compare 

hvourably with published sources (Banks et al. 1980; Banks and Ripp 1984). 

The proposed relationship between gas loss rate and leakage area could not be validated with 

wheat-filled pilot bins due to inconsistent results. The consistency of the results improved, however, 

when the pilot bins were filled with plastic pellets. The ratios of predicted to observed gas loss rates 

ranged fiom 0.4 to 1 .O. In the full-size bins, predicted gas loss rates compared well with the observed 

gas loss rates. 

Based on my experimental results, leakage areas in imperf 'y  sealed bins can be calculated 

fiom pressure decay times obtaîned fiom pressure decay tests. With the predicted leakage area and 

the planneci initial CO2 concentration, the CO2 concentration profile can be projected over time and 

the requûed length of fiunigation can be calculated. The proposed relationsbips, therefore, are 

important tools for successfitl fumigation of insects in storeci grain using CO2. 



8. CONCLUSIONS 

As srated in Chapter 3, the primary objective of this research was to achieve a lethai CO2 

environmeni in a M-size fàrm grain bin. Based on my research, the foUowing can be concluded: 

1. Full-size welded-sîeel hopper bins are suitable for Wgation with CO2 because they have easily 

idenîifhble leakage areas can be sealed eEkctiveIy with minimal effort. Retention efficiencies 

improved fiom 7% before sealing to 79% after sealing, showing that a much greater proportion 

of the added CO, was being held inside the bin. The CO, enviromnent wahin the bins was 

d o m  with average CV values 4 0 %  in both the radial and vertical directions. 

2. The air can be purged fiom full-size welded-steel hopper bins by ducting gaseous COt produced 

by sublimation of dry ice, into the head space of the bin and by allowing "air" to exit through a 

purge valve at the bottom of the bin. Using this method, dangerous pressure increases were 

prevented and purge losses were reduced. hirging efficiencies ranged from 69 to 92% for the 10- 

d Wgations and fiom 55 to 79% for the 4 4  fumigations. 

Lethal CO, environrnents were created during the 104 experirnenîs as CO, concentrations 

typically remainecl above 30% for the entire duration. The addition of extra dry ice increased the 

CO2 concentrations marguially for the 4 4  experiments, but not enough to create an environment 

lethal to C. ferrugiineus for a 4 4  exposure. Retention efficiencies were significantly lower for 

the 4 4  experiments compared with the 104 experiments, fiuther cunfirming k i t  104 

fiimigations are more practical. 

3. Observed mortalities of caged adult C. femgineus were 100,99.8, and 99.7% fiom three 104 

fiunigations. Lower mortalities of 95.3 and 79.8% were observeci h m  two 4 4  fumgations. 

Fumigation of uncaged insects with a 1 0 4  exposm &@y reduced the insect population, 
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although not ali insects were kiiled. A telationship between "CO2 concentration" and "exposure 

time to complete mortaliiy" was developed based on previously pubkhed sources. When this 

equation was used in a cumulative mamer by calcuiating the proportion of a letbal environment 

experienced to date at daily intervals, it predicted complete mortality in two cases and l a s  than 

complete mortality in the remaining four cases. Ekcause these resuIts are simiIar to the observed 

mortalities, it can be eoacluded that this equation does a reasonable job of predicting the required 

-sure under conditions of changins CO2 concentration. Based on this insect rnortality data, 

1 concluded that 104 fumigations should be promoted over 4 4  fiimigations. 

4. The gas loss rate fiom a bin can be reIated to pressure decay time through a common fàctor of 

leakage area. Leakage areas in pilot bins, predicted by pressure decay times, were predicted with 

40% error in 9 out of 15 cases. Ratios of the predicted to observed gas loss rates in pilot bins 

varied f?om 0.3 to 1 -9, showhg the potential of the gas loss rate equation. 

AIthough actual leakage areas in the W-size bins were not known, predictions based on the 

pressure decay times were consistent with published values. Predicted gas loss rates fiom the 

filI-size welded-steel hopper bins comparai fàvourably with the observed rates of gas loss. 

Consequently, the proposed relationship ktween pressure decay tune and gas loss rate can be 

used to predict the gas loss rate which, in tum, can be used to calculate the required length of 

exposure before starting the f igat ion.  



9, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Although this research has b e n  successfûl, 1 have identifid several concems tbat require further 

mdy: 

1. My d t s  showed thaî forced recirmlation has no signiscant iduence on radial and vertical 

d o n n i t y  despite literaaire sources stating tbat it shouid i m p m  do-. My research was 

ncst planned to test the influence of forced recirculation. Cousequendy, 1 believe that firther 

research should be conducted before concluding that forced recirculation has no sisnifiCant 

influence on CO, uniformity. 

2. Ttuough this research, I have show that the procedure for purging the air from the bin is an 

important aspect ofa CO, fumigation that should not be overlooked. My results clearly showed 

that the fourth purging method was both practical and efficient however, 1 did not consider the 

size of the exit valve opening as a variable. Controiled experiments varying the size of the exit 

valve opening may fûrther decrease uanecessary purge losses. 

3. Due to my decision to use dry ice as the source of CO2, an understanding of the sublimation rate 

of dry ice is required. My Iimited study suggested thai sublimation rate increases with uicrea~uig 

temperature, increasing initial mass of dry ice, and for& recirculation. A more detailed midy 

of dry ice sublimation rnight result in eflectve methods to control the purging process. 

4. An important result of this research is Eq. 6.2 which can be used to calailate the required 

exposure for adult C.ferrugineus under conditions of ch- CO, concentration. Although this 

@on adequately described the insea mortahy in my experiments, it requires M e r  



validaiion. Mortality data for achilt C. fimgineus at temperahires d e r  tban 25OC wodd allow 

the deveIopment of additional equations. 

5 .  In Chapter 7,I developed equations r e k q  pressure decay time and gas loss rate to leakage area. 

Although agreement with the pilot bins was good and predictiom for the füii-size bins were 

reasonable, M e r  validation is required to c o d b  some of the assumptions that I made. 

6.  Bared on the gasdghîness obtained, assuming that the seaIed bin should be a barrier against the 

enby of insects into the grain bulk seems reasonable. If  the bin is cleaned thoroughly before 

f i h g  in the Ml, there should be no insects in the bin initially. Then, if the bin is sealed 

immediately after filling, insect infestations should be prevented. Experiments should be 

conductexi to confirm this speculation because, if correct, sealing imrnediately a . k  fïiiing may 

prevent the need for any type of fumigation. 
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Appendu A - Permeability of Recircdation Duct 

Temperature and CO, concentration data colleaed to assess the penneability of the recirculation duct 

(beata bose aad ABS pipe) to C G  Three replicates wat conducted for each duct material. Data were 

coilected at 15 min intervals for 4 h Temperatures were measured using a type T copper-constantan 

thwmouple and were read using a digital temperature indicator. Gas samples were analyzed using a 

Matheson 8430 gas cbromatogra~ h. 



Permeability of Heater Bose to  Carbon Dioride 

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 3 

Date: June 3,1996 Date: June 5,1996 Date: June 7, 1996 
-- 

Time Co2 Temp. Co2 Temp. Co2 Temp. 
(min) (%) (OC) (%) (OC) (%) (Oc) 

O 40.0 9.3 60.2 16.0 60.8 15.4 



Permeabüity of ABS Pipe to Carbon Dioside 

Date: June 13,1996 Date: June 14,1996 Date: June 2 1,1996 

Time Co2 Temp. Co2 Temp. Co2 Temp. 
(min) (Yo) (OC) (%) (OC) ('w (OC) 



Appendu B - Summary of Sealing Techniques 

A summary of the s&g techniques and recirculation details for nrperiments S 1.1 through S 15.3 

mductai in two bill-sk welded-sîeel hopper bins located at the Gleniea Research Station during the 

summer and autimm of 1995. Sealing details are given for aU five visible bin openings. Forced 

recirculation was used oniy where stated. hy ice pellets were placed on the grain surface for 

experiments S 14.1 through S 15.3. For ai l  other experiments, the dry ice was placecl inside the steel 

holding box. 



Experiment Description of Sealing Recirdation 

Bottom-cone opening: None 
Top-cone openhg: None 
Access manhole (roof): None 
Access manway (cone): None 
Aeration-duct opening: None 

Bottom-cone opening: None 
Top-cone opening: None 
Access manhole (roof): None 
Access manway (cone): None 
Aeration-duct opening: None 

Bottom-cone opening: None 
Top-cone opening: None 
Access manhole (roof): None 
Access manway (cone): None 
Aeration-duct opening: None 

Bottom-cone opening: None 
Top-cone opening: None 
Access manhole (roof): None 
Access manway (cone): None 
Aeration-duct opening: None 

Bottom-cone opening: Int'lated tire tube 
Top-cone opening: Vehicle weaîher stripping 
Access manhole (roof): Vehicle weather stripping 
Access manway (cone): Vehicle weather stripping 
Aeration-duct opening: Silicone caulking 

Bottom-cone opening: lnflated tire tube 
Topcone opening: Vehicle weather stripping 
Access manhole (roof): Vehicle weather stripping 
Access manway (cone): Vehicle weather stripping 
Aeration-duct opening: Silicone caulkùig 

Bottom-cone opening: Infiated tire tube 
Top-cone opening: Vehicle weather stripping 
Access manhole (roof): Vehicle weather stripping 
Access manway (cone): Vehicle weather stripping 
Aeration-duct opening: Silicone caulking 

Bottom-cone opening: Infiated tire tube 
Top-cone opening: Vehicle weather stripping 
Access manhole (roof): Vehicle weather stripping 
Access manway (cone): Vehicle weather stripping 

top valve open 

ai i  valves open, 
(forced recircuiation 

for initial 23 h) 

al1 vaIves open 

al1 valves open 

al1 valves open 

top valve open 

al1 valves open, 
for ced recirculation 

all valves open, 
forced recirculation 

Aeration-duct opening: Silicone cadkhg 

B2 



- - 

Experiment Description of S e h g  Recircutation 

Bottom-cone opening: Inflated tire tube 
Top-cone openïng: Vehicle weather stripping 
Access manhole (roof): Vehicle weather stripping 
Access manway (cone): Vehicle weather stripping 
Aeration-dud opening: Silicone cadkhg 

Bottom-cone opening: Trough-shaped lid 
Togcone opening: Vehïcle weattier stripping, clamped 
Access manhole (roof): Vehicle weather stripping, clamped 
Access manway (cone): Vehicle weatber stripping, clamped 
Aeration-duct opening: Silicone caulking 

Bottom-cone opening: Trough-shaped lid, corners fixed 
Topcone opening: Vehicle weather stripping, clamped 
Access manhole (roof): Vehicle weather stripping, clamped 
Access manway (cone): Vehicle weather stripping, clamped 
Aeration-duct opening: Silicone caulking 

Bo ttom-cone opening: Trough-shaped lid, corners fxed 
Top-cone opening: Vehicle weather stripping, clamped 
Access manhote (roof): Vehicle weather stripping, clamped 
Access manway (cone): Vehicle weather stripping, clamped 
Aeration-duct O pening: Silicone caulking 

Bottom-cone opening: Trough-shaped lid, corners fured 
Togcone opening: Isolated ventilation opening, clamped 
Access manhole (roof): Vehicle weather stripping, clarnped 
Access manway (cone): Vehicle weather stripping, clamped 
Aeration-duct O pening: Silicone caukng 

Bottom-cone opening: Trough-shaped lid, corners fixed 
Topcone opening: Isolated ventilation opening, clamped 
Access manhole (roof): Vehicle weather stripping, claniped 
Access manway (cone): Vehicle weather stripping, clarnped 
Aeration-duct opening: Silicone caulIiing 

Bottom-cone opening: Fiat lid 
Topcone opening: Isolated ventilation opening, clamped 
Access manhole (roof): Neoprene rubber, clamped 
Access manway (cone): Neoprene rubber, clamped 
Aeration-duct opening: Silicone caulking 

Bottom-cone opening: Fiat lid 
Topcone opening: lsolated ventilation opening, clamped 
Access manhole (roof): Neoprene rubber, clamp4 
Access manway (cone): Neoprene rubber, clamped 

ail valves open, 
forced recirculation 

top valve open 

top valve open 

al1 valves open, 
forced recirculation 

top valve open 

al1 valves open, 
forced recirculation 

valve open 

al1 valves open, 
forced recirculation 

Aeration-duct O pening: Silicone c a u h g  

B3 



Exneriment Description of S e h g  

Bottom-cone opening: Flat lid 
Top-cone opening: lsolated ventilation opening clamped 
Access manhole (roof): Neoprene rubber, clam@ 
Access manway (cone): Neuprene rubber, clamped 
Aeration-du& O pening: Silicone c a u h g  

Bottom-cane openllig: Fht lid 
Togcone opening: Isolaîed ventilation opening, clam@ 
Access manhole (roof): Neogrene rubber, clamped 
Access manway (cone): Neoprene rubber, clamped 
Aeration-duct opening: Silicone caulkuig 

Bottom-cone opening: Flat lid 
Top-cone opening: Ffat lid 
Access manhole (roof): Flat lid 
Access manway (cone): Flat Iid 
Aeration-duct opening: Hat Lid 

Bottom-cone opening: Hat lid 
Top-cone opening: Hat lid 
Access manhole (roof): Hat lid 
Access manway (cone): FIat lid 
Aeration-duct opening: Hat lid 

Bottom-cone opening: Trough-shapai lid, corners fixed 
Top-cone opening: Isolated ventilation opening, clamped 
Access manhole (roof): Vehicle weather stripping, clamped 
Access manway (cone): Vehicle weather stripping, clamped 
Aeration-duct O pening : Silicone cadkbg 

Bottom-cone opening: Flat lid 
Topcone opening: Isolated ventilation openhg clamped 
Access manhole (roof): Neoprene rubber, clamped 
Access manway (cone): Neoprene nibber, clamped 
Aeration-duct opening: Silicone ca&g 

Bottom-cone opening: Flat lid 
Top-cone opening: Isolated ventilation opening, clamped 
Access manhole (roof) : Neoprene rubber, clamped 
Access manway (cone): Neoprene rubber, clamped 
Aer ation-duct opening: Silicone caulking 

Bottom-cone opening: Flat lid 
Top-cone opening: Isolated ventilation opening, clamped 
Access manhole (roof): Neoprene rubber, clamped 
Access manway (cone): Neoprene rubber, clamped 
Aeration-duct opening: Silicone ca&g 

a i l  vdves open, 
forced recirculation 

dl valves open, 
forced recirculation 

top valve open 

al1 valves open, 
forced recirculation 

al1 valves closed, 
dry ice pellets on 

grain 

al1 valves closed, 
dry ice pellets on 

grain 

dl valves closed, 
dry ice pellets on 

ail valves closed, 
dry ice pellets on 

grain 



Appendix C - Data from Seaüng Experiments 

Carbon dioxide conce~ltration data for experhents S 1.1 through S 15.3 conducteci in two fidi-size 
welded-steel hopper bins locstcd at the Glenlca Rcscanh Station diiriog the summer and auhrmn of 
1995. Mcan, standard &viatim (SD.), d d c i e n t  of variation (CV) valus were caldated for each 
sampling time of each nrpaiment dong four radü (R,, R, $, and R,,), the bin centdine, and for the 
entire bin Som data points were excludeci h m  analysis (experiments S 14.1 through S 15 -3, indicated 
by *) dm to sampimg tubes kcaning pluggd with d s&ds and wheat kernek when grain was added 
to the b k  The sampling locations and bin radïi are labeued in the followùig figure. 

Centreline 



Appendix C - Data f h m  Sealing Experiments 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R, Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R, Mean (%) 
S .D. 
cv (%) 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Al1 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Refer to page C 1 for representation of the bin 



Appendix C - Data fiom Sealing Experiments 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R-2 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Meau (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

AU Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Refer to page C 1 for representation of the bin locations. 



Appendix C - Data Eom Sealing ExperUnents 

Bin CO, Concentration 

S.D. 

R2 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

S.D. 

S.D. 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

S.D. 

Refer to page Cl for a v i d  representation of the bin locations. 

C4 



Appendix C - Data fiom Sealing Experllnents 

Bin CO, Concentration 
Location (%) 

52.2 S2.2 S2.2 S2.2 S2.2 S2.2 S2.2 S2.3 

R 1 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R, Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S .D. 
cv (%) 

Rs Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Al1 Mean (%) 
S.D. 

Refer to page C 1 for of the bin 



Appendix C - Data fiom Seaihg Experiments 

Bin 
Location 

CO, Concentration 
(%) 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (Yo) 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Ali Mean (%) 
S.D. 

of the locations. 



Appendix C - Data fiom Sealing Experimenb 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

RI Mean (Yo) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R2 Mean (%) 
S .D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

k Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Al1 Mean (%) 
S.D. 

bin 



Appendix C - Data iÏom Sealing Expaiments 

Bin CO, Concentration 
Location ('w 

S3.1 S3.1 S4.1 S4.1 S4.1 S4.1 S4.1 S4.1 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

R, Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 
Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (Oh) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

AU Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

to page CI for representation of the bin locations. 



Appendix C - Data fkom Sealing Experiments 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

b Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Ra, Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (Yo) 
S .D. 
cv (%) 

Ai1 Mean(%) 
S.D. 



CO, Concentration 
Location ('W 

S5.2 S5.2 S5.2 SS.2 S5.2 S5.3 S5.3 S5.3 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R2 Mean (%) 
S.D. 

S.D. 
cv (%) 

k Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

All Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Refer to page C 1 for of the locations. 



Appendix C - Data fiom Sealing Experiments 

Rt Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

b Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Ni Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Refer to page C 1 for a visual representation of the bin locations. 



Appendix C - Data fiom Seahg Experiments 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

b Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

- 
v 

- - 

. - 

cv (%) 

Refer to page Cl for a visuaI 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R-4 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

All Mean (%) 
S.D. 

of the bin locations. 



Appendix C - Data fkom Sealing Experiments 

Bill 
Location 

CO, Concentration 
(%) 

R, M& (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

b Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

All Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Refer to page C 1 for 



Appendix C - Data fiom Seaüng Experiments 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

b Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 
Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Ail Mean (Yo) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Refer to page Cl for a visuai representation of the bin locations. 

C l 4  



Appendix C - Daia h m  Sealing Experimenîs 

Bin CO, Concentration 
Location ('W 

S1O.l S10.1 S10.1 S10.1 S10.1 s10.1 s10.1 s11.1 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

b Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

IZ Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Al1 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Refer to page C 1 for 



Appendix C - Data fiom Sealing Experiments 

RI Mean (Yo) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

& Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R, Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R.,, Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (Yo) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

All Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

to page C 1 for representation of the bin locations. 



Appendix C - Data fiom Sealing Experiments 

Bin 
Location 

CO, Concentration 

S.D. 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

k Mean (%) 
S .D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

AU Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Refer to page C 1 for a visual representation of the bin locations. 



Appendix C - Data fiom Sealing Experiments 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
I l  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

RI Mean (Oh) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 
Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

All Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

32h 44h SOh 56h 68h 73 h 80h 92h 

41.3 45.2 44.3 42.5 41.5 38.0 35.4 35.1 
41.6 47.3 45.4 45.4 43.1 42.7 40.4 36.5 
43.3 47.6 47.3 45.9 43.4 43.0 42.1 35.9 
43.1 46.7 46.2 46.8 42.8 43.3 42.4 37.1 
42.4 40.1 49.2 47.8 43.4 43.8 42.9 40.2 
43.7 47.4 49.5 48.4 43.2 44.6 43.5 36.1 
45.0 49.3 49.9 47.2 45.0 44.0 43.2 40.3 
45.1 49.2 49.8 49.3 68.5 44.7 43.8 40.3 
40.4 43.6 46.3 48.0 45.5 43.0 43.0 38.9 
43.8 40.2 47.6 48.9 42.4 44.6 42.9 40.3 
43.5 48.0 48.1 47.2 40.8 43.7 43.3 41.1 
42.1 27.6 46.7 46.3 41.8 44.0 42.9 38.0 
40.6 45.6 46.9 44.6 41.3 42.7 41.8 37.3 
44.5 48.6 46.6 48.5 44.9 43.7 43.4 40.3 
39.7 41.5 46.1 47.2 43.2 44.2 42.5 38.8 
42.8 46.5 47.3 43.9 41.6 43.1 40.8 36.7 
41.4 47.2 47.2 47.3 44.2 43.7 42.1 39.4 
43.7 48.4 48.3 47.7 44.8 44.5 43.4 40.3 
44.4 47.6 42.3 48.0 44.6 44.1 43.4 35.6 

42.7 40.6 47.1 45.4 42.3 43.4 41.9 36.9 
0.60 11.24 0.35 1.29 0.99 0.55 1.06 1.06 

1 28 1 3 2 1 3 3 

Refer to page C 1 for a visual representation of the bin locations. 

Cl8 



Appendk C - Data fkom Sealing Experiments 

CO, Concentration 
(%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S .D. 
cv (%) 

R-4 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Al1 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Refèr to page C 1 for a visuaI representation of the bin locations. 

Cl9 



Appendix C - Data from Sealhg Experiments 

Bin CO, Concentration 
Location W) 

s12.2 S12.3 S12.3 S12.3 S12.3 S12.3 S12.3 S12.3 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R2 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

All Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

of the 



Apperidix C - Data f?om Sealing Experiments 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R, Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R, Mean (%) 
S .D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Ail Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Refer to page C 1 for a visuai representation of the bin Iocations. 
* Not included in analysis. 



Appendix C - Data h m  Sealing Experiments 

- pp 

Bin CO, Concentration 
Location (%) 

S13.1 S13.2 S13.2 S13.2 S13.2 S14.1 S14.1 S14.1 

R, Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R, Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R, Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean(%) 
S.D. 

S.D. 
cv (%) 

of the bin locations. 
* Not included in analysis. 



AppendDr C - Data fiom Sealing Experimenîs 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R2 Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 
Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Al1 Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

&fer to page C 1 for a visual representation of the bin locations. 
* Not included in analysis. 



Appendtr C - Data fiom S&g Experimenîs 

Bin 
Location 

CO, Concentration 
(%) 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Ri Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R2 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R, Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

% Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

AU Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Refer to page Cl for a visual representation of the bin locations. 
* Not included in anaiysis. 



Appendix C - Data fiom Sealing Experiments 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

R, Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R, Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

All Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

of the bin locations. 
Not included in analysis. 

C25 



Appendix C - Data h m  Sealing Experiments 

Bin CO, Concentration 
Location (%) 

S15.2 S15.2 S15.2 S15.3 S15.3 Sl5.3 Sl5.3 S15.3 

RI Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R, Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 
Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

All Mean(%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Not included in anaiysis. 

C26 



Appendix C - Data h m  Sealing Experiments 

Bin CO, Concentration 
Location (%) 

S15.3 S15.3 S15.3 S15.3 S15.3 S15.3 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

& Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R-2 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

R3 Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

k Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Cent. Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

Ali Mean (%) 
S.D. 
cv (%) 

to page C 1 for representation the bin 

C27 

locations. 



Appendix D - Purging Data Collecteci from the Fuli-size Welded-steel Hopper Bins 

The experimental data coliected during purging of the welded-steel hopper bins with CO,. A brief 

summary of the purging trials is given below. 

Experiment F1.1: With îhe we1dBd-steei Hopper bin approxhately 75% fiHeci, 8 1.5 kg of dry ice 
was augered onto the grain surface. After closing the top, gases escaped 
through the bottom purge valve. 

Experiment F2.1: With the welded-steel hopper bin approximately 75% Wled, 88 kg of dry ice 
was augered onto the grain surface. After closing the top, gases escaped 
through the top purge vdve. 

ExpeNnent F3.1: With the welded-steeI hopper biu approximately 75% filleci, 83 kg of dry ice 
was piaced inside the steel holding box Gases escaped through the top purge 
vdve. 

Experiments F4.1 through F4.4: 
W1th the welded-steel hopper bin approximately 75% filled, 83 kg of dry ice 
was placed inside the steel holding box. Gases escaped through the bottom 
purge valve. 

Experiment F4.5: With the welded-steel hopper bin approximately 75% filled, 83 kg of dry ice 
was placed inside the steel holding box. Gases escaped through the bottom 
purge valve. PURGING DATA WERE NOT COLLECTED FOR THIS 
EXPERMENT. 

Experiments F4.6 through F4.9: 
With îhe welded-steel hopper bin approximately 75% filled, 107 kg of dry ice 
was placed inside the steel holding box Gases escaped through the bottom 
purge valve. 



Experimexit TieSince Temperanire Gauge Flow Concentration 
S tart Leaving Bin Pressure Leaving Bin Leaving Bin 

h i d e  Bin 

Excessive pressure forced water out of pressure relief valve. 



Experimenî T h e  Sincc Temperatme Gauge Flow Concentration 
S tart Leaving Bin Pressure Leaving Bin Leaving Bin 

Inside B i .  



Experiment Time Since T m i p t u n  Gauge Flow Concentration 
Start k v h g  Bin Pressure Leiving Bin Leaving Bin 

Inside Bin 



Appendir E - Data from Experimental Fumigations in Full-size Welded-steel Hopper Bhs  

Carboa ciioxide d ûmpabre data dataleded M n g  experimental fumigations in fdi-ske hopper bins. 

A brief nimmary of the e x p e m x d  details is given below. Data were collezted dong the cenirehe of 

the bm (locations O thmugb 10 as Uustrated in Figure 4.1) at daily intervals. Ambient temperature and 

gauge presstue inside the bin w m  also recorded at daily intervais. In ail cases, the bins were nIled to 

a capacity of apprm"iatdy 75% with wheaî Appmcbmteiy 83 kg of dry ice was added for the planned 

exposures of 10 ci, but 107 kg of dry ice was added for the planned exposures of 4 d. 

Experiment F 1.1 : Planned e x p o m  of 10 d, commencing with the first purgutg method 

Experiment F2.1: Plauned exponrn of 10 ci, commencing with the second purghg methd 

Experiment F3.1: Planned exponin of 10 d, cornmencing with the third purging method. 

Experiments F4.1 through F4.5 : 
Planned exposures of 10 cl, commencing with the fourth purging methd 

Experiments F4.6 through F4.9: 
Planned exposures of 4 d, commencing with the fourth purging method 



Experiment F 1.1 Test Bin A Mass of  Dry Ice Added: 8 1.5 kg Locations O through 10 correspond to those in Figure 4.1. 

May 18 May 19 May 20 May 21 
10 

May 22 
39 

May 23 
10 

May 24 
10 

Date May 15 May 16 
20 

May 17 

Pressure (Pa) 
Ambient 
ïempera hue 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

O 



Experiment F2.1 Test Bin B Mass of Dry Ice Added: 88 kg Locations O lhrough 10 correspond to chose in Figure 4.1. 

June 3 
- - -  

June 1 
- 

June 2 Date May 29 May 30 
20 

May 3 1 June 4 June 5 June 6 June 7 
Pressure (Pa>- 
- - . . . - . . 

Ambient 
Temperature 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

O 

47.0% 
lï.8OC 
46.7% 
15.g°C 
47.1% 
7.g0c 
47.1% 
7.8"C 

47.6% 
7.4"C 
47.5% 
7.g0c 

46.8% 
5.5"C 
46.8% 
5. 1°C 

46.0% 
8.7OC 

45 .O% 
8.8"C 
46.3% 
IO. 1°C 



Experiment F3.1 Test Bin A Mass of Dry Ice Added: 83 kg Locations O through 1 O correspond to those in Figure 4.1. 
Date June 1 1  June 12 June 13 June 14 June 15 June 16 June 17 June 18 June 19 June 20 
Pressure (Pa) 
Ambient 
Temperature 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

O 



Experiment F4.1 Test Bin B Mass of Dry Ice Added: 83 kg Locations O îhrough 10 comspond to those in Figure 4.1. 

Date lune 25 June 26 June 27 June 28 June 30 July 1 
20 

July 2 
29 

July 3 
20 

July 4 
20 Pressure (Pa) 

Ambient 
Temperature 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

O 

NIA 



Experiment F4.2 Test Bin A Mass of Dry Ice Added: 83 kg Locations O through 10 correspond to those in Figure 4.1. 

Date July 10 
450 

Juiy 11 
39 

July 12 
29 

July 13 July 14 July 15 Juiy 16 July 17 Juiy 18 
157 Pressure (Pa) 

Ambient 
Temperature 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

O 



Experiment F4.3 Test Bin B Mass of Dry Ice Added: 83 kg Locations O through 10 correspond to those in Figure 4.1. 
Date July 23 

235 
July 25 July 26 

20 
July 27 July 28 July 29 

39 
July 30 July 3 1 Aug. 1 

39 Pressure (Pa) 
Ambient 
Temperature 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

O 



Locations O through 10 correspond to those in Figure 4.1. 

Oct. 10 Oct. 11 Oct. 12 Oct. 13 Oct. 14 Oct. 8 
'ressure (Pa) 
hbient 
remperature 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

O 



Experiment F4.5 Test Bin B Mass of Dry Ice Added: 83 kg Locations O through 10 correspond to those in Figure 4.1. 
Date Oct. 20 Oct. 2 1 Oct. 23 Oct. 24 Oct. 25 
Pressure (Pa) 
Ambient 
Tempera ture 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

O 



Experiment F4.6 Test Bin A Mass of Dxy Ice Added: 107 kg Locations O through 10 correspond to those in Figure 4.1. 

Aug. 7 Aug. 8 Aug. 9 
20 

Aug. 10 

39 
Aug. 11 Aug. 12 



Experimeemt F4.7 Test Bin B Mass of Dry Ice Added: 107 kg Locations O through 1 0 comspond to those in Figure 4.1. 

kssure (Pa) 
ùnbient 
i'emperature 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

O 

Aug. 14 Aug. 15 
- - 

Aug. 16 
29 

Aug. 17 
39 





Expriment F4.9 Test Bin A Mass of Dry Ice Added: 107 kg Locations O through 10 correspond to those in Figure 4.1. 

Pressure (Pa) 
hbient 
ièrnperature 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

O 

Sept. 27 Sept. 29 Sept. 30 
20 



Appendix F - Mortality of Caged Insects Exposed to Fumigation With CO, 

C a g d  adult C. fimgineus were p l a d  throughout the graiu bulk in a total of five experiments. 

Experimenis F4.3, F4.4, and F4.5 were 104 hanigations while F4.8 and F4.9 were 4-ci fumigations. 

E i  16 or 32 cages wae pl& througborit the gFam buik with 100 iaçects in each cage. Refer to Figs. 

6.2 d 6.3 for locafim ofthe insect cages. Iaseds m coimol cages were not exposed to the hnnigations. 



C CC, C C C  C 



A p p d i x  F - Mortality of Caged Insects Exposeci to Fumigation With CO, 

Experiment F4.5 Experiment F4.8 

* Control cages not exposed to CO2 fumigation 
' h e c t  cages were not placcd at these locations. 



Appendix F - Mortality of Cage- insects Exposed to Fumigation With CO, 



Appendix G - Data from Fumigation of Uncaged Insects 

Carbon dioxide and temperature data coiiected dltring an experimental Wgation of uncaged insects 

in a sealed welded-steel hopper bin (biu C) located at the Agriculture Canada Research Station at 

GIealea, MB. Data were coiIected dong the centreline of the bin (iocations O through 3, with O closest 

to the bottom) at daily intervals. Ambient tanpenture and gauge pressure inside the bin were also 

recorded at daily intervals. ï h e  bin was filled to a capacity 3f approximately 75% with wheat. The 

fumigation atmosphere was generated with 14 kg of dry ice. 



Experiment F4.10 Test Bin C Mass of Dry Ice Added: 14 kg 

Date 
Pressure (Pa) 
h b i e n t  
I'emperature 

3 

2 

1 

O 

- 

Aug. 20 Aug. 2 1 Aug. 22 Aug. 23 Aug. 24 Aug. 25 
78 215 196 98 

Aug. 28 
117 

Aug. 26 
235 

Aug. 27 
215 



Appendix H - Mortality of Adult C fmgi'nerrs due to CO, Exposure 

Cases of adult C. fermgineus mortality due to CO2 found in the scientific literature. For each source, 

temperature, CO2 concentration, and exposure t h e  are Listeci. The data corresponding to a 

temperature of approximately 25OC were used to obtain an anpirical equation relating CQ 

concentration (%) to the exposure time (h) required to atîain complete insect mort*. 

Source Temperature CO2 Concentration Exposure tirne 
("0 ("/O) 0i) 

White et al. 1988 10 94.1 to 74.7 168 

White and Jayas 199 1 12 to 15 > 15 1 008 

White et al. 1988 20 > 54 168 

Rameshbabu et al. 199 1 20 90 96 

White et al. 1990b 25*3 20 I 008 

White and Jayas 1993 25 to 20 29 336 

Anonymous 1983 20 to 29 40 3 12 

Anonymous 1983 20 to 29 60 96 

Anonymous 1983 20 to 29 80 72 

Anonymous 1983 20 to 29 100 48 

Shunmugam et al. 1993 30 30 192 

Shunmugam et al. 1993 30 40 192 

Shunmugam et al. 1993 30 60 72 



Appendir 1 - Cornputer Program used to Calculate COz Loss 

List of Program Variables 

C = CO, concentration (%) 

V = volume b m  whieh the CO2 is leaking (m3) 

S = a m  of hole (m3 

Et = experimental duration (s) 

TC = temperature (OC) 

TK = temperature (K) 

P = pressure &Pa) 

R = universal gas constant (kPa.dm3~mol-'.KI) 

M = molecular mass of CO, (u) 

agn = Avogadro's number 

N = number of molecules of CO, 

D = diffusion coefficient of CO, through air (rn2.s-') 

deLX = thickness of bras film (m) 

rho = density of CO, (kg~m*~) 

NSTART = number of molecules of CO, at start 

NLOST = number of m o l d e s  of CO, lost f?om bin 

GLOST = mass of CO, lost fiom bin (g) 

delC = concentration gradient across boundrvy 

J = molecular flux (kgos-'*ms) 

vel = velocity of CO2 m o l d e s  (m*sS1) 

deiN = number of molecules of CO, going through the hole in time Et 

adcN = number of molecules of CO, entering the head Wace fiom the grain bulk 



Cakulating CO, Loss from Pilot Bins: 

The foiiowing amputer program was used to calculate the predicted CO, loss fiom the pilot 

b k .  The program was written in the qbasic programmllig Ianguage. ARer input of the required data 

(ie.. initial CO, com3entratiox1, bin volume, hole ana, duration of experiment, average temperature. and 

CO, density), the program cornputes: 1) the nimiber of molecules of CO2 leaving the head space of the 

bm through a hole of known area and 2) the number of molecules of CO, entering the head space fiom 

the grain bulk For the pilot bins, the bin volume was approximated ushg only the head space. The 

nilmber of mollecules leavhg the head space was calculated using the equation presented by Beniardini 

(1989) with the velocity of the m o l d e s  caiculated using the diffusion rate of CO, through air. Because 

the velocity depends cm the ooitceab'ation gradient, it decreases as CO, moIecdes pass through the hole. 

The 1w of CO, f?om the pilot bins \vas calculated iteratively with a new CO, concentration calculated 

for each time step. The number of molecules aitering the head space fkom the grain bu& was calculated 

using a ratio of the ciifhion coefficient of CO, through grain to that of CO, through air. 



REM %as Loss fiam Pilot Binsn 
REM "Written by D. Mann" 
REM "DeCernber 1997" 
CLS : PRINT : PRiNT 
INPUT ; "What is the initial CO2 concentration"; C: PRINT 
INPUT ; "What is the volume of the bin"; V: PRIM 
INPUT ; "What is the area of the hob"; S: PRINT 
INPUT ; "What is the duration of the experiment (s)"; Et: PRINT 
INPUT ; "What is the average temperature (C)"; TC: PRINT 
INPUT ; "What is the density"; ho: PRINT 
TK = 273.15 +TC 
P = 101.33 
R = 8.3 144 
M = 44.01 
agn = 6.022E+23 
REM The initiai nurnber of molecuIes of CO2 inside the pilot bin is calculatd" 
N = ( ( P * C l  100*V* 1000)l(R*TK)) *agn 
REM "The d i f i i o n  coefficient of CO2 through air is calcuiated? 
D = (8.54E-08 * (TC - 3)) + .O000142 
deiX = .O0022 
NSTART = N 
NLOST = O 
GLOST = O 
FOR Y = O TO Et STEP 3600 

delC = ,0196 * (C - -03) 
J =D *delC/deUC 
vel = J / rho 
deIN = (N * S * vel * 3600) 1 V 
adciN = deIN * 4.1 1E-O6 / D 
N=N-delN+addN 
NLOST = NLOST + deiN 
detN = O 
addN = O 
C = (((N * M) / (agn * IO00 * V)) 1.0196) + .O3 

NEXT Y 
REM "The total mass of CO2 lost is caIculated." 
GLOST = NLOST * M I agn 
PRINT ; "The total g r a m  of CO2 lost is"; GLOST 
END 



Calculating CO, Loss from Fuksize Bhs: 

The foiiowing oanputer program was usexi to calculate the predicted CO, loss fiom the W-size 

bins. The program was w r i ~  in the qbasic programmïng language. Mer input of the nquired data 

(ie., initial CO, -on, bin volume, hole ana, duration of experiment, average temperature, and 

CO, dmsity), the program cornputes: 1) the nimiber of molecules of CO, Ieaving the head space of the 

bin through a hole of known area and 2) the number of molecules of  CO, entering the head space fiom 

the grain b u k  For the full-size bins, the bin volume was approximated using an assurned head space 

(i.e., 6.2 m3 for bins A & B; 1.0 d for bin C). The number of molecules leaving the head space wzis 

caicuiated using thc equatioa presented by Banarduii (1989) with the velocity of the molecules (Le., 2.82 

m d )  calculated based on the rate of gas movement through the recirculation pump. The number of 

molecules entering the head space fiom the grain buik was calculated assuming b a t  they would be 

entering the head space one-third as fast as they are leaving. 



REM "Gas Loss firom Full-size Bins" 
REM 'Writtea by D. Manu" 
REM "January 1998" 
CLS : PRINT : P m  
INPUT ; What is the initial CO2 caicentration"; C: PRINT 
INPUT ; "What is the volume ofthe bin"; V: PRINT 
INPUT ; "What is the area of the hole"; S: PRINT 
WUT ; "What is the duration of the experiment (s)"; Et: PRINT 
INPUT ; 'Wbat is the average tanperatirre (C)"; TC: PRINT 
INPUT ; Vhat is the density"; ho: PRiNT 
TK=273.15 +TC 
P = 101.33 
R = 8.3 144 
M = 44.01 
agn = 6.022E+23 
REM "The initial number of molecdes of CO2 inside the M-size bin is calculated." 
N=((P C l  100 * V  * 1000)/(R* TK)) agn 
vel = 2.82 
NSTART = N 
NLOST = O 
GLOST = O 
FOR Y = O TO Et STEP 3600 

d e N = ( N * S * v e l * 3 6 0 0 ) / V  
addN = deN / 3 
N=N-deN+addN 
NLOST = NLOST + deIN 
delN = O 
addN = O 

NEXT Y 
REM "The total m a s  of CO2 lost is calculated." 
GLOST = NLOST M / agn 
PRMT ; "The total gram of CO2 lost is"; GLOST 
END 



Appendu J - Pressure Decay Data for Pilot Bins 

ExpaÈaital data fa  pressure d e t q  tim vs. leskage ana collected using the three sizes of wheat-filleci 

drums. The dnms were pressirrized with air to an initial pressure of 1.5 kPa and the decaying pressure 

was noaded by a digital micromanometer at specifïed intervals. The temperature inside the d n q  T, 

and the ambient temperature, T, were measured using type T copper-constantan therrnocouples. 

For specific data, refer to the following pages: 

DrumA,Ha 
D m  B, Ha 
D m  C, Ho 
DnunA,Ha 
Dnun B, Ho 
D m  C, Ho 
D m  A, Ha 
D m  B, Ho 
Dnim C, Ho 
DnimA,Ha 
Drum B, Ho 
DrUm C, Ho 
Dxum A, Ha 
Drum B, Ho 
Drum C, Ho 

le s k  = 1.5 mm diameter 
,e size = 1.5 mm diameter: 
,e size = 1.5 mm diameter: 
le size = 1.3 mm diameter: 
e size = 1.3 mm diameter. 
e size = 1.3 mm diameter: 
le size = 1.1 mm diameter: 
e size = 1.1 mm diameter: 
e size = 1.1 mm diameter: 
le size = 0.8 mm diameter: 
e size = 0.8 mm diameter 
e size = 0.8 mm diameter: 
le size = 0.6 mm diameter 
e size = 0.6 mm diameter 
e size = 0.6 mm diameter: 

page 52 
Page J3 
page J4 
page J5 
page J6 
page J7 
page J8 
pages J9- 10 
page JI1 
pages 512-13 
pages J14-16 
page J17 
pages J18-20 
pages J2 1-25 
pages J26-27 



hm A. Hole size = 1.5 mm diameter 

Tirne 
(min: s) 
0o:oo 
00:o 1 
00:02 
00:03 
00:04 
00:05 
00:06 
00:07 
00:OS 
00:09 
00: 1 O 
00: 1 1 
00: 12 
00: 13 
00: 14 
00:15 
00:16 
00: 17 
00: 18 
00: 19 
00:20 
00:2 1 

Pressure T,, T, 
(kPa) (OC) (OC) 
1-51 11.0 13.6 

Pressure T, T, 
@Pa) (OC)  (OC) 
1.51 11.2 13.5 

Pressure T, T, 
(Wa) (OC) ( O C )  

1.51 11.9 14.0 

Replicate 4 

Pressure T, Ta 
v a )  ( O C )  ("C) 
1.51 11.1 12.9 

Replicate 5 
Pressure T, T, 

&Pa) (OC) ("C) 
1.51 10.2 14.2 



Pressure Td T, 

@Pa) (OC) ("C) 
1.56 7.4 15.0 

Pressure Td T, 
&Pa) ("C) (OC) 
1.51 13.6 14.9 

Pressure T, T, 
@Pa) ("C) ("C) 
1.51 10.1 14.5 

-. 

Pressure T, Ta 
(kPa) (OC) (OC) 
1.51 13.3 15.4 

Pressure T, T, 
&Pa) (OC) (OC) 
1.51 7.8 14.7 



T h e  
(min :s) 
0o:oo 
00:05 
00: 10 
00: 15 
00:20 
00:25 
00:30 
00:35 
00:40 
00:45 
00:50 
0055 
0 1:oo 
0 1 :O5 

Replicate 1 

Pressure T, Ta 
(Wa) (OC) (OC) 
1.61 6.3 21.7 

size = 1.5 mm diarneter 
Replicate 2 

Pressure T, Ta 
&Pa) (OC) (OC) 

1.56 12.2 23.4 
1.46 -1.7 23.1 
1.32 3.1 22.8 
1.22 1.6 22.6 
1.07 -3.9 22.9 
0.98 0.5 22.7 
0.88 3.1 23.1 
0.78 11.6 22.9 
0.73 4.3 22.0 
0.63 -3.4 23.1 
0.54 1.3 23.2 
0.49 -0.3 22.6 
0.44 -8.9 22.9 
0.39 9.2 23.3 

Replicate 3 
Pressure T, T, 

(kPa) (OC) (OC) 
1.56 -10.1 22.5 

Replicate 4 
Pressure T, T, 

&Pa) (OC) (OC) 
1.61 -5.1 14.0 

Replicate 5 

&Pa) (OC) (OC) 

1.56 -5.8 21.1 







I size = 1.3 mm diameter 
Replicate 1 

Pressure T, T, 

(kPa) (OC) (OC) 

1.56 10.9 21.3 

Replicate 2 
Pressure T, T, 

&Pa) ( O C )  (OC) 
1.56 10.4 21.6 

Replicate 3 
Pressure T, T, 
&Pa) (OC) (OC) 
1.56 9.0 22.1 

Replicate 4 
Pressure T,, T, 

(kPa) (OC) (OC) 
1.56 7.6 21.7 

&Pa) ("C) (OC) 
1.56 4.0 22.0 



t size = 1.1  mm diameter 
RepIicate 1 

Pressure Td T, 

&Pa) (OC) (OC) 
1.56 13.4 13.8 

Replicate 2 
Pressure Td T, 

@Pa) (OC) ("C) 

Replicate 3 

Pressure Td Ta 
@Pa) (OC) (OC) 

Replicate 4 
Pressure T, T, 

(kPa) (OC) ( O C )  &Pa) ( O C )  (OC) 

1.56 13.5 14.3 



T h e  
(min :s) 
0o:oo 
Oo:o 1 
00:02 
00:03 
00:04 
0o:os 
00:06 
00:07 
00:08 
00:09 
00: 10 
00: 1 1 
00: 12 
00: 13 
00: 14 
00: 15 
00: 1 6 
00: 17 
00: 18 
00:19 
00:20 
00:2 1 
00:22 
00:23 
00:24 
00:25 
00:26 
00:27 
00:28 

Replicate 2 
Pressm T, T, 

@Pa) (OC) (OC) 

1.56 12.1 14.3 

Replicate 3 
Pressure T, T, 

O a )  (OC) (OC) 
1.56 9.7 13.8 

Replicate 4 
Pressure T, T, 

ocpli) ("C) (OC) 
1.56 12.2 15.7 

Replicate 5 
Pressure T, Ta 

&Pa) (OC) (OC) 

1.56 3.0 14.6 



Pressure T, T, 
&Pa) (OC) ( O C )  

0.88 10.4 15.4 

Replicate 2 ! Replicate 3 

Pressure 

O 
0.88 
O. 83 
0.83 
0.78 
0.78 
0.73 
0.73 
0.73 
0.73 
0.68 
0.68 
0.63 
0.63 
0.63 
0.59 
0.59 

T d  T, 
(OC) ("C) 
12.2 15.2 
12.0 15.3 
8.3 14.8 
12.4 14.9 
10.5 15.1 
9.0 15.4 
8.2 15,1 
11.8 15.4 
11.2 15.1 
7.7 14.1 
11.3 15.6 
10.3 14.5 
13.4 15.6 
8.5 15.3 
11.8 14.7 
10.6 15.2 

Pressure Td T, 
(kPa) ( O C )  ( O C )  

0.88 10.9 14.6 

Replicate 4 

Pressure Td T, 

(kPa) ( O C )  ( O C )  

0.88 11.6 14.1 

Replicate 5 
Pressure Td T, 

@Pa) ( O C )  ( O C )  

0.83 10.0 15.3 



h m  C, Ho 

T h e  
(Mn: s) 
0o:oo 
00:05 
00: 1 O 
00: 15 
00:20 
00:25 
00:30 
00:35 
00:40 
00:45 
00350 
00:55 
0l:OO 
O 1 :O5 
01: 10 
01:15 
0 1 :20 
01:25 
0 1 :3O 

size = 1 . 1  mm diameter 
Replicate 1 

Pressure T, T, 
@Pa) (OC) ("C) 
1.56 4.9 22.8 

Replicate 2 
Pressure T, T, 
@Pa) (OC) ("C) 
1.56 -4.4 22.4 

Replicate 3 
Pressure Td T, 
va) ("C) ("C) 
1.56 -3.2 22.7 

J l l  

Replicate 4 
Pressure Td T, 
@.Pa) (OC) (OC) 

Replicate 5 
Pressure Td Tm 

&Pa) ("C) ("C) 



Redicate 1 

Pressure Td T, 
&Pa) (OC) ( O C )  

1.56 8.8 13.3 

Redicate 2 

Pressun T, T, 
(kPa) ("C) ("C) 

Pressure Td T, 
&Pa) ( O C )  ( O C )  

11.8 13.8 

Pressure Td T, 
V a )  ("C) ( O C )  

1.56 12.7 14.1 
&Pa) (OC) ( O C )  

1.56 12.2 14.3 



T h e  
(min: s) 
00:29 
00:30 
00:3 1 
00:32 
00:33 
00:34 
00:35 
00:36 
00:37 
00:38 
00:39 
00:40 
OO:4 1 
00:42 
00:43 

-- 

Replicate 1 
Pressure T, T, 

v a )  (OC) (OC) 
0.73 13.9 14.6 

(continued) 
Replicate 2 

Pressure T, T, 

Ma) ("C) (OC) 
0.68 12.9 14.1 

Pressure T, T, 

(kPa) (OC) ("C) 
0.68 9.8 14.4 

Reolicate 4 
Pressure T, Ta 

@Pa) ("C) (OC) 

0.68 9.5 13.7 

Pressure Td T, 
(kPa) (OC) ("C) 
0.73 13.0 14.1 



cl- ' n q w . ?  ??-- ?-zqeq?q - ? * * ~ % ~ C j  - '  * , d & , = ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = g ; ~ ~ 0 0 0 0 ~ \ 0  = 







Replicate 1 
Pressure Td Ta 

&Pa) ("C) ("C) 
1.56 

Replicate 2 
Pressure Td T, 

(kPa) (OC) (OC) 
-3.6 22.5 

Pressure Td T, 
&Pa) (OC) (OC) 
1.56 4.2 22.1 

Redicate 4 
Pressure T,, Ta 
(kPa) (OC) (OC) 

--- 

Pressure T, T, 
&Pa) (OC) ("C) 







I size = 0.6 mm diameter 
Replicate 1 

Pressure T, T, 
Ma) (OC) ( O C )  

0.73 11.4 14.4 
0.68 13.4 13.1 
0.68 12.0 13.5 
0.68 12.0 14.5 
0.68 12.6 14.7 
0.63 12.9 14.5 
0.63 12.0 15.2 
0.63 9.8 14.8 
0.63 14.4 13.7 
0.59 14.1 15.3 

(continuai) 
Replicate 2 

Pressure Td T, 
&Pa) (OC) (OC) 

0.68 12.2 14.9 
0.68 13.3 14,9 
0.68 13.2 15.2 
0.68 10.6 14.4 
0.68 12.3 14.2 
0.63 7.9 14.8 
0.63 12.2 14.4 
0.63 12.4 14.2 
0.63 12.6 14.7 
0.59 10.1 14.5 
0.59 12.0 14.7 
0.59 11.3 14.6 
0.59 11.2 14.8 

Replicate 3 
Pressure Td Ta 
&Pa) (OC) (OC) 

0.68 13.3 15.1 
0.68 13.1 14.9 
0.68 13.1 14.4 
0.68 10.5 13.9 
0.63 13.3 14.9 
0.63 12.1 13.9 
0.63 10.4 15.7 
0.63 O 1 14.2 
0.59 12.9 15.1 
0.59 11.0 13.9 

Replicate 4 
Pressure Td Ta 
Ma) ( O C )  (OC) 

0.68 11.6 13.8 
0.68 10.3 14.7 
0.63 8.8 14.6 
0.68 12.4 14.8 
0.63 10.8 14.7 
063 13.1 14.9 
0.63 11.2 14.1 
0.63 13.0 14.7 
0.59 9.4 14.6 
0.59 13.0 14.7 
0.59 11.1 14.7 
0.59 13.1 14.6 
0.59 6.5 14.4 
0.54 13.2 14.8 
0.54 11.6 14.4 
0.54 13.5 14.4 

Replicate 5 
Pnssure T, Ta 

&Pa) (OC) (OC) 

0.68 12.5 14.2 
0.68 11.9 14.4 
0.68 10.6 14.8 
0.68 12.9 14.9 
0.63 13.0 14.8 
0.63 13.2 14.7 
0.63 10.5 14.3 
0.63 11.8 14.2 
0.59 6.9 14.8 
0.59 12.9 14.8 
0.59 10.2 14.4 
0.59 13.0 14.6 



size = 0.6 mm diameter 
Replicate 1 

Pressure T, T, 

(kPa) (OC) (OC) 
1.56 11.8 15.9 

Replicate 2 
Pressure Td T, 

(kPa) (OC) (OC) 

1.56 8.8 15.4 

Replicate 3 

Pressure T, T, 

&Pa) (OC) (OC) 
1.56 12.0 15.2 

(kPa) ("C) (OC) 
1.56 12.2 15.0 

~ S U R  Td T, 
&.Pa) (OC) (OC) 



Pressure Td T, 
&Pa) (OC) (OC) 
1.37 12.4 15.5 

Pressure Td T, 
&Pa) ("C) (OC) 
1.37 9.9 14.9 

Replicate 3 
Pressure T,, T, 

(kPa) ("C) (OC) 
9 14.6 

Replicate 4 

Pressure Td T, 
&Pa) ("C) (OC) 
1.37 10.6 15.0 

PESSUR Td T, 
&Pa) (OC) (OC) 







size = 0.6 mm diameter 
Replicate 1 

Pressure Td T, 
@Pa) (OC) ("C) 
-0.10 11.0 15.8 

(con tinued) 
Replicate 2 

Pressure T, T, 
@Pa) (OC) (OC) 
0.78 9.1 15.2 

Replicate 3 
Pressure Td Ta 

&Pa) ("C) ("C) 
0.78 

Replicate 4 
Pressure Td T, 

&Pa) ("C) (OC) 

Replicate 5 
Pressure Td T, 
&Pa) (OC) (OC) 



size = 0.6 mm diameter 
Replicate 1 

Pressure Td T, 

(kPa) (OC) (OC) 

1.56 5.6 22.9 

Replicate 2 
Pressure Td T, 

&Pa) ("C) ("C) 
1.56 -2.7 22.8 

Replicate 3 
Pressure Td T, 

@Pa) ("C) (OC) 

1.56 10.0 22.7 

Replicate 4 
Pressure T, T, 
&Pa) ("C) (OC) 

Replicate 5 
Pressure T,, T, 

&Pa) (OC) (OC) 



hum C, Hol 

The  
(min:s) 
02:25 
02:30 
02:35 
02:40 
02:45 
O250 
O2:5 5 
03:OO 
03:05 
03: 10 
03:15 
03:20 
03:25 
03:30 
03:35 
03:40 
03:45 
O350 
03:55 
04:OO 
04305 
04: 10 
04:15 
04:20 
04:25 
04:30 
04:35 
04:40 
04:45 

Pressure T, T, 
&Pa) (OC) (OC) 
1.03 8.4 23.4 

(continuai) 
Replicate 2 

?ressure Td T, 
@Pa) ("C) ("C) 
1.03 -1.4 22.8 

Pressure T, T, 
v a )  (OC) (OC) 

-1.1 23.1 

Replicate 4 
Pressure T, T, 
&Pa) ("C) (OC) 

Replicate 5 
.I 

@Pa) (OC) (OC) 



Appendix K - Gas Loss Rate Data for Pilot Bins 

Experimental data fiom the leakage area vs. gas loss rate experiments. 

Pages K2 - 9: Experiments wne conducted in thne sizes of wheat-med pilot bins (drums A, B, Br 

C). Gas cmmtmtion and bulk temperature data were coilected at one location inside 

each pilot bm appmvOmatcly one-third fiom tbt bottom niree repliuttes of each hole 

size in each bin size were conducted 

Pages K 1 0 - 1 6: Additid expxkx& were conducted in five piiot bins equivalent in size to dnim B. 

The wheat was replaceci with Dowlex 2027A Polyethylene resin pelIets which were 

appmxhaîeiy quai to the size of wheat kernels. Temperature and gas samples were 

miiected fian three locations within each pilot bin and data were collected for a period 

of 14 c i  Experiments were done far each of the previous five hole sizes, plus one senes 

of experiments with no holes and one series of experiments with holes equal to 12.7 

mm in diameter. 



Ekplicate 1 1 Repliate 2 1 Replicaîe 3 

Time Temp. CO2 1 T i  Tanp. CO2 1 Tirne Temp. CO2 
(OC) ('w (OC) ("/O) (OC) (%) 

(Daîe: Aug. 8,19%) (Date: Aug. 9,1996) (Daîe: Aug. 12,1996) 

12:OO 2 1.4 88.2 
12:30 2 1.4 80.0 
13:OO 2 1.5 77.4 
13:30 2 1.6 75.2 
14:OO 21.6 77.0 
14:30 21.7 76.5 
15:OO 2 1.7 78.5 
1530 22.0 77.1 
16:OO 22.1 77.3 

- - -  I 
- - - 

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 

(Date: Aug. 9, 1996) 

09:20 18.6 46.7 
0950 20.4 55.5 
10:20 21.0 54.2 
1050 2 1.3 56.5 
11:20 2 1.5 56.6 

Time Tenip. CO, 1 T h e  Tcmp. CO2 
(OC) (%) ("Cl ('w 

(Date: Sept. 7,1996 ) 

1O:SS 17.2 86.9 
1 1:25 18.6 83.1 
11:55 19.3 80.5 
12:25 20.0 82.8 
1255 20.4 79.5 
13% 20.6 81.8 
1355 20.9 80.7 
14:25 21.0 81.1 
1455 21.3 80.0 

(Date: Aug. 12,1996) 

09:30 18.7 60.6 
1O:OO 20.5 67.1 
10:30 21.0 67.9 
1 1:00 21.3 68.1 
1 1:30 21.6 67.8 

(Date: Sept. 14,1996) 

(Date: Aug. 13, 1996) 

08:OO 19.4 70.9 
08:30 21.0 74.6 
09:OO 21.7 73 -6 
09:30 22.2 73.7 
1O:OO 22.3 73.5 

(Date: Sept 8, 1996) 

12:OO 18.4 68.4 
12:30 19.8 70.5 
13:OO 20.9 7 1.3 
13:30 21.1 67.9 
14:OO 2 1.3 70.6 

(Date: Sept. 15,1996) 

1O:OO 14.8 77.6 
10:30 16.6 80.2 
11:OO 17.3 79.7 
1 1:30 17.7 78.2 
12:OO 18.0 79.6 

Replicate 3 

Time Temp. CO, 
("Cl (W 

(Date: Sept. 25, 1996) 

16: 15 14.8 89.3 
16:45 16.3 7 1.2 
17:15 17.0 64.4 
17:45 17.3 67.3 
18:15 17.4 62.1 
18:45 17.6 70.0 
19:15 17.5 70.1 
19:45 17.6 69.1 
20: 15 17.6 68.9 

(Date: Sept. 26, 1996) 

10:40 13.1 67.8 
11:lO 15.0 69.3 
1 1:40 16.0 69.7 
12:lO 16.3 68.9 
12:30 16.4 70.6 



Dnim C, Hole size = 1.5 mm diameter 

T ï e  Temp. Co2 
(OC) W) 

(Date: Aug. 1 3, 1 9%) 

1250 23.4 87.1 
13:20 23.6 87.6 
1350 24.1 86.5 
14:20 24.5 86.3 
1450 24.7 85.7 
15:20 25.0 84.3 
1550 25.1 81.7 
16:20 25.3 83.7 

(Date: Aug. 14, 1 9%) 

12:30 23.4 90.1 
13:OO 23.0 85.9 
13:30 23.4 84.5 
14:OO 23.9 86.8 
14:30 24.3 84.4 
15:OO 24.6 83.7 
15:30 24.8 83.9 
16:OO 25 .O 84.4 

(Date: A U ~  14,1996) 

10:15 19.5 75.1 
10% 21.4 81.3 
1 1:15 22.4 78.7 
1 1:45 22.8 79.8 
12:15 23.1 80.8 

Dnim A, Hole size = 1.3 mm diameter 

Replicate 1 
- - 

Time Temp. COz 
("Cl (%) 

(Date: Aug. 13, 1996 ) 

13:OO 23.3 89.3 
13:30 22.3 86.7 
14:OO 22.4 85.5 
14:30 22.4 87.2 
15:OO 22.6 86.5 
1530 22.8 85.8 
16:OO 22.9 84.8 
16:30 23.0 83.5 

(Date: Aug. 14, 19%) 

(Date: Aug. 15, 19%) 

Repiicate 2 

Time Temp. Co2 
(OC) ('w 

(Date: Aug. 14, 1996) 

12:30 21.7 83.5 
13:OO 21.6 82.4 
13:30 2 1.6 84.8 
14:OO 22.0 83.3 
14:30 22.2 84.2 
15:OO 22.3 82.1 
1530 22.5 82.2 
16:OO 22.4 84.7 

(Date: Aug. 15, 19%) 

-- - 

Time Temp. Co2 
("Cl (%) 

(Date: Aug. 15, 19%) 

1125 22.6 88.0 
1 1:55 22.8 89.8 
12:25 23.0 89.8 
12:55 23 -6 88.2 
13:25 24.3 84.7 
1355 24.5 87.0 
14:25 24.9 87.1 
1455 25 -2 87.0 
15 :25 25.6 86.4 

(Date: Aug. 16, 1996) 

Replicate 3 

Tirne Temp. Co2 
(OC) (%) 

(Date: Aug. 15, 1996) 

11:25 2 1.7 91.5 
11:55 21.6 85 .O 
12:25 21.6 85.2 
12:55 21.7 84.5 
13:25 22.1 83.7 
1355 22.2 84.9 
14:25 22.4 84.2 
1455 22.5 82.1 
15:25 22.6 83.3 

(Date: Aug. 16, 1996) 

10:30 19.8 78.6 
11:OO 2 1.6 76.7 
1 1:30 22.5 81.3 
12:OO 22.8 77.4 



LXum B, Hole size = 1.3 mm diameter 

R e p l i e  1 1 Replicate 2 1 Replicate 3 

(Date: Aug. 8, 19% ) 

09:30 17.5 74.8 
1O:OO 19.4 79.7 
1 0:30 20.4 68.0 
11:OO 20.8 71.8 
1 1:30 21.0 74.8 
12:OO 21.3 72.3 
12:30 21.5 73.7 
13:OO 21.6 69.6 
13:30 21-8 73.2 

(Date: Aug. 9,1996) 

1 1:40 21.0 88.3 
12: 10 21.0 78.6 
12:40 21.1 78.4 
13: 10 21.4 76.6 
13:40 21.6 75.0 
14: 10 21.8 78.0 
14:40 21.8 77.9 
1510 22.0 77.4 

(Date: Aug. 12,1996) 

12:OO 21.0 88.5 
12:30 2 1.0 88.2 
13:OO 21.2 85 -9 
13:30 2 1.5 85 -5 
14:Oo 21.6 85 -4 
14:30 21.9 83.7 
15:OO 22.1 86.0 
1530 22.4 85.4 
16:OO 22.6 85 -4 

Drum C, Hole size = 1.3 mm diameter 

(Date: Aug. 9, 19%) 

09:25 18.2 55.7 
0955 19.8 68.9 
10:25 20.7 69.5 
10:55 2 1 .O 69.6 
11% 2 1.2 69.7 

(Date: Sept. 7, 1996 ) 

1 1:25 19.4 80.1 
11:55 20.4 74.8 
12:25 2 1.2 77.0 
1255 2 1.6 73 .O 
13 125 22.0 74.7 
1355 22.4 75.7 
14:25 22.8 76.5 
1455 23.1 74.6 

(Date: Sept. 8, 19%) 

12:OO 19.3 67.9 
12:30 20.9 63.6 
13:OO 22.0 67.2 
13:30 22.6 66.5 

Replicate 2 

(Date: Aug. 12,1996) 

09:30 17.8 66.9 
I0:OO 19.6 72.5 
1 0:30 20.6 74.2 
I 1:OO 21.0 72.4 
1 1:30 21.3 73.0 

(Date: Sept 14, 1 9%) 

12:25 17.4 8 1.5 
1255 18.4 78.5 
13:25 19.2 78.6 
1355 19.5 80.5 
14:25 19.8 80.1 
1455 20.2 80.1 
1525 20.5 79.8 
1S:SS 20.8 80.2 

(Date: Sept 15.19%) 

10:OO 15.9 73.2 
10:30 17.5 76.1 
1 1:00 18.5 77.4 
1 1:30 19.0 75. I 
12:OO 19.5 77.7 

(Date: Aug. 13,1996) 

08:OO 18.9 77.5 
08:30 20.6 81.3 
09:OO 21.2 81.7 
09:30 2 1.6 83.6 
10:OO 2 1.8 81.7 

Replicate 3 

(Date: Sept. 25,1996) 

16:45 17.4 69.3 
17: 15 18.1 68.1 
17:45 18.6 66.5 
18:15 18.8 64.4 
18:45 19.0 68.8 
1935 19.0 68.5 
19:45 19.0 68.8 
20: 15 19.0 68.8 

(Date: Sept 26,1996) 

1 0:40 13.9 64.8 
11:lO 15.9 65.1 
1 1:40 16.9 63.5 
12: 10 17.1 62.3 



1 Replicate 2 1 Repliate 3 

(Date: Sept 7, 19% ) 

1055 18.1 8 1.0 
1 1 :25 19.2 8 1.5 
1 1:SS 19.7 84.7 
12:25 20.3 83.0 
1255 20.5 80.9 
13:25 20.6 8 1.5 
1355 20.8 8 1.6 
14:25 20.9 82.2 
1455 21.0 81.9 

(Date: Sept 8, 1996) 

12:OO 18.6 74.6 
12:30 19.9 73.7 
13:OO 20.9 72.6 
13:30 21.0 73.1 
14:OO 21.0 72.8 

-- 

(Date: Sept 14,1996) 

1 1:55 14.3 86.4 
12:25 16.5 83.2 
1255 17.3 82.4 
13:25 17.8 82.2 
1355 18.0 82.0 
1425 18.1 82.2 
1455 18.2 8 1.7 
15:25 18.4 8 1.1 
1555 18.5 8 1.0 

(Date: Sept. 15, 19%) 

1O:OO 15.7 78.8 
1 0:30 17.2 76.1 
11:OO 18.0 76.4 
1 1:30 18.3 75.2 
12:OO 18.4 77.0 

Replicate I 

Time Temp. CO, 
(OC) ("/O) 

(Date: Aug. 13, 19%) 

1255 21.7 90.8 
13:25 22.2 88.3 
1355 22.6 87.6 
14:25 22.8 88.3 
14% 23.0 87.4 
1525 23 -4 85.8 
1555 23.5 88.3 
16:25 23.6 87.2 

(Date: Aug. 14, 1996) 

10:15 18.5 83.8 
1 0:45 20.4 84.8 
11:15 2 1.4 80.3 
1 1:45 21.4 82.8 
I2:15 21.6 85.6 

Time Temp. CO; 
(OC) ('w 

(Date: Aug. 14, 19%) 

12:30 21.5 83.9 
13:OO 2 1.5 86.0 
13:30 21.7 83.0 
14:OO 22.2 87.6 
14:30 22.5 86.1 
1500 22.7 87.8 
15:30 22.9 87.6 
I6:OO 23 .O 87.9 

(Date: Aug. 15, 19%) 

09: 15 18.3 79.8 
09:45 20.1 85.5 
10: 15 20.8 82.6 
10:45 21.3 86.8 
ll:15 21.3 83.2 

- 

(Date: Sept 25,1996) 

16: 15 14.6 82.5 
16:45 16.0 58.3 
17: 15 16.5 71.5 
17:45 16.9 70.1 
18: 15 17.0 64.4 
18:45 17.1 67.0 
19: 15 17.0 64.2 
19:45 17.2 68.5 
20: 15 17.1 68.9 

(Date: Sept 26,I 996) 

1 0:40 13.7 67.8 
11:20 15.6 65.3 
1 1:40 16.5 67.6 
12: 10 16.8 66.4 
12:30 16.8 67.1 

Replicate 3 
- 

The Temp. CO, 
(Oc) (76) 

- - 

(Date: Aug. 15, 1996) 

1 1:25 21.0 91.7 
1155 2 1.3 86.7 
12:25 21.5 89.1 
12:55 21.8 87.3 
13:25 22.4 84.5 
13:55 22.6 88.4 
14:25 22.9 87.0 
1455 23.1 87.3 
15:25 23.3 88.4 

(Date: Aug. 16,1996) 

10:30 19.6 77.8 
11:OO 21.3 74.3 
1 1:30 22.4 82.3 
12:OO 22.8 85.1 



Drum C, Hole size = 1.1 mm diameter 

Replicate 1 1 Replicate 2 1 Replicate 3 

(Date: Aug. 8, 1996) 

09:40 19.2 40.0 
10: 10 20.6 80.6 
10:40 21.5 67.3 
11:lO 21.9 68.6 
1 1:40 22.5 70.9 
12:lO 22.9 70.4 
12:40 23 -2 68.2 
13: 10 23.4 70.8 
13:40 23.6 68.5 

(Date: Aug. 9, 1 996) 

09:30 19.0 43.8 
1O:OO 20.8 62.9 
10:30 2 1.5 64.8 
11:OO 21.9 65.9 
1 1:30 22.0 65.7 

(Date: Aug. 9, 19%) 

1 1:35 21.9 80.1 
12:OS 22.2 82.8 
12:35 22.4 73.9 
13:05 22.8 71.4 
13:35 23.2 71.2 
14:OS 23.4 71.5 
14:35 23.5 71.4 
1505 23 -6 70.0 

(Date: Aug. 12, 19%) 

09:30 18.7 5 1.0 
1O:OO 20.6 67.4 
10:30 21.5 65.5 
I LOO 22.1 67.4 
11:30 22.7 67.0 

Drum A, Hole size = 0.8 mm diameter 

Replicate 1 

(Date: Nov. 1, 1996) 

1050 3.3 86.4 
11:20 5.1 56.1 
1150 5.8 54.1 
12:20 6.1 53.1 
1250 6.3 52.8 
13:20 6.1 5 1.0 
1350 6.3 50.9 
14:20 6.3 51.1 
1450 6.4 51.2 

(Date: Nov. 2, 1996) 

(Date: Nov. 4,1996) 

1250 4.6 8 1.3 
13:20 6.4 71.3 
1350 7.0 69.3 
14:20 7.4 68.6 
1450 7.6 65.1 
1520 7.7 67.3 
1550 7.6 67.2 
16:20 7.8 67.3 
1650 7.9 66.6 

(Date: Nov. 5, 19%) 

0955 4.2 62.3 
1 0:25 6.4 63 -2 
10:55 7.0 62.5 
11:25 7.3 62.4 
1 1:55 7.6 59.3 

(Date: Aug. 12, 1996) 

12:OO 22.9 81.2 
12:30 22.6 90.0 
13:M 22.8 85.4 
13:30 23.2 81.0 
14:OO 23.4 8 1.6 
14:30 23.7 81.7 
15:OO 24.0 80.0 
15:30 24.3 8 1.6 
16:OO 24.5 81.9 

(Date: Aug. 13, 1996) 

08:OO 19.5 70.6 
08:30 21.0 77.1 
09:OO 22.0 76.9 
09:30 22.6 77.8 
10:OO 22.9 79.3 

(Date: Nov. 5, 1996) 

12:OO 7.9 82.9 
12:30 7.6 75.1 
13:OO 7.6 72.7 
13:30 7.7 71.8 
14:OO 7.7 72.6 
14:30 7.8 72.1 
1500 7.9 71.1 
15:30 7.9 70.7 
16:OO 8.0 72.6 

(Date: Nov. 6, 1996) 

0950 4.8 65.5 
10:20 6.8 70.0 
1050 7.5 69.1 
11:20 7.9 69.1 
1150 8.0 68.6 



D m  B, Hole size = 0.8 mm diameter 

Replicate 1 1 R e p l i e  2 1 Replicate 3 
- 

Time Temp. CO2 1 T Temp. CO2 1 Timc Temp. Co, 
(OC) rw (OC) W) ("Cl (%) 

(Date: Sept 30,1996) 

1450 12.3 89.3 
1520 13.9 76.4 
1550 14.6 73.8 
16:20 14.9 50.5 
1650 15.0 64.0 
17:20 15.1 68.0 
1750 15.2 72.5 
18:20 15.3 74.0 
18:50 15.3 73.9 

(Date: Oct 2 1, 1 9%) 

1050 10.6 87.7 
11:20 12.2 64.5 
1 150 13.1 65.4 
12:20 13.6 65.3 
1250 13.9 64.8 
I3:20 14.0 63.7 
1350 14.0 63.6 
14:20 14.0 62.8 
1450 14.0 61.5 

(Date: Oct 1, 1996) 

11:lO 11.2 68.2 
1 1:40 13.1 69.5 
12: 10 14.0 69.1 
12:40 14.4 69.2 
13:10 14.5 69.1 

(Date: 06.20,19%) 1 (Date: Oct 22,1996) 

D m  C, Hole size = 0.8 mm diameter 

Replicate 1 1 Replicaîe 2 

Tirne Temp. CO2 1 Time Temp. CO; 
(OC) (W (OC) (%) 

(Date: ûct 27, 19%) 

i 0:40 8.6 58.2 
11: 10 10.9 58.0 
1 1:40 11.6 59.1 
12: 10 11.7 58.5 
12:40 11.8 56.9 

(Date: Oct. 26, 19%) 

09:45 8.6 88.6 
10:15 10.4 70.3 
1 0:45 11.4 66.3 
1 1:15 11.9 66.4 
1 1:45 12.3 66.9 
12:15 12.5 65.0 
12:45 12.8 65.9 
13:15 13.0 65.5 
13:45 13.0 65.5 

Replicate 3 

(Date: Oct 27,1996) 

13:25 9.7 83.1 
1355 11.2 76.5 
14:25 11.9 63.3 
1455 12.4 61.9 
1525 12.5 61.3 
1555 12.8 61.2 
16% 12.8 59.2 
1655 13.0 63.1 

Time Temp. Co2 
(OC) ('w 

(Date: Oct. 28, 1996) 

12: 15 11.6 86.3 
12:45 11.7 80.7 
13: 15 11.9 69.0 
13:45 12.2 66.6 
14: 15 12.5 67.4 
14:45 12.6 67.5 
15: 15 12.8 67.3 
1545 12.9 67.5 
16: 15 13.0 67.3 

(Date: Oct. 29, 1996) 

11:OO 8.9 52.8 
11:30 10.9 64.3 
12:OO 11.7 64.3 
12:30 12.3 63.7 
13:OO 12.4 63.4 



Drum A, Hole size = 0.6 mm diameter 

Time Temp. Co2 
(OC) (W I Timt Tanp. CO, 

(OC) (0% 

(Date: Sept 30,19%) 

1450 12.4 88.8 
1520 13.8 78.6 
1550 14.5 77.1 
16:20 14.7 53.1 
1650 14.8 74.1 
17:20 15.0 76.4 
1750 15.1 75.0 
18120 15.1 74.6 
18:50 15.1 74.5 

- 

(Date: ûcî. 19,1996) 

1 1:15 9.1 80.6 
1 1:45 10.9 55.3 
12: 15 11.8 59.4 
12:45 12.4 58.7 
13: 15 12.6 58.2 
13:45 12.9 57.1 
14: 15 13.0 56.7 
14:45 13.2 56.3 
15: 15 13.3 56.5 

(Date: Oct 1,1996) 

11:lO 11.6 65.7 
1 1:40 13.6 70.7 
12: 10 14.5 71.5 
12:40 14.8 71.8 
13: 10 14.9 7 1.8 

Dnim B, Hole size = 0.6 mm diameter 

(Date: Oct 20, 19%) 

10:OO 10.4 49.1 
10:30 12.0 54.5 
11:OO 13.1 54.0 
1 1:30 13.4 53.7 
12:OO 13.6 54.0 

Replicate 1 

The Temp. Co2 
(OC) ("/O) 

(Date: Oct. 26, 1996) 

09:45 8.5 83.8 
10: 15 10.2 72.4 
1 0:45 11.1 66.9 
11:15 11.4 66.4 
1 1:45 11.7 66.5 
12: 15 11.8 66.1 
12:45 12.1 66.5 
13: 15 12.3 66.2 
13:45 12.4 66.4 

(Date: Oct. 27, 19%) 

10:40 7.9 62.8 
11: 10 10.2 62.9 
1 1:40 11.0 62.0 
12: 10 11.0 62.0 
12:40 11.1 62.7 

Replicate 2 

T h e  Temp. CO, 
(OC) ("/O) 

(Date: Oct 27,1996) 

(Date: Oc& 28,1996) 

10:lO 7.3 49.2 
10:40 9.0 63.3 
11:lO 10.2 62.2 
IL40 10.6 63.6 
12:lO 10.7 60.3 

Time Temp. Co2 
(OC) (%) 

(Date: Oct. 21,1996) 

1050 10.7 79.6 
11:20 12.5 65.5 
1 1:50 13.4 64.6 
12:20 13.7 65.7 
1250 14.0 65.3 
13:20 14.0 64.4 
1350 14.0 62.5 
14:20 14.0 63.4 
1450 14.0 62.6 

- 

(Date: Oct 22, 1996) 

10:20 10.2 61.1 
1050 12.0 61.6 
11:20 12.8 62.1 
1 1:50 13.1 62.7 
12:20 13.4 60.8 

Replicate 3 

Tirne Temp. Co2 
(OC) ("/O) 

(Date: Oct. 28,1996) 

12: 15 10.6 85.2 
12:45 10.9 76.5 
13: 15 11.0 72.7 
13:45 11.0 74.1 
14: 15 11.3 73.2 
14:45 11.4 72.4 
15: 15 11.6 72.0 
1545 11.6 7 1.5 
16: 15 11.8 73.2 
(Date: Oct 29,1996) 

11:OO 8.4 65.2 
11:30 10.5 70.7 
12:OO 11.2 70.5 
12:30 11.6 70.4 
13:OO 11.6 69.8 



D m  C, Hole size = 0.6 mm diameter 

- - -- - - - - - 

(Date: Nov. 1, 1996) 

1050 3.5 36.7 
11:20 5.6 74.4 
1150 6.3 63.6 
12:20 6.9 62.5 
1250 7.0 62.6 
1 3:20 7.0 63.1 
1350 7.3 63.6 
14:20 7.4 63 -4 
1450 7.6 62.1 

(Date: Nov. 2, 1 996) 

10:20 2.3 60.6 
10:50 4.4 61.8 
11:20 5.6 63.0 
t 150 5.9 63 .O 
12:20 6.2 62.9 

.- - 

(Date: Nov. 4, 1 9%) 

12:SO 5.4 86.5 
13:20 7.1 27.4 
1350 8.0 68.4 
14:20 8.5 65.7 
1450 8.6 66.7 
15~20 9.0 67. I 
1550 8.9 67.4 
14:20 9.0 68.2 
1650 9.2 67.0 

(Date: Nov. 5,  19%) 

0955 4.6 54.5 
1 0:25 6.8 64.9 
1 0:55 7.5 66.5 
1 1:25 7.9 66.2 
1155 8.2 63.1 

8.3 71.7 
13:30 8.6 72.0 
14:OO 8.7 71.1 
14:30 9.0 70.5 
15:OO 9.0 70.6 
1230 9.0 71.2 
16:OO 9.1 7 1.9 

(Date: Nov. 6, 1996) 

0950 5.0 62.2 
10:20 7.0 69.9 
1O:SO 7.9 69.7 
11:20 8.3 69.7 
1150 8.5 70.2 



Replicate 1 - No hole 
Top Mid Bot 

CO, (%) 
78.9 81.9 80.8 

72.7 73.4 70.3 
Temperature (OC) 

18.3 18.2 18.1 
19.3 19.1 18.9 
19.4 19.5 19.6 
19.6 19.3 19.2 
19.7 19.6 19.4 
19.6 20.0 20.1 
21.1 21.2 21.1 
19.2 20.6 20.5 
19.7 20.8 20.6 
20.1 21.0 20.9 

Replicate 2 - No hole 
Top Mid Bot 

72.5 70.9 70.7 
74.9 76.0 70.4 
73.9 78.9 74.6 

Temperature ( O C )  

18.2 18.0 17.9 
19.2 18.9 18.8 
19.4 19.4 19.3 
19.3 19.0 18.8 
19.5 19.2 19.1 
19.4 19.7 19.6 
21.0 20.9 20.7 
19.1 19.7 19.6 
19.6 19.8 19.9 
19.8 20.3 20.2 

Rcplicate 3 - No hole 
TOD Mid Bot 

71.2 72.5 69.3 
68.7 69.8 67.0 
67.8 67.5 70.1 

Temperature (OC) 
18.1 17,8 17.7 
19.0 18.5 18.4 
19.2 19.2 19.0 
19.2 18.9 18.8 
19.6 19.2 19.1 
19.4 19.7 19.6 
20.9 20.8 20.4 
9 1 20.2 20.3 
19.5 20.4 20.4 
20.0 20.6 20.7 

Rcplicate 4 - No hole 
TOD Mid Bot 

CO* (%) 
70.9 
7 1.6 
67.3 
65.5 
67.3 
67.4 
66.4 
65.2 
60.1 
65.5 

Temperature (OC) 
18.0 17.8 17.7 

Replicate 5 - No hole 
Top Mid Bot 

CO, (%) 
63.0 61.8 63.4 
63.8 64.9 60.0 
62.8 62.4 63.7 
62.8 62.6 63.6 
59.9 58.7 57.4 
58.7 58.3 54.8 
60.1 59.2 58.5 
56.5 55.9 53.3 
54.4 58.9 54.4 
57.9 59.1 54.2 

53.4 56.7 57.1 
55.9 55.1 55.1 
54.3 55.2 56.3 

Temperature (OC) 
18.3 18.1 18.1 
19.2 19.0 18.9 
19.4 19.4 19.4 
19.3 19.2 19.0 
19.7 19.3 19.2 
19.5 19.9 19.8 
20.9 21.1 20.8 
19.1 20.2 20,O 
19.5 20.4 20.3 
20.0 20.8 20.6 



Ton Mid Bot Ton Mid Bot TOD Mid Bot TOD Mid Bot TOD Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 

63.4 72.3 68.8 
69.5 71.8 74.8 
70.2 71.7 71.9 
67.7 67.6 69.0 
66.8 70.0 67.7 
67.5 69.0 68.8 
66.0 68.7 68.7 
68.7 67.6 69.1 
65.7 63.5 65.9 
67.4 68.0 66.7 
67.3 67.3 66.8 
63.3 66.4 64.9 
67.5 67.6 68.2 
66.7 65.8 65.3 

Temperature (OC) 
23.2 23.2 23.0 
22.5 22.7 22.5 
20.2 21.3 21.2 
21.8 21.6 21.6 
22.0 22.3 22.2 
20.2 21.3 21.3 
19.2 19.9 19.8 
19.2 19.3 19.2 
17.6 18.2 18.2 
18.5 18.6 18.6 
19.0 19.2 19.2 
18.8 19.0 19.0 
18.7 18.6 18.3 
17.8 17.9 17.9 

Temperature (OC) 
23.0 22.9 22.6 

- - 

CO, (%) 
64.2 63.8 64.3 

Temperature (OC) 
22.9 22.7 22.3 

CO, (%) 
53.8 53.4 54.8 

Temperature (OC) 
22.8 22.6 22.1 



Tot, Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 

80.4 85.1 83.7 

Temperature (OC) 
22.2 21.8 21.8 
22.8 23.4 23.2 
23.3 23.7 23.6 
23.4 24.0 24.0 
22.5 23.5 23.6 
22.0 22.1 22.0 

TOD Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 

80.6 83.4 85.8 

69.7 70.0 70.0 
63.8 68.9 64,l 
65.8 64.6 66.9 
66.0 64.0 64.7 
65.1 59.1 64.2 
63.7 59.1 62.9 
60.6 60.3 62.2 

Temperature (OC) 
22.1 21.6 21.6 
22.8 23.1 23.0 
23.3 23.4 23.2 
23.4 23.9 23.5 
22.4 22.8 22.7 
22.0 21.7 21,6 

Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot T O ~  Mid Bot 
Replicate 1 - 0.8 mm dia Replicate 2 - 0.8 mm dia Replicate 3 - 0.8 mm dia Replicate 4 - 0.8 mm dia Replicate 5 - 0.8 mm dia 

- - - I - 
- - - - - - 

- - m m  - m  

- - - - - - W C  

- - & - - 

CO, (%) 
82.4 85.1 86.7 

CO, (%) 
70.1 72.8 79.7 

65.7 66.9 67.0 
63.7 64.3 64.3 
59.2 60.2 65.4 
63.3 63.8 63.8 
62.0 63.4 61.2 
59.5 62.1 60.9 
57.6 57.4 60.4 

Temperature (OC) 
22.4 22.2 22.0 
22.9 23.1 23.0 
23.3 23.7 23.4 
23.4 23.9 23.8 
22.5 23.6 23.6 
22.1 22.1 22.1 

64.0 63.0 64.7 
61.2 62.9 62.4 
61.9 63.9 62.3 
62.1 61.3 62.2 
58.2 58.9 60.5 
57.7 57.7 59.3 
57.3 56.7 58.6 

Tempera ture (OC) 
22.2 21.9 21.9 
22.8 23.1 22.6 
23.2 23.3 22.9 
23.3 23.6 23.2 
22.3 22.7 22.1 
22.0 21.6 21.5 



Replicate 1 - 1.1 mm dia 
Top Mid Bot 

Replicate 2 - 1.1 mm dia 
Top Mid Bot 

CO, (%) 
72.7 77.2 80.9 

70.6 72.9 73.0 
72.4 72.8 72.0 
70.4 69.5 71.3 
66.5 67.8 66.6 
67.7 64.3 66.2 
67.0 61.9 64.3 
63.1 60.9 64.1 
63.3 62.5 61.5 
57.5 58.4 59.6 
55.0 58.1 57.2 
55.4 55.5 56.6 
54.2 50.5 54.1 
52.2 47.6 49.9 

Temperature (OC) 
22.8 22.0 21.9 
22.6 22.8 22.5 
22.9 23.0 22.8 
21.2 21.5 21.5 
22.8 22.8 22.7 
22.9 23.3 23.1 
22.9 23.1 23.0 
22.1 22.6 22.5 
21.8 22.3 22.1 
19.9 20.5 20.4 
18.3 18.6 18.9 
19.0 19.1 19.2 
20.2 20.4 20.4 
17.9 18.1 18.2 

TOD Mid Bot TOD Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 

74.9 69.7 77.4 
71.0 71.8 68.1 
66.2 66.0 68.2 
65.3 63.1 66.1 
64.8 65.1 63.2 
60.4 63.6 64.2 
62.2 63.4 62.7 
61.5 59.1 61.6 
60.9 59.4 61.4 
56.6 56.0 59.6 
53.2 55.2 57.2 
53.3 55.9 52.9 
55.9 51.1 50.7 
54.2 50.7 49.1 

Temperature ( O C )  
22.8 21.9 21.6 
22.5 22.7 22.5 
22.9 23.0 22.8 
21.3 22.1 22.2 
22.7 22.9 22.8 
23.0 23.6 23.4 
23.2 23.3 22.9 
22.2 23.0 23.0 
21.8 22.6 22.6 
20.0 21.1 21.3 
18.4 19.6 19.6 
19.0 19.4 19.8 
20.3 20.6 20.6 
18.0 19.0 19.1 

CO, (%) 
63.7 63.2 66.3 

Temperature (OC) 
22.8 22.2 22.1 

Top Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 



Top Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 

73.8 72.9 75.2 

Temperature (OC)  

18.6 19.1 19.1 
19.6 19.8 19.8 
20.9 21.0 20.9 
24.1 23.2 22.9 
24.1 24.1 23.9 
23.3 23.4 23.3 
22.9 23.6 23.5 
22.6 23.4 23.3 
23.6 24.1 23.9 
23.5 24.5 24.3 
24.1 24.6 24.5 
23.8 23.7 23.9 
24.1 23.8 23.9 
22.7 22.8 22.9 

Top Mid Bot 

78.6 72.2 74.9 
72.6 73.5 73.0 
70.9 70.7 69.0 
65.0 68.9 66.8 
64.9 65.5 64.6 
67.8 63.2 66.8 
67.1 63.7 64.8 
67.6 61.8 66.3 
63.6 64.2 63.7 
62.5 62.6 61.1 
61.8 60.9 60.8 
58.8 57.7 57.8 
57.4 55.1 56.5 

Temperature (OC) 
18.6 18.7 18.8 
19.6 19.7 19.7 
20.9 21.0 20.9 
24.1 23.6 23.4 
24.0 24.1 23.9 
23.3 23.2 23.1 
22.8 23.3 23.1 
22.6 23.1 22.8 
23.6 23.8 23.7 
23.4 23.9 23.8 
24.1 24.3 24.2 
24.7 24.8 24.3 
23.6 24.6 24.3 
22.7 22.6 22.6 

Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 

67.7 69.8 75.2 
CO, (%) 

65.1 67.0 62.2 

Temperature (OC)  

18.6 18.9 19.1 

ReplicitiS - 1.3 mm dia 
Top Mid Bot 

CO, (%) 
58.0 53.2 54.0 



Replicate 1 - 1.5 mm dia 
TOD Mid Bot 

CO, (%) 
81.1 83.2 78.7 

Top Mid Bot 

76.8 73.2 74.5 
78.9 75.3 71.6 
73.9 74.7 71.8 
72.3 69.8 72.6 
71.9 68.8 70.2 
69.8 69.2 69.4 
67.4 66.5 66.8 
66.0 67.8 69.1 
64.8 61.2 66.7 
63.1 57.8 63.6 
62.1 63.7 63.4 
61.6 60.0 61.8 
59.1 59.8 60.0 

Temperature ( O C )  

23.5 23.5 23.4 
23.7 23.8 23.7 
24.0 24.1 23.9 
24.2 24.4 24.3 
23.0 23.3 23.2 
22.3 22.8 22.6 
21.8 22.3 22.3 
22.2 22.7 22.6 
23.3 23.3 23.3 
22,7 23.4 23.1 
23.4 23.4 23.3 
23.1 23.4 23.3 
22.8 23.0 22.9 
22.6 22.9 22.8 

Top Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 

77.1 78.2 73.4 

Top Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 

64.9 70.2 70.5 
70.3 68.2 68.3 
67.8 68.2 64.8 
65.9 63.2 67.0 
66.4 64.0 61.4 
64.9 63.0 58.3 
61.4 61.4 59.5 
61.3 59.8 61.1 
58.5 59.3 61.2 
59.3 58.1 57.4 
59.5 59.5 58.9 
55.7 58.2 58.5 
56.4 58.6 57.0 
56.2 55.5 55.5 

Temperature (OC) 

23.2 23.3 23.1 
23.6 23.7 23.5 
24.0 23.9 23.8 
24.2 24.3 24.1 
22.8 23.0 22.8 
22.2 22.5 22.2 
21.8 22.1 21.8 
22.0 22.4 22.1 
23.2 23.3 23.1 
22.7 23.1 22.7 
23.3 23.3 23.2 
23.1 23.3 23.0 
22.8 22.9 22.7 
22.5 22.8 22.4 

Top Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 

60.1 52.8 60.0 



Replicate 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1 

12.7mm dia 
Top Mid Bot 

Temperature (OC) 
25.9 23.7 23.3 

Replicate 
I 

- 

1111 

II 

- 

12.7mm dia 
Top Mid Bot 

CO, (%) 
h 

81.2 85.3 87.5 

Temperature (OC) 
25.6 24.2 23.9 
23.6 23.7 23.8 
24.2 24.3 24.3 
23.8 24.1 24.1 
20.1 20.8 21.0 
20.5 20.4 20.4 
21.2 21.3 21.3 
20.1 20.3 20.6 
20.4 20.6 20.7 
22.6 22.4 22.3 
19.8 20.3 20.3 

Replicate 3 - 12.7mm dia Replicate 4 - 12.7mm dia 

I 

I 

3 

h 

- 

Top Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 

79.3 83.0 86.7 

Temperature (OC) 
25.6 23.6 23.1 
23.7 23.9 23.9 
24.4 24.6 24.5 
23.9 24.4 24.6 
20.3 21.9 22.3 
20.5 21.1 21.2 
21.1 21.6 21.7 
20.3 20.9 21.2 
20.5 21.2 21.1 
22.5 22.2 22.2 
19.8 20.7 20.8 

Top Mid Bot 
CO, (%) 

78.5 76.1 78.1 

Temperature (OC) 

Replicate 5 - l2.7mm dia 
TOD Mid Bot 

28.5 28.8 28.9 
26.8 27.2 27.2 

Temperature (OC) 
25.7 23.9 23.5 
23.5 24.1 23.9 
24.3 24.6 24.3 
23.7 24.6 24.3 
20.3 21.5 21.4 
20.6 20.6 20.7 
21.0 21.4 21.5 
20.1 20.6 21.0 
20.5 21.1 21.0 
22.3 22.5 22.6 
19.8 20.6 20.6 



Appendis L - Pressure Decay Data for Fd-size Bins 

-sure decay data co1Iected h m  the fÙiI-size weIded-steel hopper binç during the SuIlllller of 1996. 

Ressun decay tests wae eolimided befort ail himigaîion experiments, exccpt when cage- insects were 

present in the bins (Le., m t s  F4.3, F4.4, F4.5, F4.8, and F4.9). 



Replicate: 1 
Daîe: May 13.19% 
B k  A 

RepliCate: 2 Replicate: 3 
Date: May13.1996 Date: May 13,1996 
B k  A Bin: A 

Amb. temp.: 1 4S°C Amb. temp.: 14.S°C Amb. tesip.: 14.S°C 
Presslnt Time Pressure Tie  Pressure Time 

@Pa) (min:s) 
Start: 1.51 00:00 
End: 0.75 28:13 

Experiment: FI.1 
Replicate: 4 
Date: May 13.19% 
Bin: A 

Amb. temp.: 14S°C 
Pressure Time 

@Pa) (min:s) 
S tart: 1.5 1 OO:Oo 
End: 0.75 24:26 

Experiment: F2.1 
Replicate: 3 
Date: May 27,1996 
Bin: B 
Arnb. temv.: 22.S°C 

Pressure Tirne 
@Pa) (min:s) 

Start: 1.5 1 00:00 
1.23 05:OO 
O.% 1o:oo 

End: 0.75 14:43 

OrPa) ( e s )  &Pa) (min:s) 
Start: 1.5 1 00:OO Start 1.51 00:OO 
End: 0.75 20:45 End: 0.75 26:30 

Experiment F2.1 
RepliCate: 1 
Date: May 27,1996 
Bin: 8 
Amb. temp.: 22.S°C 

Experiment: F2.1 
Replicate: 4 

Date: May 28,1996 
Bin: B 
Amb. temp.: 16.8"C 

Pressure Time 
( P a )  (min:s) 

Start: 1.51 00:OO 
1 .00 05:OO 
0.8 1 10:OO 

End: 0.75 11:20 

Experiment: F2.1 
Repliate: 2 
Date: May 27,1996 
Bin: B 
Amb. temp.: 22S°C 

Ressure Time 
( P a )  t min:^) 

Start: 1.51 00:W 
0.92 05:OO 

End: 0.75 07:OO 

Expetunent F3.1 
Replicate: 1 
Date: June 7,1996 
Bin: A 

Amb. temp.: 23.0°C 
Pressure T h e  

&Pa) (rnin:~) 
Start 1.49 00:OO 

1.31 05:OO 
1.12 10:oo 
0.98 15:OO 
0.87 20:OO 
0.84 25:OO 

End: 0.74 3O:OO 

Pressure Tirne 
(kPa) (min:s) 

Start: 1.5 1 00:OO 
1.14 05:OO 
0.8 1 1O:OO 

End: 0.75 13:45 



Experiment: F3.1 
Replicate: 2 
Date: June7 , lW 

1 Pressure Timt 1 Pressure Time 1 Pressure Time 

B k  A 
Amb. tenip.: 23.0°C 

Experiment: F3.1 
Replicate: 3 
Date: Jme 10,1996 

Experiment: F4.1 
Replicate: 1 
Date: June 24,1996 

. 
Bin: A 
Amb. temp.: 26.0°C 

w'a) ( d s )  
Start 1.49 00:W 

1.39 05:OO 

Bin: B 
Amb. temp.: 13.2"C 

1.27 10:OO 
1.10 15:oo 
O.% 20:OO 
0.85 25:Oû 
0.77 3O:Oû 

End: 0.74 31:IO 

(kPa) (min:s) 
Start: 1.37 00:OO 

1.29 05:OO 

EXpenment: F4.1 
Replicate: 2 
Date: June 24, 19% 
B k  B 
Amb. temp.: 1 3.2"C 

P a )  (min:s) 
Start: 1.51 00:W 

1.00 05:OO 
1.14 10:OO 
O.% 15:00 
0.84 20:OO 
0.72 25:ûû 

End: 0.69 27:02 

Pressure T h e  
&Pa) (min:s) 

S tart: 1-51 00:OO 
1 .O4 05:OO 

End: 0.75 09:33 

Pressure Tirne 
(kPa) (min:s) 

Start: 1.51 00:OO 
1.25 05:W 
1 .O2 10:oo 
0.82 15:OO 
0.75 1656 

End: 0.75 O852 

Experiment: F4. i 
Replicate: 3 
Date: June 24,1996 
Bin: B 
Amb. temp.: 13.2"C 

Experiment : F4.2 
Replicab: 2 
Date: Juiy 8, 19% 
Bin: A 
Amb. temp.: N/A 

v 

Pressure T i  
(kfa) (min:s) 

Start: 1.51 00:OO 
1-25 05:OO 
1 .O2 10:OO 
0.80 15:OO 

End: 0.75 16:30 

Experiment: F4.2 
Replicate: 1 
Date: July 8,1996 
Bin: A 
Amb. temp.: N/A 

Pressure Time 
(kPa) (min-$ 

Start: 1.51 00:Oo 
1 .O0 05:OO 

End: 0.75 08:M 

Experiment: F4.2 
Rep Iicate: 3 
Date: Jdy 8,1996 
Bin: A 
Amb. temp.: N/A 

Experhent: F4.6 
Replicate: 1 
Date: Aug. 6,19Ç6 
Bin: A 
Amb. tanu.: 1 9.0°C 

Pressure Tirne 
@Pa) t min:^) 

Start: 1.5 1 00:OO 
1.26 05:Oû 
1 .O3 1O:OO 
0.82 15:OO 

End: 0.75 17:ll 

Pressure Time 
&Pa) (min:s) 

Start: 1.41 00:OO 
1.21 05:oo 
1 .O2 1o:oo 
0.86 15:oo 
0.7 1 20:oo 

End: 0.70 20:32 



Expuiment: F4.6 I Experiment F4.6 I Experiment: F4.7 
Replicate: 2 RepliCate: 3 Repliate: 1 1 
Date: Aug 6,1996 
Bin: A 
Amb. temp.: 1 9.0°C 

Ressure T i i  
&Pa) bin:s) 

Start: 1.41 00:OO 
1.19 05:OO 
0.98 10:OO 
0.82 15:ûO 

End: 0.70 19:27 

- - 

Start 1.41 00:W 
1.17 0S:OO 
0.99 10:W 
0.84 15:OO 

End: 0.70 19:19 

Date: Aug. 6.19% 
B k  A 
Amb. temp.: 1 9.0°C 

Pressure Time 
&Pa) (min:s) 

Date: Aug. 12,1996 
Bin: B 
Amb. temp.: 23.6"C 

Start: 1.41 00:OO 
0.72 05:OO 

End: 0.70 0520 

Experiment: F4.7 
Repiïcate: 2 
Date: Aug.12, 19% 
Bin: B 
Amb. ternp.: 23.6OC 

Start: 1.4 f 00:OO 
0.78 05:OO 

End: 0.70 M:09 

Experiment F4.7 
Replicate: 3 
Date: Aug. 13, 1996 
Bin: B 
Amb. km.: 14.6"C 

Experiment: F4.7 
Repliate: 5 
Date: Aug. 13.19% 
Bin: B 
Amb. temp.: 14.6"C 

Experiment: F4.7 
RepIicate: 4 
Date: Aug. 13,1996 
Bin: B 
Amb. temp.: 1 4.6OC 

Pressure Time 
Waj (rnin:s) 

S tart: 1.50 00:Oo 
0.84 05:OO 

End: 0.75 06:03 

Pressure Time 
&Pa) (min:@ 

Start: 1-50 00:oo 
0.84 05:ûû 

End: 0.75 06:M 

Pressure Time 
&Pa) (rnin:~) 

Start: 1 .50 00:OO 
0.88 05:OO 

End: 0.75 06: 19 

Pressure Time 
@a) (min:s) 

Start: 1.37 00:OO 
1.16 05:OO 
1 .O4 1o:oo 
0.94 15:OO 
0.84 20:OO 
0.76 2500 
0.70 30:W 

End: 0.69 32:OO 

Experiment: F4.10 
Replimie: 1 
Date: July17,19% 
Bin: C 
h b .  km.: 2 1 .oOc 

Pressure T h e  
@Pa) (min:s) 

Stert: 1.37 00:OO 
1.17 0S:OO 
1 .O8 I0:OO 
0.98 f 5:OO 
0.88 20:OO 
0.78 25:OO 
0.70 30:OO 

End: 0.69 32:Oû 

Experiment: F4.10 
Replicate: 2 

Date: Juiy 17, 1996 
Bin: C 
h b .  km~. :  2 1 .oOc 
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